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To the Honorable Mayor Mary M, Keenan.
Portsmouth,
is

It

again

my

Members

of the City Council and Citizens of the City of

pleasure to present you the 1983-84 and 1984-85 Annual Reports of the City of
will find it helpful as a comprehensive guide to the accomplishments during the

Portsmouth hope you
past two fiscal years.
.

I

Included are accounts of various Portsmouth activities as well as concise records of the municipal
it provides you, the taxpayer, with
information essential to understanding the distribution of tax revenues and how they meet the needs of
our community.
functions. Reading the report will be time well spent in that

who devoted time and energy to the
employees have improved the quality of life in
Portsmouth through committee appointments, volunteer efforts to beautify the City and other services
too numerous to mention though equally deserving of credit.
I

would

like to

take this opportunity to thank

all

those individuals

service of their community. These interested citizens and

have for the past fifteen years to a continued association with those
encourage individuals to take part in the affairs and
development of the City of Portsmouth.
I

continue to look forward as

I

interested in the future of Portsmouth and

I
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Portsmouth City Council

- Councilman Evelyn Marconi. Councilman William St. Laurent.
Councilman John McMaster, Assistant Mayor Mary Keenan, City Attorney Richard Sullivan, City
Manager Calvin Canney. Mayor Eileen Foley. City Clerk Evelyn Hanscom. Councilman Jeffrey Ott
(absent). Councilman Charles Eldredge. Councilman Richard Newman, Councilman Jay Foley.

city Council sealed from left to right

City Council Actions
August 1983
Heard a presentation by Dick Aliotll. State Highway
Dept..re: Improvements to Spaulding Turnpike. Voted
to have Mr. AllottI meet with the City Manager and
Interested parties Involved to discuss this and try to
come up with a plan acceptable to all concerned and
have Mr. Canney report back.

Voted to accept and place on
Russell

file

of license fee

and a

memo from

Cream

Store re: signs on

sidewalk was voted referred to the City Manager to
work with Traffic Safety Committee for a solution to
this and other Hems blocking sidewalks, report back.
and table the request pending the City Manager's

re:

J.

refund

the City Clerk relative

to this.

Voted to have the City Manager attend the public
hearing August 10. 1983in Concord

Letter from Annabelles Ice

a letter from

Coulombe on behalfofhisdaughter

tion

re: Draft

Construc-

Grants Projects Lists and report back at the next

meeting.

Voted to accept and place on
Safety Council.

Inc.. re:

file

a letter from the

NH

Operation LIfesaver.

report.

C.

Marconi asked the City Manager

to look into a

possible solution to paper signs posted on

and

left

utility

poles

Voted to approve the sale of City-owned van to Rocking-

ham County

Adult Medical Day Care Program for

$500.00 and have the

there.

City

Manager and

City Attorney

draft an appropriate sales agreement.

Voted to refer letter from Donna Garganta
Bridge on Greenland Road to the

ment

re:

Railroad

Community Develop-

Citizens .Advisory Council for report back by the

Voted to have the Mayor appoint three

members of the

the letter to John Leith. Citizens Advisory Council

and some citizens at large with expertise
In this area to an Insurance Committee to work with
the Board of Education and Police Commission re:

Chairman.

consolidating city insurance.

second meeting

In

September and

Voted to accept and place on
C. O'Neill re: council

file

to

send a copy of

City Council

a letter from Donald

meetings on TV.

Voted to grant a request of Theatre by the Sea to hang
a

Voted

to

vendors

accept and place on
re:

file

a letter from nine

suggestions for vending procedure.

banner over Congress Street for "Annie" production,

providing dates do not conflict with others already

granted with power

to the City Clerk.

City of Portsmouth

Voted 10 grant request to close off Ceres. Ladd, and

am

High Streets Sept. 18 from 8:00

Ceres Street Open, with power

and

Chief,

City

3:00

-

pm

for

to Police Chief. Fire

A motion by Coun. Foley to roll call the Council for
their unanimous consent to allow Mr. Wilder. Chairman

Manager.

Voted to authorize the City Manager to sign agreement.
principle, with

In

Portsmouth Hospital to sell to the Hospital Corporation
of America.

lafolla

Company

Disposal of

for

of the Hospital Trustees, to address the Council

answer questions about the

Portsmouth Hospital

and

legality of the transfer of

pass by

7-2

Wastewater Treatment Sludge, subject to agreement
by the City Council on cost to be determined and that
the City be notified If anyone else dumps material there.

vote.

Voted to discuss Rnal Contract Negotiating Proposal.

at

Union 1313.

in

be help with the Trusteesand attorneysof the hospital
so everyone could address the question of the legality

Voted on a

roll call

failed

to

a

A motion
Executive Session following the meeting.

6-2 that

come before

licenses

all

requests for liquor

the City Council as a body and

to table the main motion until September 6
which time a duly advertised public hearing would

of the sale of Portsmouth Hospital failed to pass on a

5-4

roll call vole.

thatthe City Manager consult with the Liquor Commis-

laws governing Issuance of licenses and

sion on

possible permit process changes so that the city

Is

not

The motion

"to

request the Trustees of the hospital to

delay their decision on the sale of the hospital until the
State Attorney General givesan opinion of the legality

Involved and report back at the next meeting.

of the sale and also to instruct the City .Attorney to

Accepted

memo from Water Superintendent,

Contract Operation

re:

Voted on

roll call

Waste Water

-

R. Collins,

contact the State Attorney General and work with him

on this matter and report back
pass on a 6-3 roll call vote.

Plant.

time City Attorney to handle

full

prosecutions and assist the present City .Attorney and
eliminate the present position of part time attorney,

and report back with cost

figures.

September 1983
Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Section

70

Highway
Alumni Drive and Greenleaf Avenue and

Voted to accept the City Manager's report
-

Council" failed to

5-3 to authorize the City Manager to

advertise for another

Acquisition

to the

re:

St.

1

.

1

(9) prohibiting

from Bartlett

Through Truck Travel on Dennett
Maplewood Avenue and passed

St. to

same.

have him look Into other alternatives.
Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Section

Voted

authorize the City Manager to renew the lease

to

1983-1984 with NH Parents Anonymous
space at the Comfort Station.
for

for office

Voted to have the City Manager meet with the City
Attorney and Tax assessor and bring

meeting

mouth

procedures available

all

make property

to

elderly who.
their taxes

amend

Its

in at

the September

to the City of Ports-

No Through Truck Traffic on Thornton
Woodbury Avenue and Bartlett Street
and passed same.
701.1 (10)

re:

Street between

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Section
7-327 (18) Holly Lane which limits parking to two
hours and passed same.

tax adjustments for any

due to property revaluation, cannot pay
and whether the City Council needs to

present elderly real estate exemption.

Held

hearing on

public

Ordinance deleting from

Section 7-329 No Parking (82) Middle Street: southerly

side from

Richards Avenue

to

Miller .Avenue and

same until the September 26 meeting
Coun. McMaster can look into a time limit.

so that

Voted to grant the Library Trustees request

to sell

tabled

Voted to accept and

file

minutes of the

Traffic Safety

meeting of June 16 and July 21.
Voted

to

accept and

file

minutes of the Downtown

Parking Review Committee meeting of July 26. July

June

15.

7.

and May 26. 1983.

items which they have found

Ordinances
to

grant a Taxi Operator License.

be of

little

value and

use monies to refurbish paintings which have historical
significance. This is to be

Voted to approve the City Marshal's recommendation

to

re:

done

in

accordance with City

disposal of city surplus property and

the Trustees of the Library along with the Library
Director shall

make an agreement as to what itemscan

be dispensed with and a record shall be kept

On

a roll call vote 6-2. motion to pass first reading of

pass. C.

re: Jumping or Leaping Off Bridges failed to
Keenanand C. Mc Master voted In favor. Voted

to bring

back a proper ordinance the

ordinance

first

Septembereliminatingfirstparagraph

Annual

Report, 1983-84,

re:

meeting

in

permission

Library of the

list

of items disposed of and the

In

the

monies

received.

Voted to accept and place on

Harvey asking

for

file

a letter

sidewalk curbing

to

from Everett
be placed on

from City Manager.

Cutts Street to Woodbury Avenue and that the City

Subject of this Special Meeting was to vote to direct

to the

the City Attorney to investigate the authority of the

earlier In the year.

1984-85

Manager Inform Mr. Harvey that this has been referred
Community Development office for consideration

total bus situation in the city to the
Committee for review of the whole
transportation issue and review of past studies done

Spaulding Turnpike that they report back

with a report back to the Council.

Voted to accept and place on

Voted to refer the
Safety

Traffic

the

to

Council

Manager recommending

report from the City

file a

that the

not act as

City

Voted towrite

Mr Gadd, General Managerof Timberlane
Transportation, Inc and tell him the City is not
interested in subsidizing them and are sorry they can't

sponsor

be of assistance.

amendment be brought in for first reading on September

Voted that the City Manager request the Board of

reclassification of the City Attorney.

for

Voted on a

26

any organization desiring a liquor
roll call

license.

4-3 vote that a Salary Ordinance

re: classification

of .Assistant City Attorney

and

Registrars to set up office hours at each of the PH.A

developments

for a

onetime voter registration on

quest by Timothy J. Connors. Executive Director of

re-

PH.'\.

Voted to accept a request from James Rivals
to the

Voted to accept and place on
Radulski
a

copy

re:

file a letter

Board

to allow the

to

draw up

a

proper

roll call

vote to approve the

recorders, but the money comes from
ment Operating Budget.

the Police Depart-

Chamber of Commerce to stripe

between the historic houses
and that it stipulate that maintenance be done solely
by the Chamber.
the streets to effect a

Voted on a unanimous

request of Police Captain Fracher to purchase tape

Voted to request the City Manager

document

Planning Board for report back.

from Edward

improving education of children and send

to the School

to

purchase city-owned land at the rear of 156 Holly Lane

trail

Voted to table
is

until

September

26.

when Coun. Nelson

present, a motion to accept the Manager's recom-

mendation and

notify the engineering firms that the

Council are not accepting any of the proposals, as

Voted to refer a petition from residents of Peverly

Road

re:

Hill

conditions have changed.

safety hazards there to the Traffic Safety

Commission and

to

check

see

to

if

CD money

be

will

available for sidewalks, etc

Voted to accept and place on

file

the letter from

ressman D'Amoursre: Federal Revenue Sharing

US CongProjects.

A request from Octobereast to have no parking between
noon and five on the south side of State Street
between Washington and Marcy St and to close off
Atkinson and Custom House Court the

same hours on

October 30 for the Octobereast celebration was voted
referred to the Manager. Fire Chief and City Marshall.

Voted that the City Manager send a copy of the letter
from Charles Ott re: bicyclists to the Police Commission
and a copy to Marshal Remickand ask them to respond

.\

letter

from the Seacoast .Anti-Pollution League was

accepted and placed on

file.

Voted to accept and place on

Commissioner Gilman

file

a letter

from State

Voted permission to Competitive Edge.

Ceres

Sept.

St.

Inc. to film

on

22 & 23.

Coun McMaster agreed to have the Traffic Safety
Commission review the parking situation around the
new Children's Museum and property adjacent to it
and report back with suggestions.

telling the City that their request

S67.500 in Federal Land & Water Consenation
Funds for Pierce Island Swimming Pool cannot be
granted because of funding limitations and that the
City Managerapplyin 1984if fundsareappropriated.
for

Voted to approve the Mayor's nominations of volunteers

Councilmen Eldredge and Foley to serve on a joint
committee with the School Board members to review
the insurance situation

A motion

Manager seek volunteers

that the City

represent the City as intervenors
failed

on a 4-4

roll call

in

the

NRC

to

hearings

Voted that the Mayor and Council hereby
Attorney with

Voted that the City Manager notify

NRC that we are

not

respect to

Avenue and Parrott Avenue

Finding

Voted to allow the Ceres Street Open to block off Ceres

and place

Voted

instead of 2:30

pm

to

the

that

deFinitionoftheterm "blight "contained

pm

the

Wright

lots fall within the statutory

happy with and will not accept the City's evacuation
plan, but that we do wish to retain our intervenor status.

Street until 8:30

ratify

determination of the Planning Director and the City

vote.

in

RSA 205.2.

accept the Traffic Safety Committee Report
it

on

file

as previously

Voted

requested.

to

several

accept the Citys Marshals report and grant

la.xi

operator licenses.

Voted to set the November 8 Municipal Election
polling hours from 8:00

am

to

6:00

pm

Voted

to

accept and place on

file

the report of the Taxi

Commission.
Voted to have the City Manager w rite Mr. .Aliotti State
Highway Dept. and ask that when the Final agreement
,

is

reached

re:

road into

Omne development

from

First reading of

an Ordinance prohibiting jumping or

leaping off bridges failed to pass on a 5-2

roll call vote.

City of Portsmouth

First

reading of an Ordinance amending Section 7-901

docking

for

when they

ship

facilities for iheir

visited.

(B) Parlcing Vioialions failed lo pass with only Coun.

Keenan voting

Voted on a 5-4

in favor

roll

cass vote lo table until October

1

7a

request from the Soda Pop Athletic Assn lo hold a

Voted

pass

10

iiearings

itie

first

reading and set up for public

No Parking on State St.. Pray Si. Ciougfi
Drive also Tow Zone - Bow St.. deletion of cross traffic
prohibited at Church at Slate St. and Chestnut at State

Ordinance

St.

1984 Carnival and refer the request
School Supt. for a report back

following:

re:

and regulation of sidewalk

find out

carnival will be held

ICMA

10 pass a Resolution amending
Retirement Corporation Deferred Compensation Plan.

Voted

Voted on a 4-3

roll call

vote lo authorize the City

Attorney to draw up two separate Resolutions for
public hearing for October 3. One to be on the

complete abolishment of the Police Commission and
authority for management of police be solely with the

Manager and the other to retain the present
Police Commission which would be involved in the day
to day operation of the Police Department butgive the

in

FCC.

Continental Cablevision and Channel 50 lo the

Cablevision Committee for report back the

the

Monahan.

lo Mr.

concerns and also

Voted lo send a copy of a letter received from the
re:

signs.

when the

re: his

first

meeting

November and request thai if they wish lo.lhey could

hold a public hearing on this mailer.

Voted to accept and place on

who

Choate.

is

file

from David

a letter

resigning as Executive V.P

of the

Chamber, thanking the Council for the oppourlunlly lo
work with them and also voted lo have a letter sent to
Mr. Choate thanking him for his input in the Council

City

fiscal responsibility of the

department

selling salaries, etc. to the City

Voted

lo

adjourn

at

budgeting,

and passed same
Keenan opposed

re:

No Parking-Pray

with Councilmen Marconi and

he prepared

tax lien process

and

to revise the notice lo include that Ihey

Held public hearing on Ordinance
Slate St and passed same.
re:

re:

No Parking.

may pay a

portion of the tax which they could afford and go

through the

Held public hearing on Ordinance

to print a notice

and distribute ihem with Ihe lax
December.
This would allow the elderly
due
in
bills
and those who could not afford to pay their taxes and
re:

impose lien place on their property which would deter
payment of laxes and impose a 5% interest penalty.
Also, that the notice be published in the newspaper

10:35 P M.

Held public hearing on Ordinance
St.

re:

Manager

Voted to allow Mr. Canney

lien

process for the balance.

Mayor Weeks request Mr. Canney lo meet with the City
in a proposed change to be sent lo
our legislative delegation for enactment re: elderly
Attorney and bring

No Parking-Clough

Drive, southerly side This failed to pass on a 7-2

call

exemption that would go along with our recent 100%
evaluation

vole.

A motion
Held public hearing on Ordinance re: Cross TrafficChurch at State and Chestnut at Slate and passed
same with Councilmen Keenan. Si. Laurent and Marconi

opposed.
Held public hearing on Ordinance rescinding low zone
on portion of Bow Street and passed same.

to

Penhallow
failed to

two spaces as necessary on

create

Street

Police

for

pass on a 8-1

Department vehicles

roll call vole.

Voted that the City Attorney prepare an Ordinance for
first reading for the next meeting re: two parking
spaces for Police Dept. vehicles and report back re:

how many parking spaces
are being used

are

in

for civilian cars

Held public hearing on Ordinance re: Regulation of
& Businesses on public property and in public

police vehicles.

way and voted lo table this to the first
December and have the City Manager write
in
meeting
to other communities lo see if and how they regulate

Voted to accept and

yard and

Signs

rights of

this.

Voted to accept and place on file a letter from Senator
Splaine thanking the Council and Manager for their

file

the Traffic Safely

for

Committee

Report
accept and place on

Voted

to

Police

and

file

a report from the

Fire Consolidation Feasibility

Voted to request the

PHA toconsidera

boundaries of the Vaughan

interest in legislati\e business

how many

and how many

St

lirban

Committee.

modification of

Renewal Project

include the Franklin Block (75 Congress St land for
the City Council to hold a public hearing on CK tober

to

Voted to approve request of Pontine Movement Theatre
to place a banner across Congress Street but amend

from November 20 to December 3 and
authorize the city clerk to approve the content on the
the time

1

and act upon said modification and a public
hearing on October 17 to consider and act upon an
authorizatiim to permit the City Manager to submit a
to consider

LID.AG Application for funding assistance in connection

banner.

with the rehabiliiation of the Franklin Block.

Voted
to R.

to

accept and place on

file

a

copy of a

letter sent

Gallant from cadets who thanked the Coast Guard

.A.muu/ R.p.nl. iy«3-lyH4. I'<N4-I985

Voted to pass

first

reading of a Salary Ordinance amend-

ment

Attorney and Assistant City Attorney and

Pannaway Manor area to see if residents want sidewalks
Pannaway area or by the overpass.

4/1/86, Betty Jane Riordan as Alternate on Board of
Adjustment. Arthur Parrott replacing William Shea on
Planning Bd until 12/3 1/85, John F. Evans to Conservation Commission until 4/1/86, Leonard Bruce replacing
Greg St. Lawrence on IJbrary Trustees until 10/1/85,
Holly Young .^yer replacing Robert McCarthy as Library
Trustee until 10/1/86, Phyllis Eldridge replacing
Cindy Harriman on HDC until 6/1/86, Jack Pauson
replacing Tom Burnham on HDC unit! 6/1/86.

No Park-

Voted to accept the City Marshal's report and grant

set

re: City

up a public hearing

Voted on a 7-2

Rt.

17.

vote to refer a request

roll call

sidewalks along

October

for

re:

101 (Greenland Rd) near the

railroad overpass to the Traffic Safety

Committee

for

report back and then to set up a public hearing in

In

Voted to pass

first

reading of an Ordinance

ing-Middle

and

set

St.

Voted on a 8-1

up a public hearing

roll call

re:

for

October

vote that the City

17.

Manager

several

la.xi

operator licenses.

Councilman Keefe informed the Council that a meeting
be held by the Taxi Commission on October 13 at

authorize Peat. Marwick and Mitchell auditing firm to

will

do an indepth

9:00 A.M.

to discuss taxi rate increases.

Voted

approve a request from

financial (fiscal) audit of the Refuse to
Energy operation from day one to the present at a cost
of up to $5,000 to come from the Contingency Fund.

lo

Mark

Kelliher,

Executive Director of Maritime Heritage Commission

Coun. Mc Master asked that the City Attorney bring in
what powers the Traffic Safety Committee have and
what takes Council action.

and Pro Portsmouth. Inc. re: parade and welcoming
ceremony for German Tall ship "Gorch Fock" on

Voted to adjourn at 10:20 P.M.

Coun. McMaster asked that a

October

15.

letter

be sent

to the

Portsmouth Maritime Heritage Commission thanking

them

for their efforts

during the

visit of

the

USS

Portsmouth.

October 1983
authority of Police Commission and deletion from

Mayor Weeks asked the city clerk to contact the School
Department and get permission to use same for a
public hearing and give notice of public hearing lo be
held 10/24 re: sidewalks in Pannaway Manor or

Section the phrase "and the Police Department" from

sidewalks by railroad bridge on Greenland Rd.

Held Public Hearing on Resolution *1 deleting from
the Charter

all

provisions relating to existance and

the sentence which begins

"He shall be responsible

the City Council for the proper administration of
affairs of the city except the School

to
all

Department and

the Police Department".

Held

Public

Hearing

receive

to

input from area

Manorand Greenland Road re:
sidewalks in Pannaway Manor in

residentsof Pannaway
their preference for

the vicinity of the railroad bridge overpass on Greenland

This failed to pass on a 5-4

Road.

roll call vole.

Held Public Hearing on Resolution *2 thai the Police
Commission shall continue with full power and authority
over

all

areas of administration of the Police Depart-

ment except those

of a fiscal nature and that fiscal

Mayor Weeks said there was no need for any further
if the Community Development money is lo be
used for Pannaway Manor sidewalks as that was voted

action

last year.

responsibility for the administration of the Portsmouth
Police

Department

shall be with the City

Manager.

Councilman Keenan asked that the
sidewalksgo

This failed to pass on a 7-2

Voted

re:

final

plan re:

Mrs. Straus before starling the project.

roll call vote.

Voted to accept and place on

Commissioner Shaines

lo

file

a letter from Police

to

pass a Resolution

re:

Greenslde Avenue/City

right of way.

bicycle safety.

Voted on a

roil call

vole 7-2 lo pass the third and final

Voted to give permission to N.H. Housing Finance

reading of a Salary Ordinance

Authority to operate a multi-family residential Energy

.Attorney

and Assistant

amendment

re: City

City Attorney.

Conservation Loan Program.

Voted on a

roll call

vote todefeala

A request from the Telephone Company for an easement
was referred to the City Manager so that he may find
an alternate location for this easement more in

amended

keeping with the area and use.

Voted to adjourn at 8:40 P.M.

and

Salary Ordinance

first

reading of an

Amendment re: City Atlorney

.Assistant City Attorney.

Voted lo appoint the following: Ruth Griffin reappointed

Held Public Hearing on Salary Ordinance

PH A until 4/1/88. Rev. David A. Kerr to PHA until
4/l/87and Kevin Giilisaslifelimehonorarymember.

re:

John Pappas reappointed

vote.

lo

to

Board of Recreation

unlil

City Attorney

failed

on a 5-3

and Assistant

roll call

vote as

amendment

City Attorney. This
It

required a 2/3

City of Portsmouth

Held

Hearing on an Ordinance amending

Public

Section 7-329 No Parking (82) Middle
side from

St..

Into the proper channels of

what

to do.

southerly

Richards Avenue to Miller Avenue and

passed same.

Voted to authorize the City Manager to proceed under
the City's roofing bid to

fix

the roof of The Children's

Museum at a cost not to exceed $2500. and it be taken
Held Public Hearing to conslderand act upon modification of

boundaries of the Vaughan

St.

from the Contingency Fund.

Urban Renewal

Project to include the Franlciin Biock-75 Congress St.
a 8-0 roil call vote that the City Council

and voted on

indicate to the

PHA

that they approve the concept of

the Franklin Block redevelopment and request that

Voted that a request for accrued benefits be paid to
the wife of a deceased fire department employee and

charged

to the Fire

Department Salary Account.

the PHA hold a public hearing and incorporating any
amendmentsintotheplanre: RSA 205:4 and to record

Voted that a public hearing be held on the

such plan as required.

Evacuation Plan (no connection with nuclear accident
or nuclear freeze) at the

Held Public Hearing

to

consider and act upon an

November

Civil

Defense

meeting held after

first

10.

authorization to permit the City Manager to submit a

UDAG application

for

funding assistance

in

connection

with the Franklin Block rehabilitation and voted on a

8-0

roil call

vote to authorize the City

an application

for

Voted to approve the Acid Rain Resolution and pass
to our Congressional Delegation.

Manager to submit

UD.AG funding within HUDguldellnes

for rehabilitation of the Franklin Block.

Voted that a letter be sent to Gilford Industries who

own

the B

& M

Delegation

Voted to accept and place on

file

it

on

a letter of thanks

from United States Senator Humphrey

re:

in

railroad

and also

to

our Congressional

support of an effort being made

to

save

the railroad line between Portsmouth and Boston.

use of

Council Chambers.

Voted to accept and place on
Voted to allow the City Manager to renegotiate the lease
of the Worth Parking

lot

The City Attorney was asked to research the moratorium
which the Traffic Safety Committee would like imposed

Voted to refer a request from George Norse,

.Ass'l

Director of the Slate Office of Health Protection re:

space

in

the report of the

file

Committee,

on request of Mr. Linnehanof

Cabot House and report back.

office

Traffic Safety

Portsmouth

to the City

Manager

for

in

the Peverly

Hill

Road area and also

to

check

to see

If

Stop signs which are installed by the City have to be
registered with the Stale.

report back.

Voted that the City Attorney bring
Voted to request from the Community Development
Director the status of the request for sidewalks

curbing

in the

Maplewood Avenue

in

an Ordinance

for

reading which would increase the laxl rates.

first

and

area.

The City Manager was asked

to bring in the taxi

zone

map.
Voted that the City Manager put together facts and
figures fora blinking light installation at the intersection

and Thornton Streets and report back. Mr,
Canney was asked to look into having the hedge on one
corner trimmed and Coun, Marconi asked that the
of Bartlett

police beef

up their patrol

Voted to accept and
Traffic Safety

Voted

in this area.

the
to have the City Manager and Public Works
Department look into the signage of lanes at the light
intersection of K-Mart Shopping Center on Woodbury
Avenue and report back.

Voted

to

first

the City Attorney's report re:

first reading and set up a public hearing
meeting after November 10 on creating a

pass

police parking zone

Voted on a 5-3

brought

file

Committee,

in

on Penhallow Street,

roll call

at the

vote that a

amending the Salary Ordinance
to accept and place on file a letter from Mr,
Monahan. School Supt, which stated that the Board
and he were opposed to having the carnival set up and

Voted

held opposite the Junior High School during school

re: City

first

reading

Attorney and

Assistant City Attorney with a reduction in the figures.

Voted to pass
held the

hours

new Ordinance be

next meeting for

first

first

reading and a public hearing be

meetingafter November 10

re:

amending

Section 7-327 Limited Parking-Bow Street,

Voted to grant the request of the Soda Pop Athletic

May 30 to June 2 and
same procedure as last year.

Assn, to hold a carnival from

they follow the

that

Voted to authorize the City Manager to expend funds
to the

low bidder to construct the Parrott-Wright .'\venue

parking

lot.

Voted to refer an offer of a donation of land from David

Ramsey near the high school
Board and also
Annual

Rtpciri,

1983-1984, 1984-1985

to the City

to the city, to the

Planning

Attorney so that he can check

Voted that the City Attorney be Instructed to look Into
the matlerof some discrepancy

re: street width in

Green-

side Avenue area and report back October 24.

Voted

to

accept and place on

file

a letter from Paul

Gushing. Central Veteran's Council inviting the Council

Voted authorization to the City Manager to proceed
with the five million dollar project

the Market

re:

parade and attend services at Goodwin Park on
Veterans Day.
to

Street extension.

Voted authorization to the Mayor to appoint four

Voted on a 6-2

roll call

vote to hold a work session

October 31 with Consumat financial people. Attorney
Giles and engineering people as to what is being
proposed re: sale of the refuse to energy plant.

members of the

~ New

Voted to authorize the City Manager to proceed with
his

Mr. Canney was requested to bring

in

recommendation

re:

K-Mart intersection.

the statusof the

BCI regotiations and some action be taken on

Voted to accept the City Manager's recommendation

it.

re:

Thornton and Bartlett Street intersection and

to

contact the people concerned with this matterand ask

Voted to adjourn at 11:15 P.M.

them
seem

November

Council to a Joint Building Committee

Franklin School.

1

983

to give this a ninety
fruitful

Voted

power

refer with

to

request for office space

Held Work Session for presentation by Dick

AllottI,

day

trial

and

then consider a blinking
to the

if it

doesn't

light.

City

Manager

a

Comfort Station from

in the

the State Health Office with a proviso that they provide
their

own insurance coverage.

Highway Department re: reconstruction/signalizationofthe U.S. Rte.*l and Ocean Road intersection
and also update of Omne Mall project. (Held at 7:00
P.M. and concluded at 8:30 P.M.)

as an Urban Systems Road and that the City Manager

Voted on a 8-1

supports the classification of the Spaulding Turnpike

State

Voted toauthorize redesignation of Woodbury Avenue

New Hampshire

notify the State of
roll

call

vote to grant conditional

approval of a driveway permit oft the Spaulding

that the Council

as a Federal Primary road.

Turnpike upon further approval of Mr. Brady and Mr.

Edwards that

their interests have

Voted on a 7-2

roll call

been met.

vote to authorize extension of

the option for the take-down of Parcels

Group

for a

maximum

1

&

2 to Shelter

After

much

vote

to

expenses
charge

it was voted on a 7-2 roll call
payment of the bill for police
connection with the Gorch Foch and

discussion

authorize

it

in

to the

Contingency Fund.

nine months.

Voted toauthorize the City Manager's recommendation
tax sale (Drake

& Sargent

properties) which

Voted to refer a request to the City Manager with

re:

power from Richard Gremlitz, Drama Director of the
high school to hanga banneradvertisingan upcoming

allow

presentation.

resale of tax-acquired properties.

Voted to accept and place on
Spiller

file

a letter from Judith

complaining of early morning

fire

draining. Councilman Keenan asked the City
to

inform her that this

is

hydrant

Manager

was

to

the individuals to buy back the properties

provided they pay

all

costs concerning acquisition and

Voted the Manager's recommendation and notify the
Slate that the city

is

opposed

to the

dumping dredging material

in

Corp of Engineer's

the lagoon between

Market Street Extension and the railroad bed off Cutts

our policy.

Avenue.
Voted to refer a letter from .Attorney Douglas Gray

re;

exemptions for Kye Wol Watson to the City
Manager and City Attorney for report back at the next

real estate

Voted to accept and place on
Attorney

re:

file

a report

from the City

Stop Signs.

meeting.

Voted to accept the

city clerk's report re: results of the

Voted to accept the Planning Board s recommendation

November

and accept Pine Manor. Inc. offer of land to the City
and that the $20,000 now in escrow be returned to the
General Fund and have the City Attorney take steps to

notify those elected.

nnaiize this.

of land on Holly Lane on request of

8,

1983 Municipal Election and that she

Voted to authorize the Manager to put out to bid a piece

James

Rivals to

a report

from the

purchase same.
Voted to accept and place on

file communication from
Timothy Monahan, Supt. of Schools re: scheduled
carnival across from the junior high school.

Voted

Voted to refer a letter (not on the agenda) from Julie

Voted to accept and place on

Fast and Mark Kelliher,

"Lighting Ip Ceremony"

Chamber

-

10

Commerce

re:

accept and place on
re:

file

land behind the high school.

file

a report

from the Taxi

Commission.

closing off streets and

hanging banner December 4-26
power.

of

to

Planning Department

to City

Manager with

Voted to approve the City Attorney to draft an ordinance
for First reading re: No Parking both sides of Hill Street
City of Portsmouth

Voted

from Bridge Street to Autumn Street.

to

$1,950
Voted that the City Manager Inquire of the Community
Development Director If CD funds could be used for

accept the Managers recommendation that

for years 1977. 78.

and 79 be returned

Voted to accept bids for a surplus

drainage for widening sidewalks and upgrading.

the highest bidder.

to

accept recommendation and place on

sidewalks included

In

A motion

file re:

Kye

her eligibility for exemptions.

preliminary engineering for Elwyn and Peverly Hill
Roads to Include right of weay. sections, topo and

Voted

to

Wol Watson fora mistake made by the Stale in determining

send a

to

bill to

truck and sell to

fire

Mr. Chichester for police

protection at a rally held a couple of years ago failed to

future developments in city.

pass on a 6-3

roll call vote.

Voted to refer request foran Ordinance re: lowering of

Road to 25 mph and Market
Market Square to 20 mph to

Voted to recommend to the Planning Board that funds
be made a part of the 1984 Capital Budget to do

the Planning Board for consideration of designation of

preliminary engineering work for Elwyn and Peverly

speed

limit

on Peverly

Street from Russell

Hill

St. to

Hill

these streets as arterial.

roads and also the rest of the priority

list

be sent to

the Planning Board for Inclusion in the 1984 Capital

Voted to authorize the addition of a "stop" sign on
Porter

day

St. at

the Intersection of Church

St. for a

Voted

period.

trial

Budget.

ninety

have the City Attorney meet with the State
re: commitment made to the City by

to

Aeronautic Board
Held public hearing on Ordinance
rates

amendment re:

ta.xi

and passed same.

Held public hearing on Ordinance amendment re:
Bow Streeland passed same.

limited parking-two hours

Corp of Engineers to find airport facility for city and
report back the second meeting In December.

The City Manager will discuss two letters of complaint
from Union 1 3 1 3 re: Chief Long and will take appropriate
action

Held public hearing on

amendment adding

a

and report back.

new

section to 7-347-parking limited to police vehicles

Coun. McMaster asked that a work session be set up

-Penhallow Street and failed to pass same on a 9-0

with the N.H. Dept. of Public Works and Highways

roll

sometime

call vote.

in

January

re:

continued

rail

service for

Portsmouth.
Held public hearing on N.H. Civil Defense Plan for
Nuclear War Evacuation and voted on a unanimous 9-0
roll call vote that the City Manager inform the State

Defense office that Portsmouth feels that the
plan is unfeasible and unworkable.

Civil

Voted to table until December 5 the letter from Wright.
Pierce firm re: Parking Facllity/Commercial-HIgh

Hanover parking

lot.

Voted to add one handicapped space
Voted on a 5-4

roll call

vote to accept

and place on

file

a

from Lt. Col. Robert C. Knight. Depl.ofthe Army
parking spaces for recruiters and parking fines.

Temple

In

front of

Israel.

letter
re:

Voted

to

authorize the City Attorney to draft for

Voted to grant the request with power to the city clerk
for a button sale day on January 12, 13 & 14 to the

first

meetlngin January those Ordnances
addressed on Page 2 of the November 10 Traffic
reading forthe

first

Safety minutes.

Portsmouth Senior High Clipper Band.
to place Stop sign at entrance to Portsmouth
Associates development on Borthwick Avenue when

Voted
Voted on unanimous 9-0 roll call vote to appropriate
$75,000. from the Contingency Fund to be reimbursed
by insurance proceeds and to use these funds for
architectural fees for demolition and demolition of the

New

Coun. Keenan asked

School

Franklin

to

apprised of what the Joint Building Committee

recommending
Voted

re:

to refer a

banner

be
is

future plans.

request from Studio 139 re: hanging
Manager and City Clerk with power.

Omne

Mall,

Tober

re:

State

Highway plans

(all

for

Voted to authorize installation of one handicapped
parking space on the northerly side of Islington St. In
frontof Welch's Auto Electric closest to Rock Street for
benefit of the American Legion.

to the City

Voted to accept and place on

constructed.

file

a letter from Atty.

Voted to send a letter to the Police Commission
requesting them to beef up enforcement of handicapped
space violations.

parties had agreed with the

access

to

new

mall).

Voted on a

roll call

vote to table until

December 5 and

give other parties a chance to speak, a motion by Coun.

Annual

Report. 1983-1984.

Foley that Mr.

Canney inform BCI

Voted to accept the City Manager's recommendation
and wait until a resolution has been reached between
Cabot House and Worth Corporation re: two spaces in

longer Interested

Worth parking

water supply.

1984-1985

lot.

tions with

in

them and

that the city

is

no

continuing contractural negotiathat

we

will

continue to use our

II

Voted to have the City Manager meet with the Police

Voted to send a

and Rre Chief to start
discussions for consolidation of communications and
maintenance facilities of Police and Fire Departments

and ask them

Commission.

City Marshal,

letter to the Site

Review Committee

accept both entrance? proposed by

to

the Hospital Corporation of America foraccess to their

proposed hospital

site.

Voted to request the City Manager to write a letter to
Voted to authorize the City Clerk

to

request use of

John's Masonic Auditorium for the Ward

II

St.

polling

place and grant permission to use Dondero School as

Ward

IV polling place

HCAasking that they give a

letter to the Council indicat-

ing that the access road will be built simultaneously
with the

new hospital

Voted

accept and place on

at

no cost

Schools.

to

Rehler. P.E.

Voted to accept and place on

file

a report

re:

FCC

re:

Voted

to table the

Manager's

first

reading of Ordinance

mil Street and set up public hearing

No Parking
December 5.

re:

for

a letter

from Joseph

Ordinance

re:

same

memo

re:

Ordinance

re:

Businesses and also the

Regulation of Signs and

-

file

water supply proposal.

vs

Continental Cablevlslon on Channel 50.

Voted to pass

to the City.

on approval of the Supl. of

until the first

meeting

in April.

Voted to table the matter of employee contributions to

Coun. Keenan requested Mr Canney check into why
gravel has been

dumped

onto Urban Renewal parcels

and report back.

Retirement System

the N H

until the ne.xt

meeting

Manager investigate whether or not
voluntary for each employee and report back

and have the
this is

City

then.

Voted to adjourn at 10:35 P.M.
Voted on a 7-2

roll call

vote the Manager's

recommen-

dation that the Council authorize the signing of the

UDAG agreement

December 1983

re:

Sheraton Hotel Project.

Voted to table the purchase of Ramaika land off
Held Public Hearing on Ordinance
Hill

re:

No Parking on

Street on both sides from Bridge Street to .Autumn

Street

Lafayette Road and Ocean Road until the

December

21 meeting.

and passed same.
Voted

Held Public Hearing on Ordinance amending Section
10-207 by adding Sect. 17 to Uses in Industrial
Districts.

Passed same after amending

it

on a 7-2

roll

to

Voted on a 7-2

Manager

call vote.

re: Civil

a letter from A. Sturgis

file

negotiations and that

Voted to accept and place on

Voted

Rice.

garage

file a letter from Peter P.
Chairman of the Maritime Heritage Commission.

Voted to approve request of Rockingham Community
license

and waive the fee

vote to authorize the City

roll call

Inform the

B.C.I, firm that the Council

we continue

them

a

Soup Kitchen food

same.

for

to table the
until the

to

use our own

Wright-Rerce report

be returned from the

will

parking

Voted that the request from the Economic Development
Director and the Community Development Director to
extend the contract with the National Development

Community Development

money be taken from

funds.

Voted to accept and place on

Monahan

the Planning Department

discuss the carnival matter.

re:

next meeting.

Ramsey land matter be added to the PHSTrack .Account
and also that the new Council in January invite Mr.
In to

and

continuing contractual

in

Council be approved and the

Voted that $22,700 that

costs.

water supply.

Defense Plan.

Action Program to issue

to

& Moore)on paymentof all

no longer interested

City are

Voted to accept and place on

authorize the tax sale of properties back to

the owners (Folger

re:

file

a report

back from

proposed use change

in

Industrial District.

Voted to accept and place on

Remlck

re:

file

a letter

from Marshal
Voted to accept the City Marshal's report and grant

Emergency Generator.

several taxi operator licenses.

Voted that Mr. Canney

sit

down

with

the

Police

Commissioners and Marshal Remlck re: Commissioner
Shaines letter under VI F. and Marshal Remlck's letter
dated October 27 and also a letter dated October 15

Voted

from Mr. Van Dorr re: police contract negotiations and
report back at the next meeting.

Council.

to

accept and place on

file

the City Attorney's

report back on the following matters: Ceres/Market
Street,

Moratorium on Peverly

Hill

Road and Term of

- 65 to 75
and $60,000
—80 years and older in the Elderly Exemption and to
inform our Legislative Delegation of this and ask them
Vote to endorse an Increase to $30,000

Voted to refer a request from Marshal Remlck
cruiser replacement to the City

come from Revenue
12

Surplus.

re:

Manager with funds to

years old: $45,000

- 75

to

80 years

old

City of Portsmouth

to

Implement

this

change at the next session of the

first

reading of a Resolution appropria-

Legislature.

Voted to appoint the following: Economic CommissionRussell Van Billiard and Robert Allard reappointed to

December
Voted to pass

$850,000 from Revenue Notes for reconstruction
new FYanklln School and set up a public hearing
December 21.

ting

1

1

,

987. Trustees of Trust Funds -

Brighton reappointed to Jan.

-

Raymond

1987, Planning Board
Milton Grant to replace M. Kevin McLeod until Dec.
1

.

-

of the

31, 1989, Continental Cablevision

for

and David Serlo reappointed to April 1 1 986. Personnel
Advisory Board - William G. Poor reappointed to Dec.

first reading of Ordinance re: No Parking
on Elwyn Road and No Parking on Market Street and
set up for public hearings on December 21.

Voted to pass

Richard Wilder

.

1,

1986,

Historic

Collins replacing

Board of Trustees
October

1.

District

Don Hayes

~

Commission - John F.
to June 1, 1986, Library

Christine A. Ball reappointed to

1986.

Voted to pass

first reading of an Ordinance re: No
Parking-Manning Street and set up public hearing for
January 16.

Voted to authorize a right hand turn lane onto
Lafayette Road from Elwyn Road.

Voted to adjourn at 9:35 P.M.

Voted to approve letters being sent to PUC, B

& M

Highway Dept.. Legislative Delegation.
Congressional Delegation and Slate Railroad Commisrailroad, State

Held public hearing on Ordinance

No Parking

re:

-

Elwyn Road and passed same.

sion re: lack of pedestrian safety crossing the

M

B&

overpass bridge on Greenland Road.
Held public hearing on Ordinance

Market

St.

No Parking

re:

-

and passed same.

Held public hearing on

Voted to hold a work session January 23 on the High
Hanover parking garage.

Resolution appropriating

$850,000 for reconstruction of New Franklin School
and passed same on a unanimous 8-0 roll call
vote.

The City Attorney was asked to contact Frances
Costello. former State .Aeronautics Commissioner re:
evidence of support of municipal airport and report
back.

Voted to accept and place on
Continental Cablevision

file

a

from

letter

Voted to pass

re: rate hike.

first reading and set up a public hearing
January 16 on an Ordinance re: No Parking Market St.

for

Voted to refer a letter

re:

bleachers at Leary Reld from

Peter Grimbllas. Portsmouth Babe Ruth League to

Sam

Cloffl to

see

are available and
find funds

If

and also

Community Development funds

not to Mr. Canney to see

if

if

he can

Voted to pass
for

reading and set up a public hearing
re:

Blasting Notice.

Recreation Board for

to refer to the

report back at next meeting.

Voted to pass
for

Voted to accept and place on

first

January 16 on an Ordinance

a letter

file

from Joe

first

reading and set up a public hearing

January 16 on an Ordinance

re:

speed

limit

25 mph

on Elwyn Road.

Arstein. Portsmouth Teacher's .Association in support

of rebuilding of

New

Voted that the City Manager contact Mr. Robert Kates

Franklin School.

for

Failed to pass a motion to accept and place on

from

letter

Lt.

Col.

Knight

file

a

more information

re:

Arts Festival that he wished

to hold in the city next July.

recruiters parking

re:

Voted that the City participate

tickets.

bid
Failed to passa motion to release

all

military recruiting

personnel from parking ticket fines prior

to

December

22, 1983.

Voted on a unanimous

roll call

vote to accept

and

document preparation

for

In

engineer design and

realignment and signall-

amount of $9,000
come from Community

zation of Borthwlck .Avenue in the

(1/3 of cost) with the money
Development Funds.

to

Voted that the City Manager be authorized to write a

Governor asking when a replacement of

authorize Mr. Canney to sign the Refuse to Energy

letter to the

Plant Purchase and Sale Agreement.

the Portsmouth Police Commissioner will be made.

Voted on a unanimous 8-0

roll call to

reaffirm their

Voted to adjourn at 10:35 P.M.

contract negotiations position with the police.

Voted to authorize the City Manager

Retirement System that the
deferred agreement

re:

city

to notify the N.H.

approves the tax

January

1

984

employee contributions.

ThenewCouncllmen, Mayorand Assistant Mayor were
Voted

Manager to proceed with
the Ramaika land off Lafayette Road

to authorize the City

the purchase of

for conservation purposes.

Annual

Report, 1983-1984,

1984-1985

sworn

in tonight.

Reverend William Quirk, Pastor of the Church of the
13

Voted to set the polling hours for the Preferential

Immaculate Conception offered the prayer.

Presidential Primary from 8

The clerk led

In the

am

to

6 pm.

Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

Voted

Former Mayor Weeks presented an engraved gavel
Mayor Foley.

to

Avenue

Mayor Foley addressed the Council.

refer

to

request from

a

Boynton

Atty.

re:

e.xchange of city-owned land in area of Forest St./Central
to the

Planning Board for report back.

Voted to refer a request for fencing at the Lafayette
School Community Day Care Center to the Recreation
It was also requested that when
comes back to have a diagram available showing
where the fencing will go and where the gates will be

Board for report back.

Voted to accept the Council Rules and Orders.

this

Voted

to

adjourn at 7:46 P.M.

placed and that a sign be put up designating the

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Section

field

as a Portsmouth Public Playground,

5-701-Blasling Notice Required and passed same.

Voted that the City continue plowing Hodgdon Lane as
Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Section

mph

7-101 1-Speed Limit, 25

they have done

in

the past.

on Elwyn Road and

Voted that the Council meet at the Public Works

passed same.

garage at 8:30
Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Section

7-329-No Parking-Market

St.

am

on January 31

for a tour of city

facilities.

and passed same.
Voted to accept the Manager's report

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Section
7-329- No Parking-Market

St.

and voted on a unanimous

mid-year

vote to table until second meeting in

call

roll

re:

and that he alert the Council to any
potential problems he sees toward the end of June,

financial status

Voted to change the Council meeting time from 7:30

February.

PM,
Voted to grant permission to Team I-Clipper Band

PM.

7:00

to

to

hang banner across Congess Street from Feb, 4 to Feb.
18 with power to the City Manager. City Marshal and

Voted to accept the Mayor's Council appointments to

Committees.

City Clerk.

Voted to set up a work session February 13 with the

Voted

accept and place on

to

file

a letter from the

Chamber of Commerce Governmental
re:

.Affairs Division

N.H, Dept. of Public Works
City

Manager

notify

re: rail service

and that the

them.

breakfast forum January 26,

Voted to authorize Market Square Day for June

Voted to accept and place on

file

a letter

from N.H.

Dept, of Public Works and Highways re: informational

public hearing to be held January 17 at 7 P. M, at the
high school re: US Route * 1/Ocean Road intersection

on slgnalization and widening project,

A letter from Robert J,
was voted

to

Kates

re:

proposed Arts Festival

be referred to the Chamber of Commerce

9.

1984

with power to the City Manager, Police Marshal and
Fire Chief,

Mayor Foley agreed to send a letter to Chairman to
Committees asking if hearings are to be held which
would greatly impact any area of the City that they be
held in the evening so that more people could
attend.

and Pro Portsmouth.
Voted
.\

letter

from Mitchell Hyder

re:

rezoning of land on

Woodbury Avenue was voted referred
Board

to the

taxi

Voted to pass

reading of an Ordinance

7,

to the Police

placed on

re:

accept the City Marshal's recommendation
operator licenses.

Planning

for report back,

Aletter from former Mayor Peter Weeks

to

and grant several

appointment

Section 3

and

set

up

first

&

re:

Chapter

7A-4. 6 and 7 (housekeeping changes)

a public

hearing for February

6.

Commission was voted accepted and
Voted on a unanimous

file.

on

Voted to accept and place on

file

a letter of resignation

re:

file

roll call

vote to accept and place

a letter from Portsmouth Firefighters, Local

1313

low morale.

from the Recreation Board from Marilyn Ecker and
that a letter of thanks be sent to her by the Mayor,

Voted on a 7-2

Voted to table a letter from Atty, Sanders

on request of Atty, Sanderson behalf of Mr, Austin re:
property on Ceres Street dispute and it may be limited
to clients and attorneys on both sides.

Austin's deck on Ceres

Mr,

re:

under Miscellaneous at which time another letter was substituted An
executive session was held on the matterand then the
meeting was reconvened and a motion to accept the
letter and place on file was so voted.
St, until later

roll call

vote to go into executive session

.
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reconvened meeting on a 5-4 roll call vote to
file a letter submitted by Attorney
Sanders and discussed in executive session.

Voted

in

accept and place on

City of Portsmouth
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sections:

1)

Woodbury

Ave., 2)

Islington

from N.H.

St.

101. east to

Woodbury Avenue, northerly

connection with the Market

St.

to Its

Extension project and

Held Public Hearing on a number of housekeeping

3) the State-Congress St. corridor

ordinances

the Maine State line Including the Memorial Bridge.

re:

Chapter 7 and passed same.

Heard a presentation by

and
Pannaway
the City Manager

City Engineer Parkinson

Craig Wheeler from Planning Dept.

Manor sidewalks and moved
schedule a public hearing

to

that

re:

be held at Sherburne

School on March 12 at 7:00 P.M.

re:

from Middle

St. to

The state has guaranteed by letter from Commissioner
Clements that they will pick up matching share of cost
of improvements on these streets if the urban system
funding

is

closed out by the federal government.

Pannaway Manor

sidewalks.

Voted to table a request from Richard Ireland to act as
a Boat Agent, which requires the city posting a $

Councilman Ottasked thalan inventoryof trees which
are on sidewalks be taken and how many will be

1 ,000
Bond, until such time as more information is provided
on the fee structure and how It is divided up.

affected.

Voted to accept the Audit Committee Report.

Voted

approve a road race request by John Driscoll.
Jr. with power to the City Manager but ask them to
change the route as the one planned is dangerous.
to

Voted

to

approve the Jazz Festival requested by the

Seacoast Council on Tourism with power to the City

Manager and

Voted to ask the City Manager to write Governor Sununu

and ask him

for some of the Stales 10 million dollar
surplus to help us offset our debts and our reduced

bond rating status and also

to

send a copy of the

letter

to our legislative delegation.

City Marshal.

Voted to approve the Ceres

St.

Theatre by the Sea with power

Fair requested by

to the

Manager and

Voted on a 8-1 roll call vote to table a motion to
appropriate $ 1 2.000 for a parking garage study and
hold a public hearing on this matter on February 27 at

Marshal and that the Post Office also be consulted.

7:00 P.M.

Voted to approve Easier Seal Society's request for

Voted to table a letter from the Chamber of Commerce
re: paying $6,000 ~ one half of the cost of the study for

"Wheels for Easter Seals

with

"

power

to

the City

Manager.

parking garage until the public hearing.

Voted to place on

File

Company Manager
and

to notify

them

lot

Voted to have an ordinance drafted and brought in for
first reading at the ne.xt regular meeting specifying

date they city decides to

the speed limit on Peverly Hill Road and portions of

a request by .Mherton's Furniture
for

if

purchase of a city-owned

at later

Market

sell.

Voted on a 6-3

roll call

vote to release

$35,000

School Board so that they

may apply

Government

matching funds

for additional

to the

to the Federal
to

Street.

Voted to accept Councilman Foley's report

Voted on a unanimous
write to the Police

Voted to approve recommendation of Building Inspector
and Deputy Chief Pierce and grant a permit for fourth

Voted

to refer a

Inc.

request for rezoning of land by Robert

Simpson and Harry

New

use to

build a multi purpose field for public use.

furnace to Watts Fluidair.

re:

Franklin School.

roll call

vote that the

Commission and ask

if

Manager

they plan to

ask for a supplemental appropriation for the Police
Dept. and if not where the money will come from for
payraisesand howmanyvacanciesexistand how long
they have been vacant and to ask for a meeting with

them.

Jarvis to the Planning lioard for

report back at the next regular meeting.

Voted

Zone surrounding the
St. and
Lafayette Road reducing the Speed Limit to 20 mph
and 2) the placement of a "Stop sign at intersection
of March and Pleasant St. be placed closer to the
intersection and a stop bar be painted on the street in
the Spring and 3) the City Council authorize the
barrels that were previously placed at the corner of
Market and Pleasant Streets be replaced as soon as
possible and 4) that the Bartlett/Thornton Street
intersection be addressed as soon as the weather
to

authorize

1 )

a School

Community Day Care Center on Monroe

Voted to refer a request from the Seacoast Chemical

Task Force people

to

prepare and flood apiece of land

underthe Piscataqua Bridge at Atlantic Heights for ice
skating to the Public Works Dept. and Recreation
Board.

Voted to accept and place on

and use

it

for

file the Capital Budget
backup information when preparing the

annual budget.

"

permits as previously voted.

approve the Managers recommendation and
approve the redesignation of Federal Aid Primary
Sections to Federal Aid Urban Systems to following
Voted

Annual

Report,

1

983-1 984, 1984-1985

to

Voted to adjourn at

10:05

pm

Executive Session was scheduled

at

which time an

re: legal

matters and
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Voted

union negotiations.

to

deny request from a former employee, Thomas

Connors, for retroactive benefits with Councilman

Newman opposed

March 1984

Voted

Voted to refer a request from March of Dimes re:
"Wallcathon" to the City Manager and City Marshal
with power.

Voted

to

accept and place on

a letter

file

from Leonard

Bruce, Corporator of Portsmouth Hospital

re:

future

use of Portsmouth Hospital Plant Complex and

Commission

is

formed at a

to the denial

and Coun. Keenan

abstaining.

if

a

to

accept and place on

Attorney

a

file

re: police salaries.

It

memo from the City

was agreed

to hold a

meeting with the Police Commission, City Manager,
City Attorney on Saturday morning March 10 at 9 am
and that the Agenda should address the questions In
the letter sent to the Police Commission. Coun.
Keenan also asked to have Mrs. Griffin asked if she
wants any questions on the agenda.

later date to iooi< into this

Voted to have the City Attorney draft an Ordinance for

situation then refer this letter to them.

first

Voted to accept and place on

file

a letter

reading March 19 on the Hyder rezoning.

from State
Voted

Senator Splaine.

to refer to the City

Ordinance
Voted to accept and place on file a letter from State
Commissioner George Gilman re: State Commercial

Attorney for drafting of an

for first reading

off Lafayette

March 19 rezoning of land
Jarvis. Simpson and

Road requested by

Giles.

Fish Pier.

exchange of land In area of Forest
and Central Avenue to the City Attorney for the
drafting of the appropriate easements, deeds, etc. and
advise the Council what to do re: paper streets.
Voted

Voted on an 8-1

roll call

vote with Coun.

McMaster

to authorize payment of any bill of the School
Department over and above their budget not to e.xceed
$82,000 -- such monies to come from the School Bond
Repayment Schedule, (this is for salary Increases)

opposed,

to refer the

Street

Voted to refer to the City Attorney

Ordinances
Voted

to

accept and place on

a letter

file

from the

Junior World Council at the High School Inviting the

for first reading item

Traffic Safety .Action

ordinances

re: drafting of

numbers

1-8 on the

Sheet of Feb. 23. These are

In vicinity of

Children's

traffic

Museum.

Council to Model Congress Day.

Manager and Marshal with
power a request from Theatre by the Sea to hang a
banner across Congress St. June 27-July 7 and also to
St. Nicholas Creels Church to hang a banner July 16-30
and to PHS Drama Dept. to hang banner March 18-31.
Voted

to refer to the City

A request from Helen Burnette asking that water/sewer
bills have a from/to date on them was voted referred
to the City Manager for report back at his convenience.

Voted to refer to the City Attorney for drafting of
Ordinances for first reading to create parking on west

Frenchmen's Lane 150 feet from corner of
St.; also an Ordinance to require snow
plowers to have adequate emergency lighting on the
side of

Islington

vehicles and In use during removal of snow: also an

Ordinance to create a loading zone on the south side of
Court St. in front of the Feaster Apartments where
there

is

a cross-hatched area for

accept the City Marshal's recommendation

Voted to grant request of the Seacoast Grower's Assn.

Voted

to hold the Parmer's Market as in previous years.

and grant several

Voted to accept and place on

Nason

and

re:

file

a letter from B. A.

recreational facilities for handicapped people

to also

send a copy

to the

Recreation Board for

No Parking at present

time.

to

Voted to pass
Limit 20

operator licenses.

taxi

first

re: Speed
between Russell and Daniel
public hearing for March 19.

reading of Ordinance

mph Market

St.

Streets and set up for

report back. (Ass't Mayor Keenan asked the City

Manager

to post a

requirements

for

notice at the

needy people

indoor pool

re:

to use pool)

Voted

to

Limit 25

pass

mph

first

reading of Ordinance

Peverly

Hill

Road and set up

re:

Speed

for public

hearing on March 19.

Voted to approve the Resolution to extend the lease of
the Ash Disposal Containers at the Refuse to Energy

Voted to allow Richard Ireland to act as Boat Agent

Plant.

City

After

much discussion a motion

to

deny a request from

an appraisal update contract was
voted affirmatively on a 6-3 roll call vote with Mayor
the

Manager

Foley,

to sign

Councllmen Foley and Eldredge opposed.

and post a $1,000 Bond

Voted

to set

up the 1985-1990 Capital Budget

public hearing April

in

for him.

for a

2.

to move recommendation of Recreation Board
expend $7,500. for replacement of grandstand
screening and new portable bleachers at Leary Field
and also $1,200. funding which represents 50% of
total needed for fencing at the Lafayette Playground

Voted
to

Voted to approve the Manager's request and allow him
to join the State

Retirement System and pay back for

prior service completely at his
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own expense.

City of Portsmouth

area and to refer this to the Community Development
for possible

funding and report back.

firefighter

Orr's

Speed Limit 20
and Daniel St. and

Is

re:

Russell

Mr. Canney said he will Inform Mrs. Burnetle of the

Council action to approve putting from/to dates on

passed same.

waler/sewer
Held Public Hearing on Ordinance

Voted that the City Manager execute the documents
re:

1984 National
Code with amendments and additions and

Held Public Hearing on Ordinance

bills.

Speed Limit 25

re:

on Peverly HIM Road and passed same.

Electrical

re:

Voted to have one prepared for the employee who
retiring from the Assessors office.

Held Public Hearing on Ordinance

mph

Resolution

retirement.

Voted to adjourn at 9:05 p m.

mph on Market St. between

Voted to approve

Pine Manor.

Inc.

(deed and release)

re:

tabled same.

Voted to pass

first reading of Ordinance re: rezonlng
Hyder property on Woodbury Avenue and set up public

hearing for April

Voted to accept a letter and grant request of Mary
Carey Foley, Student Advisor to hold a Student Govern-

Voted to pass

ment Day

Jarvis,

April 11.

and

first

Simpson.

set

2.

&

reading of Ordinance

re:

rezonlng

Giles property off Lafayette Road

up public hearing

for April 2.

Voted to refer a request from David Harvey, proprietor
of The .Athlete's Foot, to hold the Third .Annual Road

Race, to the City

Manager and

Marshal with

City

power.

2.

Voted to refer a letter from Ms. Rice

re:

election hours

the City Clerk for report back at the next

to

first reading of Ordinance re: No Parking
Frenchman's Lane and set up public hearing for April

Voted to pass

meeting.

Councilman Mc Master, Chairman of the Parking and
Traffic Committee, removed Ordinances re: No Parking
Howard and Manning Streets and One Way Streets

amendment
Voted to thank Mr Lajoie for his correspondence

two hour parking sign on Bow

St.

and

tell

him we are

we

sorry he neglected to see the posted sign but that
will

for further study.

re:

Voted to pass
lights

first

reading of Ordinance

re:

flashing

on snow plowing vehicles and Ordinance creating

loading zone on south side of Court Street and set up a

post an additional one.

public hearing for

same

for April 2.

Voted to refer a letter re: insertion of Crimelinedecals
in

water

bills to

the City

Councilman Keenan asked the Manager

Manager with power.

letter to the

Voted on a 6-3

roll call

vote to have the City

Manager

their

to write a

School Board to consider another night for

meetings as our meetings are set by Charter and

and City .Attorney and the attorneys representing

theirs are not. also to include in the letter a request for

Riversmere and other parties, who retain rights

them

to

down and work out lease or
amount of time of lease and money

area involved, to

sit

agreements re:
involved and report back

in

two weeks and

to table the

above matter

to

touch with the electrical inspector Dale

to discuss the electrical situation In the

schools.

to also hold

a public hearing on this matter then.

A motion

to get in

Burkhardt

an Executive

Session at the end of this meeting failed on a 6-3

Mayor Foley congratulated the Portsmouth High School
Basketball team on their recent victory of winning the
Class L Championship.

roll

Mayor Foley said she will acknowledge the Auxiliary
Report and tell them it was an excellent

call vote.

Police

Voted to accept and place on file letters from Mildred
McLaughlin opposed to deck leasing and from Peter
D.

Bergh

In favor of leasing.

detailed report.

Voted to adjourn at 9:10 p.m. to an Executive Session
to discuss

Union Negotiation Guidelines.

Voted to refera letter from Robert Warner re: dumpster
on JFK property to Recreation Board and City .Attorney
for report back.

Voted to accept and place on file and ask the City
Manager to keep us Informed re: Coakley landfill area
situation.

April

1984

Mayor Foley welcome the students present that will be
Government Day, April 11,
1984 and each student was Introduced.

participating In Student

Voted to accept recommendation of Manager and

Annual

Ref)oTi,

Held a pubic hearing on Ordinance amending Sec.

proceed with application for Community Development
funds for Leary Field grandstands and Lafayette Road

7-329, No Parking. Frenchman's Lane, and voted to

fencing.

pass.

1983-1984, 1984-1985
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Held a public hearing on Ordinance amending Section
7-329A. No Parking, Court St. Voted to pass.

Mayor Keenan asked to have the City
Manager report back at the next meeting with a

Assistant

comprehensive report on the rubbish

situation.

Held public heartngon Ordinance amending Sec. 10-202.

Zoning Map, land off Lafayette Road (Simpson, Jarvls.

and

Giles).

May

On

a roll call vote 6-3, this

7 meeting. Mayor Foley, C.

Foley.

Newman and

St.

was tabled

to the

Laurent, Marconi.

Ott voted In favor and Assistant

Mayor Keenan. C. McMaster and Eldredge voted
opposed, (proposed Garden Apartments - 250)

Voted to approve Items 1-4. 5-7, 8-10, of the Traffic
Safety action sheet. March

1

5.

1

984. and have the City

Attorney draft any necessary ordinances for

first

reading April 23.

Newman

Voted to approve taxi operator licenses. C.
abstained.

C. Ott asked that the City Manager contact the state
and Inform them of the May 7 meeting and have them
provide the city with plans they have for any changes

Voted to table

to Lafayette

tabled)

Road.

to the first

meeting

In

May Ordinance

Regulation of Signs and Businesses, (previously

re:

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Zoning

C.

Map

Immediately of any sketches on the Rlversmere Deck.

1448 and 1464 Woodbury Avenue from SR II
to General Business On two roll call votes 5-4. voted to
pass second reading and suspend the rules to lake up
third and final reading.
re:

Held a public hearing on the 1985

-

1990 Capita!

Budget. Voted to pass.
Letter from Joy Straw

Police

re:

voted accepted and placed on

Commission was

Marconi asked the City Attorney

McMaster asked the

C.

sketch of the land

notify her

City Attorney to prepare a

question before the public

In

hearing on April 9 on the deck.

C.

Marconi asked that

It

be made very clear

deck that

Is In

Assistant

Mayor Keenan asked that the

call

file.

to

It Is

the

question, not the land.

City

Manager

the Wetlands Board Tuesday relative to the public

hearing

.\prll

Letter from Richard Salvas. Secretary, National Little

Is In

League, requesting permission to attach and display

the .Mbacore.

3 at

AM and Inform them that the city

1 1

favor of the proposed dredging project relative to

advertising signs on Plains Little League Field was
referred to the City Attorney and Recreation Board for
report back next meeting.

Voted togrant requestof Prescott Park

.Arts Festival to

Mayor Foley said that Seacrest Village has been sold
and that the City Council should meet and discuss
housing problems that will arise and to have Mr.
Connors of Portsmouth Housing present.

erect a banjo thermometer In Market Square and that

month

of May,

1984 be designated "Fund Time"

for

Voted to adjourn at 9 PM.

the Arts Festival.

Held a public hearing on the Ceres Street Deck

Voted

Electric

Voted

accept and place on

to

file

from Regan

a letter

Companyand send a copy to the School
approve a F*roclamatlon

to

Board.

Portsmouth

for the

High School Clipper Band and Marching Brass.

names

voted to

City

Held Public Hearing on Resolution authorizing an

New
same on a unanimous 9-0

additional $25,000. for reconstruction of the

Franklin School and passed
roll call vote.

at the next meeting.

Voted to

Mayor Foley said she attended the
meeting

roll call 5-4.

Manager and City Attorney
meet with the leasee and work out a lease agreement
with a more acceptable access way for public use and
and have the

table

report back April 23.

Mayor Foley asked the City Council to review the list of
recommendations she gave them for appointments to
Boards and Commissions and contact her if there are
any comments or questions and that she will have
additional

(Rlversmere Restaurant). On a

this morning.

Police

Commission

The City Council agreed

to

file

a letter without comment from Portsmouth

Hospital Negotiating Committee re: stalled contract
negotiations.

rotate attendance at these meetings which are held

the

first

Monday

of each

month

at 10

am.

Voted

to refera

permission
Voted to hold a public hearing on April 23 relative to
request from the School Department for additional
funding for

New

Franklin School construction and

the City

request from Portsmouth Hospital for

to hold their Third

Manager and

City

Annual Road Race

Voted to refera request from Portsmouth Hospital for

have the Finance Director and City Attorney prepare

permission to close Ceres

the appropriate Resolution.

City

have the City Manager look into having
dumpsters centrally located In the city. C. Ott

that street Is not Inconvlenced by this)

abstained.

Voted to refera request from Pro Portsmouth,

Manager and

City

St. June 8 for lobster bake to
Marshal with power. (Coun.

Marconi asked Mr. Canney
Voted
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to

to

Marshal with power.

to

make

sure a resident of

Inc. re:
City of Portsmouth

Market Square Day Parade June

10 to the City

Managerand City Marshal with power. (Coun. Marconi
asked Mr. Canney to make sure there is free flow of
traffic to the State Fish Pier that

day)

Voted on a 7-2

roll call

WAND group

honor of Mother's Day.

In

vote to adopt Resolution re:

the State on behalf of the city of Portsmouth.

Voted to grant permission for the Ladder II
Chief to leave the City for a parade April 27.

Aero

Canney reported that the stump dump on Route
is closed to any dumping whatsoever and violators

Mr.
1

&

1

be prosecuted.

will

Voted to endorse concept of the Firefighters Historical

Commission

Voted to accept and place on
Evelyn Sirrell

re:

Voted to appoint the following: Pamela Hall & Nancy
Johnson to the Conservation Commission; Thomas J.

preservation project.

re: historical

a letter from Mrs.

file

Continental Cablevlslon not televising

the Public Hearing on the Austin Deck.

Voted that the City Manager Inform Continental Cablevision thai the Council feels all Council meetings are

of special note

and want them

covered by Cable-

all

vision.

Voted to accept and place on

a letter from

file

Vee

Morgan
Thomas

Board of Adjustment as Alternate;
Ahearn to the Personnel Advisory Board;
Charles Goodin, Joseph Healy, Ben Savage, Ray
Sinclair as Taxi Rep. on Taxi Committee; Richard
Gallant & Stephen J. Tybursky to the Traffic Safety
Commission; Teddy Ulakos to PHA; Thomas Boiko to
to the

P.

Recreation Board; Michael Dunbar to Planning Board
and Coun. Jeffrey Ott will Chair a Special Blue Ribbon
Committee to study assessment problems, (see BR
Committee list in clerk's office)

Fields re: Austin Deck.

Voted down, on a 9-0 unanimous

roll call vote, first

Voted to refer a request for Council action on paper

readingofan Ordlnanceamending Section 5-805- Alarm

streets to the City Attorney and to the Planning Board
and request that theycome back with recommendations

Systems on

and map of area.

Voted to pass

first reading of Ordinance amending
7-329-No Parking Harding Road and set up a

Sect.

Voted to allow representatives of Paul Mack.
explain request at

May 7 Council meeting

the "Giles property

Voted

"

Carey Foley thanking City

file

public hearing for

May

7.

for rezoning
first reading of Ordinance amending
1983- 1984 Salary Ordinance and set up public hearing

Voted to pass

on Lafayette Road.

accept and place on

to

Inc. to

City premises.

a letter from Mary

officials for participating in

for

May

7 re: Professional

Mgnmt Assn.,

Unclassified

Employees and Non-Union Employees.

Student Government Day.
Voted to table
to

all

rubbish matters until a work session

accept and place on

Voted

to

Supt.

Monahan

re:

file

a letter

from School

meeting nights.

be held April 30.
Voted to accept and

Coun. Keenan asked the Manager
the situation changes

re:

to notify

people

If

file

a

memo

from City Clerk

re:

Primary Voting Hours.

Great Bay Transfer Station
Voted that a mimeographed sheet be

slanted to close April 25.

made

to

hand

out to voters registering as to voting address and

Voted down on a 5-4

matter of the Ceres
In

roll call vote,

St.

deck

Superior Court March 9

a motion to table the

election hours.

until the city petition filed

is

Coun.

returned.

St.

Laurentaskedaboutcity liability

re: flags

on

sidewalks outside businesses.
vote to accept recommendation
and City Manager re: lease agreement
with Riversmere and Tumblesdown and that the City

Voted on a 5-4

roll call

of City Attorney

Managerand

Coun. Marconi asked about the possibility of looking
Into having a protocol person for the City.

City Attorney take steps to have the area

surveyed

if the lease passes and that the proposed
$5,000 be amended to $7,500 with a CPI escalation
clause of 5% and that the survey and any other costs

Voted to adjourn at 10:25 P.M.

incurred by the survey be paid by Mr. Austin.

May 1984

Voted to take up the matter of the Pannaway Manor
Held Public Hearing on Ordinance amending Section
7-329-No Parking-Harding Road and passed same

Sidewalks at the April 30 Work Session.
Voted to

file

tation Dept.

a letter re: State Reorganization

-Transpor-

(see

permanent records

for

complete Ordinance)

from chairman Roderick Allen, Executive
Held Public Hearing on Salary Ordinance-1983-1984

Departments Committee.

updating the Unclassified, Non-Union and Professional

Voted

to

approve and authorize the City Manager

to

sign the Storm Water Overflow Grant application for

Annual Report I983-I984, 1984-1985

Management

Alliance Unions, passed

reading on 9-0

roll call

same by second

vote. Third reading to be held
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May

a letter from Police

file

Paul Mack. Developer of property on Lafayette Road
proposed for rezoning, spoke about the project, after

re: Police

which the Ordinance

A

third

to accept and place on
Commission Chairman Griffin
Budget expenditures, (not on agenda)

Voted after a short discussion

14.

and

final

to

rezone this land passed

reading on a 5-4

Its

letter

from Peter Rice, past president of Maritime

Heritage Commission addressing remarks

roll call vote.

Coun. Marconi

Voted to accept and place on
Public Works Dept.

re:

a letter

file

from the State

re:

and placed on

made by

was voted accepted
(not on agenda)

"protocol person"

file,

access to Lafayette Road.

Voted that the City Attorney give a complete report at
Voted to accept and place on

a letter from

file

Smith of Seacoast Recreational,

Group and

Inc. re:

James

B.

Hotel Shelter

that a letter be written to Mr. Smith about

Information given by the Manager

re:

government

the next meeting re: situation on

Lane and Echo Avenue area

re:

Longmeadow, Farm

trucks with

fill

being

uncovered and creating a dust situation and lack of

enforcement of an Ordinance covering trucks.

police

funding, parking, etc.

The City Manager reported back that after the review
After

on

much
a

file

discussion
letter

It

left

as

to

accept and place

meetings. A short discussion ensued about contract
requirements.

to the City

Manager

with power.

Ass't

was

and they

real estate tax bills

is.

55-Edmond Avenue be referred

Voted

It

ascertained that they are not required to cover Council

Voted that a letter asking for "no dumping" signs on
Lot

of the contract with Continental Cablevlslon.

from Helen Burnette asking that

from/to dates be put on
be

was voted

Voted on a 5-4
for the

to accept and place on file a letter from former
Mayor Splalne re: firefighters parity situation.

Voted that the letter from Trustees of Trust funds

charging fee for use of floats

re:

Prescott Park be

In

roll call

vote that the plan to overlay side-

in Pannaway Manor
$32,825 be Implemented.

walks on both sides of the streets

amount

of

.Agreed to schedule

first

budget date

for

May 14 and

figure out other dates then.

Voted on a 7-2
drafta

roll call

new Council

Rule

vote to have the City Attorney
re:

SlanderandifCouncilmen

referred to the City .attorney for report back re:

are found guilty, then they be censured by fellow

Interpretation of the Prescott Trust.

councillors.

Voted

to

grant permission for

Teddys Lunch

to set

up

Voted

to table until

four tables with chairs outside the restaurant after

place on

they submit insurance to the City and the City Attorney

land (paper streets)

draft a hold harmless

agreement

for

them

deliver a

to sign.

and
Voted to accept and place on

a letter from

file

McEachern on behalf of New England Homes

to

file

May

14 a motion to accept and

Attorney Boynton's letter

deed

&

re:

exchange of

also a motion to execute

to Attorney

Boynton 's client for our

accept deed from his client for their

&

lots

lots.

John

re: their

position in relation to rubbish removal situation.

Voted
first

to

have the City Attorney draft an ordinance

for

reading making the speed limit on Cass Street 20

mph.
Voted to grant request of Soda Pop Athletic Association
re: antl-lltter

Voted to accept recommendation of the Recreation

campaign.

Board to disapprove request for free use of recreational

Voted

to

American

accept and place on
Little

Day on May

file

a letter

League inviting the Council

to

from the

facilities

by the handicapped and disabled.

Opening
Voted to accept recommendation of Recreation Board

13.

to

Heard a brief presentation from

Terri

Byer from

disapprove the request of Mr. Warner to place a

dumpster behind the JFK Center.

Strawberry Banke. Coordinator of 25th Anniversary of

"Return of Sons and Daughters

'

and then voted

to

grant this with power to the Manager and Marshal and

expenditure of $500 to be put

in the July

Voted to approve the City Marshal's recommendation
and grant several taxi operator licenses.

budget.
to table a request until budget hearing time
from the Traffic Safety Commission for a crossing
guard forthe intersection of Alumni Driveand Lafayette

Voted
Voted to accept and place on
Public
in

file

a letter from the N.H.

Worksand Highways re: public meeting scheduled

cooperation with Strafford Regional Planning

Com-

Road.

mission and Rockingham Planning Commission, (not

Voted to have the City Attorney draft an ordinance for

on agenda)

first

Voted to refer a petition from residents of Boyd Road,
re:

St.

No Parking on easterly side of
from Gates to Howard St.

re:

resurfacing their road, to the Public Works Dept.

for report back at the next meeting,

agenda)
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reading

Washington

(not on

Voted that the City Attorney draft an Ordinance
changing the Ordinance re: Parking Violations.
City of Portsmouth

Voted to place on

an Ordinance amendment

file

re:

School.

Regulation of Signs and Businesses.

Voted on a 5-4

May

vote to table until

roll call

matter of the sale of the hospital to HCA &
Wilder and a representative from HCA In

1

4 the

to Invite Mr.

to

speak on

Voted to refer to the Planning Board for study and
report back a letter from Angela Matthews, Director of
Community Day Care Center re: family daycare zoning.

this subject.

Heard Presentation from representatives of Portsmouth
Hospital Trusteesand Hospital Corporation of America.
Voted down on a 5-4

vote a motion to table the

roll call

vote to oppose the sale of the hospital until the

May 21

meeting.

Voted to refer to the City Attorney for report back at
the next meeting a letter from James Coughenour,
President of 1313 asking for a public hearing
parity situation

and also a

letter

re:

from Ralph Robertson

Portsmouth Central Labor Council

In

support for

fire-

fighter's parity request.

Voted down on a 6-3

roll call

vote a motion to oppose

the sale of Portsmouth Hospital to Hospital Corporation
of America

and

to notify the Certificate of

Voted to accept and place on file a thank you letter
from N.H. Easter Seals re: "Wheels for Easter Seals".

Need Board

of this vote.

Voted

have the Mayor come back with names at the

to

next meeting for appointment to a review committee

Voted unanimously to ask the City Attorney to get

to

together with the State Attorney General and give the

refer this to the Public

Council a legal Interpretation of Section 523 on Page

Manager

study updating the Boca Building Code and also to

Works Director and the

City

for report back.

16 of the Contract.

Voted that the City Council go on record as requesting

A letter from Paul Fuller and Thomas Cole re: using
Farm Lane for daily heavy commercial truck use was

that the Portsmouth Hospital Board of trustees ensure

voted accepted and placed on

that indigent care

Portsmouth by

file.

provided to the residents of

is

HCA and

further that the Trustees will

Voted to refer a letter from the Recreation Board
in Indoor pool fees to the City

vigorously enforce that portion of the contract with

asking for increase

HCA

Attorney for drafting of an Ordinance.

that guarantees care to the indigent.

Voted

accept the City Managers report

to

re:

Boyd

Road resurfacing.

Voted to reappoint Herbert Bunnell
Safety

Commission

to

January

to the Traffic

1986: Robert Rlcci

1,

reappointed to the Board of Appeals to July
Voted

to rescind

previous vote on Pannaway Manor

Sidewalksas HL'Dhasadvised thatoneof the Councilmen had a pecuniary interest in that the sidewalk ran
along side of his home.

Conrad Morin as an advisory member
Safety Commission.
Voted to table the one vacancy

Committee
Voted on a 4-3 roll call vote with two abstentions to
approve the expenditure of $32,825 to do both sides
of

Pannaway Manor sidewalks.

Voted to pass

first

(

for

1983-1984 Salary Ordinance

to

send a copy

to

people up there

The City Attorney will ask the Assistant City Attorney
to address the buffer zone and zoning ordinance
history re: this site and about the need of a fill permit
from the Slate. (Longmeadow, Farm Lane & Echo

adjourn at

9:

1

2 P.M. to hear departments

re:

Voted to accept and place on

file

memo from

the City

Attorney

re:

Held Public Hearing on Resolutions 2-7 (Budget)

Voted

ask the Portsmouth Hospital Trustees

Voted to accept and place on

Henley supporting Coun.

file

a letter from Mellon

Newmans

views on the

hospital matter.

Voted to accept and place on

McCulley

re:

PAFB perimeter

to

amend

striking the third sentence from the present

and replacing
"the hospital

it

paragraph

with the following:

will

continue to provide free and subsi-

file

a letter from Lt. Col.
seller

fence.

(Portsmouth Hospital) measured

in

terms of the

percentage of overall billings."
Voted to send a copy of the City Attorneys

memo and

Attorney Woodman's response and an outline of

Councilman Keenan's motion
1983-1984, I984-198S

& HCA

Section 5.2.3 of the transfer agreement by

dized care, respectively, as presently provided by the

Voted that Lt Col. McCulley be contacted by letter and
asked that they put the fence on the base side of Jones

Rtp.irt

a

Prescott Trust and Docking Fee Ordinance.

their budgets.

to

Annual

a report from the City

Avenue area)

.Amendment.
Voted

file

re:

May 21 Council

Voted on a unanimous 9-0 vote to pass the third and
reading of the

on the Traffic Safety

Longmeadow. Farm Lane and Echo
.Avenue area situation re: truck hauling fill, etc. and to

Meeting.

final

left

1987;

next meeting.

Voted to accept and place on
Attorney

reading of Resolutions 2-7 Budget)

and set up the public hearing

until the

1.

to the Traffic

to the

Certificate of

21

Need Board.

re:

jobs for handicapped to the City

Scottand
Voted unanimously to
the "Connie Bean

name

the

Community Center

City

for Mr. Scott to get

back

Manager and Mr,

to Mrs.

Malloylfthe

can use them.

Community Center".
Voted to permit the Portsmouth Auxiliary Polce to hang

Voted to pass amended Council Rule *40 deleting the

word "majority" and Inserting
Voted not

to

In Its

place

pass amended Council Rule *4

1

on a 5-4

roll call vote.

first reading and set up public hearing
on the following: Ordinance re: Speed Limit
on Cass St.; Ordinance re: No Parking on

Voted to pass
for June 4
-

20

mph

easterly side of Washington

Ordinance

Ordinance

re:

June

St.

1

1-24, 1984.

Voted to send a letter to the Firefighters Union 1313
and Inform them that the City Council cannot negotiate
a contract with them and ask them to agree with the
guidelines set by the Council and that a work session
be held with 1313 and that a representative of the
Union prepare something re: pro parity situation to
present at that lime.

reading of

A request from Herbert DeGraffe, Jr. to use the old
Jones Avenue dump site for parking for Concerts he
will hold on June 24. July 1 5, August 5 and Sept, 2 at
Pannaway club with proceeds to go to the nonprofit

Towing and Demobilization of Motor

organization "Committee for Athletic Development"

re: Float

Fees-Prescott Park.

Voted on a 6-3

banner across Congress

from Gates to Howard:

St.

Parking Violations: Ordinance

re:

a

"2/3 vote".

roll call

vote to table

first

for renovation of Lafayette basketball court

Vehicles.

on a 8-1

Voted to have the City Attorney or Ass't City Attorney
bring In a statement

re:

the problems they are having

City

roll call

was voted

vote referred to the City Marshal and

Manager with power for June 24 and
and go from there.

to

review the

results of that day

with collection of parking fines.

Voted to transfer money
Voted to accept and place on

Boynlon

re:

file

a letter from Attorney

exchange of land and that the City
deliver a deed to Attorney

Manager execute and

Boynton's clients for their

lots. (Forest.

Central

St.

area)

May

23.

1984

In the

memo from

amount

Ken Dahl

for

$98,000 on
FY 1983-84 to
of

Planning. Legal. Unclassified and Tax Anticipation
Note-Interest Expense Accounts from Welfare. Recreation

and Public Works Accounts.

Voted to hold another public hearing on the Budget

Voted on a

Resolutions 2-7 on June 25.

transfer funds In

roll call

vote 6-2 with one abstention to

amount of $ 5.000 from
1

the District

Court to Police Dept.

Voted to adjourn at 9:30 P.M.

Voted on a 8-1

June 1984
Held pubhc hearing on Ordinance making speed limit

20

mph on Cass

St.

vote to transfer funds from

roll call

Revenue Sharing Fund-Police Facility Account In the
amount of $675,000 and Designated Surplus-Bond
Retirement .Account in amount of $275,000 for total of
$950,000. to the Portsmouth Energy Recovery Plant
projected loss.

and passed same.
Voted on a

No Parkingfrom Gates to Howard

Held public hearing on Ordinance

Washington St.. easterly side
and passed same.

re:

roll call

vote 7-2 to submit to the N.H. State

Planning Office for consideration for funding the
Pierce Island Containment Structure-Feasibility Analysis (disposal

area for additional dredging material).

Held public hearing on Ordinance and passed same

Voted to submit to the N.H. State Planning Office for

changing Parking Violation Penalties section.

consideration of the following: Pre pa ration of complete

Held public hearing on Ordinance

In

local

Park and tabled same to

first

re: Float

meeting

Fees-Prescott

base maps with the delineation of wetland areas

Portsmouth.

in July.

Voted

to authorize Sanford.

Maine

to

withdraw from

Held public hearing on Community Development

the Refuse to Energy Contractif they notify the city by

Grant Funds for FY 1984-1985 and passed same on a

June 13 that they

roll call

Voted

vote

-

8-0 with one abstention.

to refer a letter

from Ms. Glvens requesting

restoration of traffic light at Cabot/lsllngton St. inter-

by July

will

cease to bring garbage

Voted to table the Public Service Tax
the

first

to plant

1.

meeting

Bill

matter

until

in July.

section and also a request from Coun. Marconi to look
into the Cabot/Slate St. Intersection to the Traffic

Voted to take the Traffic Safety Commission appointment

Safety Commission for investigation and report back

off the table.

at the next meeting.

Voted on a 6-2
Voted to refer a letter from the N.H. Easter Seal Society
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roll call

appoint John C. Ripley,

vote with one abstention to
Jr. to

the Traffic Safety

ComCity of Portsmouth

the budget.

mittee replacing Ray Eberle.

Manager and

to the City

Voted to refer

City Attorney

for report back with answers to Councilman Marconi's

questions

re:

"deck

"

Recreation Director

file

a

letter

Community Center

re:

from

Sign.

matter and that permission be

given to Coun. Marconi to go Into the City Attorney's
office to get

Voted to accept and place on

from him a

total

complete ruling on each

Voted to accept and place on

a letter from Ruth

file

Chrm. of Police Commission

Griffin,

re: final Police

Budget Appropriation-Police Overtime Account.

point she raised.

Voted to go on record In favorof having names of parking
scofflaws with fines In excess of $100 be

made available

Voted on a 6-3

roll call

vote to accept the report

Manager'smemoand

firstparagraph ofthe City
the deck Issue

answers

and

place

Coun. Marconi's

be published In a local newspaper after the violators
have been given a two week notice.

on

Vote to suspend the 10:30 P.M. rule.

Voted to accept the City Manager's recommendation

to

file

re:

Voted to have the Tow

& Hold Ordinance brought back

for first reading the first

meeting

Voted to accept and place on
Attorney Sullivan

and

file

memos

from City

Council DIscllpllne, Parity Situation

re:

accepting *

& *2 on

1

their

May 23 memo and

sign

Alliance Union for 1983-1984.

Voted to direct the City Attorney
29.

Streets

an ordinance

to draft

on July 2 amending Section 7.335 One

for first reading

Way

Conflict of Interest.

to

the contract with the Portsmouth Municipal Supervisory

& Management

In July.

re:

questions.

Wright Avenue to read "one-way,

southerly from Daniel to State Street".

Voted to include

In

next year's budget an amount for a

sign re: Connie Bean

Voted
taxi

Community

Voted to direct the City Attorney to draft an ordinance
for first reading July 2 to delete A. under Section 7.337

Center.

accept the City Marshal's report and grant a

to

to the

"all

motorvehlclesare prohibited

from making right hand turns for the following movements "westbound traffic on Daniel St. to the south on

operator license.

Voted to refer

which currently reads

Planning Board the matter of

Penhallow St

".

redeslgnatlon of Greenleaf Avenue so the speed limit

Voted to direct the City Attorney

can be changed to 20 mph.

for first

Voted

to

May 24

accept the priority listing for sidewalks on

Voted to move handicapped space from
to

379

In front of

State St.

Voted to direct City Attorney to draft Ordinance
concerning uniformed officers required for traffic

being used on sidewalksand

heavy

in

traffic in the

Vlll A— G and hold a work session June
27 at 7 P.M. on the 1984-1985 Munclpal Budget and a
Special Meeting at 9:00 P.M. June 27 to consider
adoption of Resolutions 2-7 and first reading of 1984-

Voted to table

1985 Salary Ordinance.

and who

control at areas such as construction sites

determines need

an Ordinance

Central Business District.

Traffic Safety Action Sheet.

Rockingham Hotel

etc.

to draft

reading prohibiting rollerskates, skateboards,

Voted to adjourn at 8:30 P.M.

for control.

Voted on a unanimous 9-0 roll call vote to adopt
Resolution *8- 1 984 authorizing borrowing in anticipa-

Passed on a 7-2

Fund

in

the

roll call

amount

vote Resolution

*2

-

General

of $26,238,371.

tion of taxes.

Voted to pass

first

reading of Resolution

re:

Indoor

Passed on a unanimous 9-0 roll call vote Resolution *3
- Revenue Sharing Fund In the amount of $340,229.

Pool Fees and set up public hearing for first meeting

Passed on a unanimous 9-0

in July.

-

Voted on a 5-3

roll

call vote to

Special Revenues in the

vote Resolution

roll call

amount

*4

of $650,000.

go into Executive

Session to discuss Employee-Council relations.

Passed on a unanimous 9-0
-

Mayor Foley declared the meeting adjourned at

1

Sewer Fund

in

the

E.

vote Resolution* 5

of $763,453.

1:45P.M.

Passon on a unanimous 9-0
Presented Resolution and Plaque to Robert

roll call

amount

Reynolds.

-

Water Fund

In

the

roll call

amount

of $

1

vote Resolution

*6

,379.929.

.Animal Control Office on his retirement.

Passed on
Held Public Hearing on 1984-1985 Municipal Budget

Energy

a 8-

1

roll call

Facility in the

vote Resolution

amount

*7 - Refuse

of $2,733.

1

to

25.

Resolutions 2-7.

Voted

Voted to accept thank you letter from a member of A
Safe Place for the straw vote support of their request In
Annual

Report, I983-I984,

1984-1985

to

pass

first

reading of the 1984-1985 Salary

and Non-Union employees
and set up the Public Hearing for July 9.
Ordinance

for Unclassified

23

Voted

to

member

adjourn the meeting at 10:10 P.M.

of the

NH

Voter Registration Coalition,

Haven Park on August

to use

1

etc.,

subject to permission

9,

from the Director of Recreation.

July

1

984

Voted to accept and

file

a petition relative to boat

Marconi asked that

facilities fees at Prescott Park. C.

Held a public hearing on Resolution* 10 -Rental Rate
for

Indoor Swimming Pool

-

$25.00 per hour. Voted

all

future petitions have

names and addresses.

to

table adoption of Resolution until the next meeting.

Voted to approve the reappointment of Chester
II

to the Building

Code of .Appeals

until July

P.

Keefe,

1,

1985.

Held a public hearing on 1984-1985 Salary Schedule

Ordinance

On

re: Unclassified

and Non-Union Employees.

a roll call vote 7-0. voted to pass second reading.

Voted to refer

to the

Planning Board for report back at

the next meeting a letter from Daniel

New England Homes,

President,

Donahue.

J.

requesting purchase

of city

owned land on Kearsarge Way.

Voted

to refer to the City

Three proclamations given

Committee

the

to

relative to the July 4th

Sunset Review

Sunset Parade were

presented by Mayor Foley. A City of Portsmouth flag
was presented by the Maritime Heritage Commission
prior to this evening Voted to have a Resolution drawn
up and hold a public hearing at a later date to adopt
the flag.

Manager and

City Marshal

Mayor Foley Informed the

City Council of the Eleanor

with power a letter from Russell C. Rahn requesting

Roosevelt Mobile Exhibition to be held

permission

July 12

to close off certain streets

the Ceres Street

Open

on Sept. 16 for

Invitational Golf Tourney.

to

and

13. C.

Recreation

the

in

Portsmouth

Marconi asked that a notice be sent

Department so any youngsters

interested can be aware of the display.

Voted

to refer to the

Planning Board for report back

next meeting a letter from Maurice Leverant relative
to

Voted to have the City Attorney draft an ordinance
putting the

Monteith Street.

smoke detector law elsewhere as

it is

now

part of the housing code and difficult to enforce.

Voted

to

accept and

file

a letter from the

NH

Dept. of

Resources and Economic Development notifying the
City that the Franklin Block

has been entered

in

the

Voted to refer to the Planning Board and Planning

Department for report back reevaluation of the Planned
Development ordinance, SR Zone.

National Register of Historic Places.

Unit

Voted to accept and place on

adopt by Resolution Council Rule *41 - "Except where specifically
controlled by Charter, statute, ordinance or these
Rules, proceedings of the City Council shall be conducted pursuant to the parliamentary authority of the
most recent revision of Roberts Rules of Order. Newly
Revised, published by Scott, Foresman & Com-

Commander

from

R. B.

file

a thank you letter

Moser, USS .Antrim.

next meeting a letter from Lyieand Loretta Kingsbury

on Falkland Way and Saratoga Way.

Voted to accept and place on

file

a letter

Voted

to

Parliamentary Authority

Voted to refer to the Planning Board for report back
relative to land

1

from Peter

pany."

Grimbilas. President of the Babe Ruth League, inviting

the City Council and others to attend opening ceremonies of the 1984 Regional Babe Ruth

August 4 at Leary

Tournament on

arterial street.

Field.

Voted to refer to the Recreation Board for report back
at the next

meeting a

letter

from Frank Slover on behalf

Portsmouth Babe Ruth Baseball League, requesexemption from fees for use of the Community

of the
ting

Center

Gym

for the

Voted to bring in for first reading at the next meeting
an ordinance designating Greenleaf Avenue as an

Voted to accept and place on

and grant two
from Jeffrey

C.

file

a thank you letter

Connor, Ph.D. Executive Director

from .Angel

taxi

operator licenses. C.

Newman

abstained.

for

the Seacoast Regional Mental Health Centerand send
a copy to former

a letter

Voted to accept the recommendation of the City Marshal

Seacoast Basketball Tourney.

Voted to accept and place on

file

Matthews and a memo from the Planning Department
relative to home-based child care.

Mayor Peter Weeks.

to pass first reading of the Tow and Hold
Ordinance and set up a public hearing for the next

Voted

meeting.

Voted to accept the recommendation of the City

Manager to allow Mr. Degraffe use of the Jones
Avenue Recreation Area for a parking facility for
concerts to be held on July 1 5. August 5 and Sept. 2.

Voted to pass first reading of ordinance amending Sec.
7-335 - One Way Streets - Wright Avenue - and set up
for public hearing at the next meeting.

subject to approval from the City Manager.

Voted

to

pass

first

reading of ordinance amending Sec.

Hand Turns

Voted to accept the recommendation of the City

7-337(A)

Manager

hearing at the next meeting.
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to

approve the request of Stephanie Voss.

-

Right

-

and set up

for public

City of Portsmouth

Voted to pass

first

reading of ordinance amending Sec.

7-343 - Use of Roller Skates. Coasters. Similar Devises
and set up for public hearing at the next meeting.

On a roll call vote 7-0, passed first reading of 1983984 Supervisory Management Alliance Salary Schedule
amendment and voted to set up for public hearing at
1

the next meeting

Voted to amend the ordinance relative to Use of Piers.
Floats, and Other Docking/Mooring Locatlonsat Prescott Park as follows:

delete the word "mooring" wherever

a.

b.

c.

It appears
change the word "Park Harbor Master" to
"Dock Master"
change "Memorial Bridge" to "Pierce Island

that the

word "northwesterly" be changed

Held public hearing on

Management

roll call

vote 6-1 to suspend the rules and

hearing (2/3 vote needed).

roll call

Marconi opposed.

C.

vote 7-0 to suspend the rules and

allow Mildred McLaughlin to speak since this was not
a public hearing (2/3 vote needed).

983- 1 984 Supervisory Alliance

parking flnesand on a 6-3
the August

13.

a roll call vole 5-2. voted to

amend

Item 4a of the

from the Trustees" so that it reads: a) No craft shall
remain secured at the northerly floats in excess of

voted to table this to

1

Assistant Mayor Keenan asked the City

Manager

it

to

bring in a report on the prospect of implementing Ms.
Sirrell's

Docking Ordinanceand add "withoutwritten permission

roll call

3 meeting so that the drafter can rework
to answer questions that were brought up.

re:

On

1

Salary Schedule and passed second

Held public hearing on Ordinance re: Towing or
Demobilization of Motor Vehicles for non-payment of

allow Peter Rice to speak since this was not a public

Voted on a

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Section
7-343 ~ prohibiting use of roller skates, coasters and
similar devices on sidewalksand streets in the Central
Business District and passed same. (Parking & Traffic
Chairman McMaster said he will look into extending
the area where this Is prohibited)

to

"northerly"

Voted on a

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Section
7-335 - One Way Street -Wright Avenue and passed
same.

readingofsame.Thirdreadingwliibeheld August

Bridge"
d.

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Section
7-337 (A) by deleting same and passed the Ordinance.

suggestions and Ken Dahl to bring

in

a report

finances of parking ticket situation relative to

computer company contract and the dale that contract
expires.

seventy-two (72)consecutive hours perdocking without

Voted to accept and place on file a thank you letter
from Terri Beyer re: Return of the Sons and Daughters

written permission from the Trustees. C. Marconi

event.

and

Newman opposed.
Voted to refer

On

a rollcallvote6-l, voted to pass

second reading of

Docking Ordinance as amended.

the

C.

Marconi

opposed Voted to suspend the rules and passed
and final reading C. Marconi opposed.
.

to the

Planning Board for report back at

the next meeting a request from Lenore

Coleman

to

purchase city-owned land.

third

Voted to refer a letter from

Daphne Ulakos

driveway slope on Woodbury .Avenue

to

the

re:

City

Voted to have the Planning Department do a study of
docking fees and get any information they need from

Engineer

the Trustees and report back at the next meeting.

Voted to accept the City Manager's recommendation
and allow Prescott Park Arts Festival to park their
wagon on Market Square for one day only for the

C. Marconi asked that all city owned water rights be
addressed relative to charges so that the city will be

for report

back at the next meeting.

purpose of vending Prescott Park buttons, balloons,

etc.

consistent.

Voted on a 6-2

Voted to
tax

bill,

file

as

the matter of the Public Service

it

Company

has been paid.

the City

roll call

vote with

one abstention

to

accept

Managers recommendation as amended and

approve legalizing the arrangement with Ceres Street
restaurant owners to allow placement of a dumpster

Voted

to

have the City Manager check with the City

with increased capacity on city land and in e.xchange

Attorney and report back at the next meeting to see

the restaurant owners will beautify and maintain the

what can be done about cars parking by the public
access to the Ceres Street deck.

area around the dumpster. The

amendments were

include the Health Officers recommendation

to

in his

memo of July 26 and that a

McMaster said the Parking Reportjustcamein this
morning which he will distribute to the City Council.
C.

Agreed

to hold a

work session

at the next City Council

meeting on July 30. Future City Council meetings

August 13 and September
Voted to recess at 8:30

Report, 1983-1984,

1984-1985

be

Voted to accept and place on

Portsmouth Aquatic Club

and go

Session to take up consideration of

Annual

to

10.

PM

fee be worked out between
Manager and restaurant owners and the
agreement be brought back .August 13.

the City

1

into Executive

3 1 3 Union Contract.

Voted

to

re:

file

a letter from the

pool time.

set voting hours for the

Primary 8 A.M.

to

September

1

6 P.M.
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The City Manager reported on the Ceres Street
blockage of pubMc access to the water. He said they

ordinance drafter for

have signed the area and this has stopped vehicle

require a fee (suggested $3.00) for a burning permit

parking and they

such

remove the granite stone
curbing. Ass't Mayor Keenan said she would like to see
a ramp installed for handicapped and the sign changed
re:

will

public access as she feels

Voted

to

it

is

improperly worded.

accept conditionally on approval by the City

Attorney a deed re:Omne Mall and an Easement from

Voted to refer to

is

not

city attorney a

In conflict

first

13

to
If

with State Statutes.

Voted to pass third and
Unclassified

request to have an

reading August

final

reading of 1984-1985

and non-union employees salary ordinance.

Voted to pass

first

reading and hold public hearing

Puddledock Reaityforcul-de-sacatend of Echo .Avenue.

August 13 on Ordinance making Greenleaf Avenue a
20 mph zone.

Voted to accept City Manager's recommendation and

Voted to pass

authorize to contract for the services of one person to

August 13

keep adequate records of the UD.AG program to meet
federal audit demands and this person be funded by

Voted to approve Resolution * 10 which set the rental

UDAG

first reading and hold public hearing
1983-1984 Rrefighters Union 1313.

re:

irregardless of

Voted

to authorize the city clerk to set

hearing for .August
to

1

city for the

N.H. Civil Defense .Agency Seabrook and Public Alert
and Notification system and also to be used for any
emergency situation.

Mayor Foley informed the Council
in

of a

Chambers

the Council

meeting

re:

number

of hours used.

up a public

3 meeting relative to pole locations

be installed by Public Service within the

held August 2

$25.00 per hour

rate for use of the indoor pool at

funds.

to

Voted to table Resolution * 1 2 (two versions)
city

-

one

for

funding and the other third party funding and hold

public hearings on both August 13.

Voted to adjourn at 10:37 pm.

be

Hapag Lloyd

resuming service at the N.H. Rerand urged everyone

August

1

984

to attend in support of this.

Held Public Hearing on Ordinance
City Attorney Sullivan explained that the docking fee

mph

-

re:

Speed Limit 20

Greenleaf Avenue and passed same.

ordinance interpretation has been resolved to everyone's

Held Public Hearing on 1983-1984 Salary Schedule

satisfaction.

1313 and passed second reading
unanimous 7-0 roll call vote with
.Assistant Mayor Keenan abstaining. Third reading will
be held September 10.
-Firefighters Union

The City Manager agreed

to

check on the State smoke

detector law and ascertain whether or not anyone in

Portsmouth has been designated by the State Fire
Marshal as inspector and make sure the law is

of

same on

a

Held Public Hearing on Emergency Warning Devices

followed

(eight sirens) for

Voted to have the City Attorney draft for

first

reading

An Ordinance toamend Section 7-329 14Btoallow
for

handicapped parking space on westerly side of

Cornwall

7-329 41 (a) to
allow for parking on westerly side of Langton St.
.An Ordinance amending Sect. 7.402 A - Bridge

c.

Alert

System and

vote to table this until they see

Held a Public Hearing on two Resolutions

Hanover Parking

Facility

re:

High

one -financed by city and the

other financed by third party.

St.

An Ordinance amending

b.

Seabrook Public

roll call

an an emergency plan they can accept.

on August 13 the following:

a.

voted on a 5-3

Sect.

Street Off Street Parking area as follows:

Voted on a 5-3

roil call

vote to pass a Resolution that

the City Council hereby accepts the feasibility study:

High Hanover Parking

Facility

by Wright Pierce Engineers

1.

create five 30 minute parking spaces

nd authorize the City Manager

2.

replace handicapped space

necessary process to allow the City

in right

hand corner

where

it

3.

make

all

4.

create four subcompact spaces at lower entrance.

5.

create one

was.

facility

spaces 2 hr parking except above

to
to

complete the
construct said

without commercial space by the issuance of

General Obligation Bonds.

mentioned 30 min. spaces.

way action

"in " on the

upper (southerly)

Passed Resolution designating Voter Registration Day
-

re:

10 mile

road race to the City Manager and City Marshal with
power.

entrance.

August 20

Voted to refera request from Peter Anania

September

Voted to refer a letter from .Attorney Tober
of name of Venus Street to

1.

re:

Omne Road to the

change

Planning

Board
Voted

fees, to

ask the Recreation Board

exemption of
provide list of city sponsored groups and what

to

the criteria
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is to

become

city

re:

sponsored.

Votded to have the Manager and School Superintendent
decide and set a joint meeting date.
City of Portsmouth

J

Voted to accept and place on

a notice of hearing to

file

Street
(c)

Ordinance amending Sec. 7-402 (A) Bridge
Off Parking Area

A letter from John Clifford. Postmaster re: Deer/Market

(d)

Ordinance relative to Burning Permit Fee

Parking Lot problem was voted to be referred to the

(e)

be held on the Ocean Road and Rte

City

1

alterations.

(f)

file

Seacoast Recreation,

a letter

1984-1985 Professional Management Association
Salary Ordinance

Marshal and City Attorney.

Voted to accept and

from James

B.

Ordinance amending Ord. *16-1984 Sec. 7-901
Penalties.

Smith,

Inc. re: Parcel 2.

Several

Voted to accept the City Manager's recommendation

two rooms on top of Comfort

and renew lease

for

Station to Parents

Anonymous

$100 per year

for

roll call

votes pertaining to

fee.

Coun.

St.

Laurent asked for reconsideration of second

reading of the Tow

Mellor to the City Manager.

meeting.

to refera letter

from Evelyn

Committee

a Charter Study

SIrrell re: setting

to the

Mayor

amendments and

passage of the second reading of a Tow & Demobilization
Ordinance failed on a 5-3 vote.

Voted to refer a parking ticket compalint from Anthony

Voted

St.

up

& Hold Ordinance

at the next

Voted to adiourn at 10:45 P.M.

for report

back at the next meeting.
Voted on a 4-3

vote with

call

roll

Coun. Keenan

September 1984

abstaining to authorize the City Attorney to draft a
re: City

Held Public Hearing on Professional Management

Managers recommendation and authorize the City
Manager to sign It. Such license to be for a period of

Association Salary Schedule for 1984- 1985 and passed

proper license for the Ceres

St.

compactor

second reading of same.

years with an option to renew.

five

accept and place on

Voted

to

ticket

computer and finances.

file

a report re: traffic

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Paragraph
B & D Sect. 7-901 - Penalties and passed same.
Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Sect.

Voted to authorize the City Manager to sign State

Highway Depl. Agreement

re:

7-329. 14b

-

Cornwall

St.

and passed same.

Marcy Street Bridge.

Webb as
Ayer who moved out

Voted to appoint Lorrie

Library Trustee to

replace Holly

of the city.

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending
7-329 41-a Langdon St. and passed same.

Sect.

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Sect.

Voted

to

have the City Managercheck the

feasibility of

putting another row of parking spaces in the Wright

Avenue parking

lot.

7-402 A Bridge

St. Off street parking and passed same.
(C.McMasterasked City Attorney to bring In Ordinance
to address meters In Bridge St. Lot)

Voted to accept the City Marshal's report and grant

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Chap 6

several taxi operator licenses.

-Licenses by adding Art. XVII

-

Burning Permit Fees

and passed same.
Voted to refer
Robert

to the

Planning Board the designation of

& Rued Avenues as

may be lowered

to

arterial streets so

speed

20 mph.

Voted to a 8-0
third

and

with one abstention to pass

roll call

reading of the 1983-1984 Firefighters

final

Salary Schedule.

Voted to authorize the Cooperative Alliance for Seacoast
Transport (COAST) to replace Karl-Van signage with

Voted on a 6-3

roll call

vote to pass first reading of a

Five and One-Half Million
Bond Issue for High Hanover Parking Garage
and set up a public hearing for September 24.

Resolution authorizing

aluminum signs

Dollar

Voted to accept the Traffic Safety Committee Report
for July 19.

A
Voted on a unanimous

and

final

Alliance

roll call

reading of the

Management

8-0 vote to pass third

letter

from Angel Snow

accepted and

re:

a fenced walk bridge

1983-1984 Supervisory

A

Salary Schedule.

letter

From

Atty. Paul

Brown

Ordinance was voted referred
Voted to pass

first

was

filed.

reading and set up for public

re:

Zoning and Circus

to the City Attorney for a

report back at the next meeting.

hearing the following:

& Mrs. Hoemanand Farmer re: finishAvenue was voted referred to the City
Engineer for a report back at the next meet-

Aletterfrom Mr.
(a)

Ordinanceamending

Sec.

7-329 14(B)Cornwall

Street
(b)

Annual

Repori, 1983-1984,

I984-I985

Ordinance amending Sec. 7-329

(a)

Langdon

ing of Swelt

ing.
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A

letter

from Peter Thomas. GSA,

federal building lot

In

parking situation

comments

person's superior with any

manager and

re:

was voted referred

of the City

him how many spaces the GSA

asl(

strictly a

towing ordinance.

A motion

to

to this

of 5-4

suspend rules to allow third reading
(needed 2/3 vote to pass).

failed

roll call

requires.

Voted that the City Attorney advise the Trustees that
It

the Council feel the $10.00 daytime fee for docking

Voted

Improper and that the Mayor appoint a committee to
work with the Trustees this winter on any problem they
have with the Ordinance and report back In the Spring.

was suggested a copy of this letter be sent to federal
building and post office employees.
to refer to the

recommendation

Planning Board with City Council

Is

to review the entire section of Banfleld

Road relative to Industrial zoning and that their
recommendations come bacic as soon as possible.

Councilman Newman asked that a sign be put there

Voted that the City Attorney draft an Ordinance for
first reading slating no heavy truck traffic be allowed

On

in

docking area which explains the Ordinance.
a

roll call

vote 7-2 Council Rule

*42

public to address the Council passed as

re:

allowing

amended.

on Banfleld Road.

Keenan asked the City Manager and City
Engineer to investigate any alternative methods that
would accomplish the same.
Coun.

The City Attorney reported on pending tax appeals and
provided a list of same.
Voted to accept the Planning Board's report

re: sale

of

city-owned land to Lenore Colman and await further

Voted

to

accept and place on

Edward Mocek

re:

file

a letter from Mrs.

answer after survey

Is

completed.

Banfleld Rd.

Voted to accept the Traffic Safety Committee's recom-

A

mendation and deny Ryder/PIE double bottom trucks

from Julian Whipple re: Feminist Health
Center pickets was voted accepted and filed.

access to municipal streets.

Voted to accept and place on

Voted

letter

file

a letter from Director

Donath, Strawbery Banke. thanking the City Council

and

City for support of Return of

Sons and Daughters

event.

Voted

to refer a letter

from Walter Allen

re:

acceptance

examine what info we have in house re:
Road traffic situation and ask the City
Manager's opinion and what costs would be Incurred
to do a further study.
to

Banfleld

Voted to accept the August

2.

1984

Traffic Safety

of Sagamore Grove Road to City Attorney and City
Englneerand Health Officer for report back as soon as

Minutes.

possible.

Voted to accept the City Marshal's report and grant
several taxi operator licenses.

Voted to authorize the City Manager to negotiate with
the State re: a parcel of city owned land they wish to
acquire on corner of Kearsarge

& Market St. extension

and a piece we want with possible swap and exchange
of some money.
Voted

to

continue plowing Hodgdon Lane and keep

Coun. Foley reported that a dedication ceremony
naming the Community Center the Connie Bean

Community Center
at 6:30

PM and

will

be held Wednesday, Sept. 12

he hoped everyone would attend.

The Council were entertained by the Yankee Clipper

street sign up.

Chorus before the meeting.

Voted to ask the City Manager to go back and take
another look at the Wright Avenue parking lot to see If

Held public hearing on Resolution authorizing a Bond
Issue of 5.5 Million Dollars for construction of a

more spaces can't be made

parking garage

there.

In

the City of Portsmouth and passed

same.

Omne
PEDLEP loan

Presented a Resolution to Mrs. Clotllde Straus, City

special assess-

Arborist thanking her for beautlflcallon of the city

Voted to authorize the City Manager to sign the
mall Agreement

re:

sewer

line after the

isapproved. Several Councllmen

ment
Voted

district

to

felt a

during the

should be addressed.

appoint Robert Gray

to the

Board of Health

replacing Joe Shaw.

summer months.

Voted to refer to the State a petition from residents of
Ocean Road area asking for sidewalks on both sides of

Ocean Road and limit trucks operating on the road etc.
and a copy be sent to the City Legislative Delegation
and State Senator Splalne for report back at next
.

Voted to appoint Donna Sulley tothe Recreation Board
replacing B. Berlrand.

meeting.

Voted on a 6-3

roll call to

pass second reading of Tow &

Hold Ordinance after removing

all

and any reference
and making It

to demobilization or immobilization
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file a letter from Kevin
McLeod. Christmas Committee Chairman asking the

Voted to accept and place on

City of Portsmouth

Council to stand by the kettles for Christmasrontribitions

Army and

to the Salvation

that the City

Manager's

secretary poll the Council for the hours they wish to
serve.

Chrm. of the Blue Ribbon .Assessment Committee re:
pamphlet that they would like printed and sent out to
taxpayers re: assessment and recourses individuals
have to contest them. Mr. Canney said he will report
back on this request.

Voted to accept and place on file a letter from Morris
Levy against building a parking garage.
Voted to accept with regret and place on

file

Voted to refer a letter from the Seacoast Y attorney re:
Zoning and Circus Ordinance to the Planning Board.

the resign-

ation of Paul M. Stewart from the Board of Health

and

write Mr. Stewart a letter of thanks for his service.

much

After

report

Voted to take $2,000 out of the Contingency Fund for
1983-1984 funding for \ Safe Place as they did not

ask for

it

due

to

administrative change and the

it was voted on a 6-3 roll call
and place on file the City Attorney's

discussion

vote to accept

rmishing of Swetl Avenue.

re:

Voted to accept and place on

money

file a letter from Mr.
Walter Allen asking the City to accept Sagamore Grove

WAND

to inform Mr. Allen
Athanasiou, Health Inspectorin the event of
overflowing septic systems in area.

reverted back to the General Fund.

Road and asked the City Attorney

to call Mr.

Voted to accept and place on

file

a letter from

asking that the City allow employees time to vote.

Voted to accept letter from Mary Powers informing the
council of "Coastweek" activities and place it on file.

Mayor Foley said she would sign the Proclamation.

Voted to authorize the City Clerk to advertise for
public hearing October 15 the discontinuance of old

Frenchman's Lane and also refer to the Planning Board
and City Engineer for report back the matter of the
"deed".

Voted to table the matter of giving homeowners notice
of an Ordinance passed 1980 requiring placing of

house numbers
will

until the

check with Mr. Dahl

next meeting and Mr. Canney
see

to

if it's

out these notices with tax

bills.

Voted to accept

J.

Voted to set the voting hours for the November 6
General Election from 8 am to 8 pm.

possible to send

Voted that the City Attorney draft an Ordinance for
first

letter

from

truck traffic and place

it

on

Sanders, Middle Road

reading

re:

Excavation and Traffic Control Permits.

re:

Voted

file

to refer the

designation of Jones Avenue as an

arterial street to the Planning

Voted to accept and place on

Dondero
School PTA Executive Board asking for a change of
Ward 4 polling place and also voted to send them a
copy of the city clerks letter Mayor Foley suggested
that maybe the PTA could make this a project and
provide more signs for election day in addition to
file

a letter from

limit

Voted to accept the August 23 minutes of the Traffic
Safety Committee as

Voted to pass
side

Voted to accept and place on
Attorney Tober and Pelech

re:

file

first

Section 7-1001

being there to help with the children.

letters

Board so that the speed

can be lowered to 20 mph.

amended.

reading of Ordinance amending

Tow Zones

21. Whidden St. southerly
and hold public hearing October 15.

from both

Hodgdon Lanedispute.

Voted

to

pass

first

reading of Ordinance amending

Section 7-329 No Parking 91. Whidden

Voted

to grant

Manager

request with authorization of City

to allow

Ladder

II

side

Voted on a unanimous
final

to

allow City Manager to sign the agreement

from the State

to

St.

southerly

15.

(aerial platford truck) to

participate in parade in Manchester October 7.

Voted

and hold public hearing October
roll call

vote to pass third and

reading of 1984- 1985 Professional Management

Association Salary Schedule.

maintain Sagamore Bridge after the

it and also to inform chief Long for
and comment re: safety when bridge will be
closed twice for approximately 60 days each time

Voted on a 5-4

his review

roll call vote to pass the Towing
Ordinance as amended. Voted to pass first reading of
Ordinance banning heavy truck on Banfield Road and

during reconstruction.

hold the public hearing October 15.

unanimous roll call vote it was voted to authorize
Manager to sign the working agreement
modification between city employees Local 1386 and

Voted

state reconstructs

On

a

the City

to

pass

the Bridge

first

reading of Ordinance designating

St. off

street parking area as a parking

meter zone and hold public hearing October

15.

City re: part-time employees.

Voted to adjourn at 10 PM.
reappoint Paul Houlares to the Recreation

Voted

to

Board

until April

1.

1987 and Chester

P.

Keefe,

the Building Code of Appeals Board to July

Voted toacceptandplace on
Annual

Reporr. I983-I984,

I984-I985

file

1,

II

to

1985.

a letter from Coun.Otl.

October
Voted on a 7-2

roll call

1

984

vote the recommendation of the
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Manager to extend the option of the Shelter Group
30 days, pending clarification of title of
two small parcels of land running from Green Street
City

re: hotel for

Voted to refer a letter from John Hynesre: payment of
his property taxes to the City Attorney for report back

of a

recommendation

at the next meeting.

along Russell to Market Street.

Voted on a 7-2
Voted on a 5-4

vote to proceed with the Design/

roll call

Build proposal

by Cianbro & Wright-Pierce for a

parkinggarage structure on the High/Hanover

site,

as

amended.

Mayor Foley

that

roll call

set

committee made up of citizensand Councilmen
with the Portsmouth .Advocates
controlling

of a

Ordinance

to

up a
work

locome up with a draft
prevent immediate

to

demolishion of any building outside of the Historic
District.

The amendments were

to

run the design/build proposal

by the Historic District Commission and that the
glassed-in elevator be included
little ell

in

the design

and the

on Ladd Street be eliminated.

Voted to adjourn

at 7

P M.

Voted on a 7-2

send a letter

roll call to

to National

Gypsum expressing the Councils displeasure with
manner in which they destroyed their building.

the

Aletterfrom Mildred McLaughlin opposing the October
9 Council

Meeting held

at

6:00

P M. was voted

Held Public Hearing on Ordinance amending Section

accepted and placed on

7-1001 making Whidden Street, southerly side a Tow
Zone and passed same.

Voted to refer a request for a sewer easement from

Held Public Hearing on Ordinance amending Sect 7-329

and

Alan
allowing No Parking on Whidden Street

-

southerly

side and passed same.

file

& Donna Johnson at intersection

to their

Avenue

of Essex

Islington Street to the Planning Board

and subject

approval authorize the document to be signed

and also have the

City Engineer report

on this and ask

the City Arborist to look at the trees there.

Held Public Hearing on Ordinance amending Sect
7-402A making Bridge Street off-street parking area a
parking meter zone and passed same.

Voted

to

authorize the City Manager to execute

agreements and

all

all

loan

other pertinent documents to

carry out the terms of IJDAG .Agreements in connection

Voted on a 8-1
in

November

roll call to

table until the first meeting

the second reading of an Ordinance

with the

I!

DAG Grant Applications and

the Franklin Block Project and the

.Agreements for

Omne

Mail Project.

restricting truck traffic on Banfield Road.

Voted the Assessor's recommendation

to

keep the

Held Public Hearing on discontinuance of old French-

inventory system available until such time that they

man

can devise a system to eliminate these forms with no
loss of accuracy concerning the Assessor's office.

s

Lane and voted

same

to table

until the

November

19 meeting.

Voted to accept and place on

file

a letter from Kate

Hanson of A Safe Place thanking the Council

for their

The City Manager announced that October 15- 9
be

will

Cleanup Week.

Fall

funding.

November 19 on
Improvements and the City Manager
will investigate holding it at a place where it can be
broadcast live and accomodate more people than the
Council Chambers. (Coun. Newman asked the City
Manager for projections on operating cost and added
personnel needed for maintaining this facility and
Coun. Keenan would like firm figures for improvements)
Voted

Voted to accept and place on

a letter from Philip

file

WeeksofPortsmouth/Kittery Armed Services Committee.
Inc.

thanking the City for their funding.

Voted

accept letter from School Superintendent

to

Monahan

re:

file until

the court opinion

money and place on
rendered and we know

surplus sweepstakes
is

whether or not money or computers

is

coming

to

hold public hearing on

Athletic Field

to the

Voted to accept and

City of Portsmouth.

file

the appointment of Charles

Vaughn as School Board rep on the Library Board of
Voted to allow Richard Gremlitz.

PHS Drama

hang banner across Congress
regulations. (November 4-18)

St.

Dept. to

Trustees replacing John Sullivan.

subject to prior

Voted to appoint Albert Cloutier to the Continental
Cablevision Committee

Voted to accept and
Hospital

re:

file

Open House

til

4/1/86.

an invitation from Portsmouth
for Psychiatric

Lniton October

19.

Voted to table a letter from Alan Elwood

re:

meeting

in

traffic situation until the first

Ocean Road
November.

Voted on a unanimous 9-0

roll call

that the city-owned

the Industrial Park be auctioned off and

parcels

in

that the

Economic Commission

solicit interest

through

public advertisementsand ascertain what type operation

prospective buyers intend and that they not be sold
less than appraised value

Voted to accept letter from Alan Elwood asking the
Council to become

Concert Assn.
30

members of the Seacoast Community

Voted to accept recommendation of Planning Board
anddesginale Robert. Ricci, Joan and Anne Avenues as
City of Portstnouth

consulted and where plantings are to be disturbed,

arterial streets.

that suitable replacements be planted by the applicant

Voted to accept recommendation of Planning Board to
rename Venus Street to Omne Road.

following installation of the sewer line.

Voted the Planning Board's recommendation that an
Voted to accept report

Programs

Sponsored

Recreation

re:

ordinance be drawn

rezoningan area

Criteria.

to

south of Banfield Road from an

an Office Research

Industrial District to

Voted

reading November 28

for first

to the

District.

authorize the City Attorney to submit an

Ordinance pertaining

to covering truci<s travelling

Voted the Planning Board's recommendation that an

Ordinance be drafted

within the city limits.

*5 on

for the

purpose of rezoning Lot

R-53 from an Industrial

.'Kssessor Plan

General Business District

District

General Business

Voted to authorize the City Attorney to submit an
Ordinance pertaining to joggers and runners being

to a

required to wear reflective material.

28.

Voted to accept Traffic Safely Committee minutes of

Voted to set up a public hearing for November 28

September 20.

proposed Urban Development Action Grant application
for funding assistance in connection with the develop-

Voted

to

accept Police Chiefs recommendation and

payment
in amount

for

of

1

roll call to

adopt Resolution Authorizing

purchase/lease of 10

roll-off

containers

for

Portsmouth Energy Recovery

roll call to

accept October 30 as Trick or

$74,808

ment

and be brought

in for first

of a 20,000 sq.

reading November

manufacturing

ft.

re: a

facility

on

Constitution .Avenue.

grant several taxi operator licenses.

Voted on a 8-

District

to a

Plant

Coun. Foley asked Mr. Canney

Community Development

ask

to

Director,

Mr

Cioffi.

what steps have

been taken in the past for use of CI) money for the
proposed athletic and recreation complex at the high
school.

Voted on a 6-2

Treat night In the City from 5:30

pm

to

8:30 pm.

Mayor Keenan asked Mr

Ass'l

information

Voted

to allow

Pontine Movement Theatre group to

hang banner with power
regulations (November 29

to
-

re:

December

Voted to accept and

file

welcoming the

to

for

B<'alty's

more

business

as it relates to the High Hanoverparking garage project

at

11:00

PM

until

at 7:00 P.M.

be

British Ship

Mayor Foley announced an Executive Session would
be held December 3 and the next regular City Council
meeting would be held December 10

a

letter

from N.H. State

Building

& Construction Trades Council objecting

to

hiring a

Maine firm which uses non-union workers

to

construct

Canney

back of Mr

Voted to recess this meeting

13)

Voted on request from Chamber to allow a sign
St.

in

City Clerk subject to

November 28
hung across Congress
HMSSirius.

space

.Accepted the minutes of

Held public hearing on

new garage.

November

UDAG

19, 1984.

Application for manufac-

turing facility to be located on Constitution Avenue.

Voted

to

adjourn at 9:45 PM.

Voted on a unanimous 9-0

roll call

vote to adopt a

Resolution authorizing the application for and use of

November 1984
Held Public Hearing on proposed new recreation and
complex at senior high school

athletic

tech use.

Voted to reapprove the PHA Application for the
Portsmouth .Apartments project on Rockland Street.

Voted

Voted to accept the Planning Boards recommendation
re: Alan & Donna Johnson's request for a sewer

easement on city-owned land at the corner of Essex
Avenue and Islington Street. That recommendation
was that a suitable instrument be drawn between the

appoint a Mayor nominated committee

to

sector funding for the proposed sport complex at the
high school and also to come back with detailed plans
fields, useof same, who will
monitor them and have control

and recommendations on
be using them, who

will

of fields, also a detailed estimate on two million dollar
cost

and how

this will

be expended and report back
in March.

to

the Council the second meeting

forany future municipal purpose at no cost

Chairman, Coun. Rick Newman. Franklin Slover, Barbara

and
Report, I983-I984,

to

look in depth into possible federal, state and private

and applicant that holds the City harmless during
the installation of the sewer line and maintains the
City's right to use the area contained in the easement
City

Annua/

Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG) Program
Funds from the Federal Housing and Community
Development Act of 1977 for development of a 5 27
acre parcel of land on Constitution Avenue for high

to the City

that prior to any excavation, the City Arborist be

I984-I985

The Committee members will be Councilman Jay Foley,
Hopley. Bob Allard, Bob lafolla

& Peter Weeks
3]

to refer to the

Voted

memo

above committee a

Development funding

Voted

a thank you letter

File

from the Seacoast Grower's Assn. (Farmers Market)

Voted to refer a request from

Voted

to

accept and place on

Gypsum Company

file

a letter from National

Vice-President of Operations

re:

removal of their office building.

for high school.

accept and place on

to

from

Community

the Planning Dept. re: Council request for

COAST for

funding help

Voted on a 8- 1

vote to hold a public hearing the

roll call

meeting in January re: parking garage fee
structure and to put in the public notice that no
parking will be allowed in the streets during the winter
first

at night.

new bus to the City Manager and also ask the
Manager to look into funds from the Community

Voted on a 6-3

Development monies and report back

report from City

Manager

ment

Group.

for a

at the next

meeting.

Voted

request from Lyie

to refer a

&

Loretta Kingsbury

& Saratoga Ways back

relative to land off Falkland

to

the City Attorney with input from the Planning Board.

vote to accept and place on

roll call

for Shelter

file

a

Purchase Option Agree-

re:

Voted to table acquisition of conservation land from
Smith Realty until December 10 so the Manager can
gel

more information.

Public Works Dept.. City Engineer. School Dept. for
report back before the public hearing

is

held on this

Voted to accept and place on

matter. Mr. Canney was also asked to contact the

High/Hanover parking

Kingsburys as one section of road they are asking for
is of no benefit to the city and

Voted to approve request of

maybe they could separate

right-of-way.

the city to discontinue

the requests.

Voted to accept and

Voted on a 6-3

roll call

vote that the City Council

establish a policy for the sale of city-owned industrially

zoned land which requires the potential purchaser

to

disclose the nature and operating characteristics of

the "end user

"

Omne

file

a

petition

re:

situation

file

Omne

Mall re: temporary

Planning Board's report

re:

Mall temporary right of way.

Voted to accept the Planning Board's recommendation

and

direct the City Attorney to draft

of the property.
first

an Ordinance

for

reading December 10 designating Jones Avenue

as an Arterial Street.

Voted to pass
for first

Lot
to

first

meeting

in

reading and set up public hearing

January of an Ordinance rezoning

'5 on Assessor Plan R-53 from

General Business

Industrial District

Voted
re:

to

accept the Planning Board's recommendation

Old Frenchman's Lane discontinuance and direct

draw up the necessary papers and
him to make sure the City is not jeopardized in any
way by this action.
the City .Mlorney to

District.

for

Voted to table and refer back to the Planning Board for
redefining bounds of zone, an Ordinance rezoning an
area to the south of Banfield Road from an Industrial
District to

an Office Research

Voted to accept the Planning Board's recommendation
re:

District.

zoning and circus Ordinance and direct the City

.Attorney to prepare necessary paperwork.

Voted to approve

taxi transfer

request of Paul Poulin

subject to Police Chief ok and City Attorney review.

Voted on a 7-1
to relocate

roll call,

with Coun.

from Fleet Street 5

Newman abstaining,

taxi

spaces

to

Congress

Voted

accept and place on

to

file

the Traffic Safety

Report of October 29 and authorize the Police Chief to
use his power to designate one-half of the Parrott

Avenue

lot

"all

day parking

"

and the other half "two

hour parking".

Street alongside the Theatre to the Thoreson building
for an

indennale period due

to staging

being placed on

Sagamore Bridge bid opening
discussion until the December 10 meeting when the
bids are known and a report is received from the
Manager re: costs of different options.
Voted

to

Voted to accept the Chief of Police's recommendation
taxi operator licenses.

and grant several

Fleet St.

table

the

Voted to pass
Limit 20

and

set

first

mph on

reading of Ordinance making Speed

Anne. Joan,

up public hearing

Ricci

for

and Roberts Avenue

December

10.

first reading of Ordinance amending
Truck and Bus Travel and set up public

Voted to pass
Article VII

communication from the Recreation

Voted

to refer a

Board

re: location of

BMX track

next to

New

-

hearing for December 10.

Franklin

School to the School Board for investigation and report
back.

Voted to pass first reading of Ordinance amending
Sec. 7-310.1 Running and Jogging at night and set up
a public hearing for

Voted

to instruct Mr.

Canney

any meeting or discussion held on the Ocean Road

Voted to pass

bypass alternatives.

Section

32

December

10.

to notify Mrs. Straus re:

1

reading of Ordinance amending
-Layout and Construction of Streets

first

1.310-1

1

City of Portsmouth

and sel up a public hparins

for

December

10

for the

Voted on a 6-3

Dept and have a work session of the
the second meeting in February.

Hire

Council on

it

vote to pass third and final

roll call

reading of an Ordinance banning through

traffic

on

Voted the following:

Banfield Road.
a)

Voted to accept and

Ocean Road
Voted

to

Appointed John W. Seavey
until

file

a letter

from Alan Elwood

re:

b)

Appointed Anita

Freedman

Housing Authority

until

1

until

Portsmouth

4/ 1/89

Appointed Frank Arms

1:20 P.M.

the

to

traffic.

adjourn at

Board of Health

to the

3/1/85

to the

Board of Appeals

7/1/86

d) Reappointed Richard R. Salvas to the Economic

Commission

December 1984

e)

f)

Held public hearingon Ordinance amending Sec. 7
re:

100

1

20 mph Speed Limit on Anne, Joan. Robert and
Avenue and passed same.

Ricci

until

12/1/88

Reappointed Sophie Berounsky

Commission until 12/1/88
Appointed Ralmond Bowles
mission until 12/1/86

Economic

to the

to the

Economic Com-

g) Appointed Jacqueline Pitts as Board of Education

representative on Recreation Board

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Article
-Trucks Buss Travel and passed same asamended.

VII

Voted that the City Council direct the Audit Committee
to meet with the School Board Audit Committee and
the Police Commission and that these three groups

Held public hearingon Ordinance amending Article II
- Layout & Construction of Streets and passed same.

establish a negotiation limit within the guidelines be
reflected in the budget submitted to this Council by

these departments for

its

Running & Jogging at Night and passed second

Voted on a unanimous

roll call

reading as amended. Third

Newman

consideration for 1985-86.

Held public hearingon Ordinanceamending Sec. 7.301,

January
Voted

reading

will

be held

vote with Councilman

abstaining, to approve the request of

communication from Portsmouth
$100,000 for Capital Improvement
Program (which would buy equipment for proposed
to refer a

Recreation Board

sportcomplex)

furthercheck into Community Developmenteligibility.

re:

to the Sport

Complex Study Committee.

map from the Planning Director re:
CDBG eligible areas back to the Planning Department

Voted to send the

map) and send

for clarification (a better

Voted to refer to the Planning Board for a report back
after their next meeting, a letter from John O'Leary

Sport Complex Study Committee.

asking that his house and land be rezoned from

Voted to approve the

General Business

send a copy this

They also voted

to Residential

letter to

Voted on a 8-1
N.H. Parents

roll call

Voted to accept and

Coun. Ott's committee.

operator licenses.

file

the October 18. 25 and

Traffic Safety Minutes.

vote to refer a letter from the

Anonymousgoup requesting more office
Manager with power.

to the City

taxi

this to the

to

November 15

space

COAST

and appropriate $5,000 towards a new bus to service
customers from Rochester to Portsmouth and to

7.

Voted

Attorney to draft an Ordinance
January 7 pertaining to parking

to direct the City

for first reading on

near hydrants per Traffic Safety Minutes.

Voted on a 5-4
letter

roll call

from Pease

of indoor

.Air

swimming

vote to accept and place on

Force Base
pool

Commander

file

re:

a

use

by Pease personnel at

now

a

file

a letter

private

from the Portsmouth Hospital,

organization,

allowed to purchase sand and
that the City

to direct the City

for first

Attorney to draft an Ordinance

reading January 7

re:

No parking zone on

Lincoln Avenue between Miller and Richards .Avenue.

resident rates.

Voted to

Voted

asking that they be
salt

Manager reply to them

from the City and

his

recommendation

Voted to direct the City Attorney to draft an Ordinance

on January 7 to change Market Street
one-way street into town from Bow Street to
Market Square.

for first reading

into a

that this request be denied.

Voted to accept Coun. Keenan's report
Voted to hold a public hearing Januar> 7 on the Sagamore
Bridge

Resolution appropriating $89,056.11

Voted to pass

speed
to hold a public hearing January 7 re floating a
bond Issue for Sewer Overflow Elimination and Treatment Plant redesign.

Voted

for

Voted to table a proposed Career Development Program
I983-I984, 1984-1985

limit

January

Voted
Sec.

Rff>ori,

Taxi

Com-

from

Revenue Surplus.

Annwuf

re:

mittee.

to

first

reading of Ordinance making 20

mph

on Jones Avenue and set up public hearing
7.

pass

7.1004

-

reading of Ordinance amending
Towing of Motor Vehicles for non-

first

payment of parking

fines and

setup public hearing

for

33

January

A motion

7.

first reading of Ordinance re: Sec. 6-708
Dog Ordinance and hold a public hearing on

pass

Voted

to

& 709

of

January

to refer the

above

roll call

vote.

7.

Voted to pass
Sec. 3.404

-

first

reading of Ordinance amending

Violation of Ordinance

hearing for January

policy of no parking

prior to Christmas

-

and

set

up public

A letter from Ally liOughlin re: change in parking
requirement ordinances was voted referred to the
Planning Board for report back at the first meeting in
February.

7.

Voted on a unanimous

roll call

vote to reinstate past

meter enforcement

December 17

-

for the period

25.

Voted to accept the City Manager's recommendation
and ask the State Attorney General to grant a 2 week
extension on the Coakley Landfill matter and that the

Manager come back with
Voted

letter to the Recreation

Board for report back their thoughts on establishing a
reduced military rate for use of the pool lost on a 5-4

recess at 10:05 P.M and go into Executive

to

details at the January 21

meeting.

Session to discuss pending legal matters.
to the City Manager and Police Chief
powera request from the Chamberof Commerce

Voted to refer
with

8

Held Public Hearing on Ordinance amending Speed

20 mph on Jones Avenue and passed same

Limit to

hang a banner across Congress Street from January

to

January 1985

to

to

Violation of Noise Control Ordinance

and passed same.

6.

Voted on the matter of Falkland Way abandonment

and

Held Public Hearing on Ordinance amending Sec. 3.404

February

Council wants

to

.

-

the Kingsburys

Held Public Hearing On Ordinance amending Sec.
1

that the

the petitionerslogive usthiscornerof

Saratoga Wav that crosses their land and further

amended

to

have the City Attorney involved and

to provide to the Council additional

7

-

see a plan on a second access to the

school before they act on this and the motion was

amended toask
Held Public Hearing on Ordinance amending Sec. 6708 & 709 - Dog Ordinance and passed same.

Way. so-called abandonment,

a portion of Siiratoga

inform the petitioners

for

him

information and

past history of this land.

004 - Towing of Motor Vehicles - Notice and passed
Voted to take up the matter of the Factfinders Report

same.

for

Union 1386

in

Kxecutive Session.

Held Public Hearing on Ordinance amending Zoning

Ordinance as

to lot

5 on .Assessor Plan R-53 (20

Mirona Road) from Industrial
District

to

General Business

and passed same.

Held Public Hearing on Resolution authorizinga Bond

improvement
and sewerage systems and passed same on a
unanimous 9-0 roll call vote.

Issue of S2.650.000 for construction and

roll call to accept the City Manager's
recommendation which was to authorize him to prepare
the necessary papers and execute Ihem to purchase
the Smith property (Great Bog) from Smith Realty Trust
in the amount of S23.000 which may be charged to

Voted on a 7-2

prior year's capital

of sewers

Held Public Hearingon Resolution authorizing appropriation of

to meet
Sagamore Bridge Construction costs

A M. Keenan requested and so moved that the
Manager prepare a map of where public lands are
located and hang it somewhere in City Hall.

$89,056.11 from Revenue Surplus

Capital Costs for

and passed same on a 5-4

roll call

vote.

to accept and place on file a letter from
McLaughlin-Mayflower Moving Company re: use of

Coun. Marconi requested to amend this motion to
send a copy also to the Chamber of Commerce. This
was so voted as was the main motion as amended.

Voted

Coun. Marconi requested the Manager to supply a list
the Council of all city-owned and tax exempt

to

BanTield Road.

properties in the City.

Voted to accept and place on

file

a letter from Plaistow

remove 6 parking meters

Selectmen voicing concern about the lack of legislation

A motion

would mandate a compensation to a town/city for
maintenance of the district court and to send a copy of
this letter to the Portsmouth Legislative Delegation
and also to remind the Delegation of the Councils

State

St. failed to

Voted

to

that

concerns

re: this

to

pass on a 6-3

deny use of City

in front of

600

roll call vote.

Hall as requested by the N.H.

National Guard in the event of mobilization, but instead

grant use of the JFK Center which would better serve

matter.

their needs.

Voted on a 5-4
letter

from

military

accept and place on

PNS Commander Lammers

file

a

asking that

personnel be allowed to use the indoor

swimming
34

roil call to

pool at a reduced military rate.

Voted on a unanimous

roll call

Grant money (S40.000 +
to repair

vote to use Coastal Zone

20% match from

local

sources)

and rehabilitate the Prescott Park Sea

Wall.
City

iif

Portsmouth

Voted on a 6-3

roll call to

a dike for Pierce Island

apply for a Grant for design of

a) Francis Leilh to the Personnel Advisory

containment so that material

b)

Tober. Mark G. Kelliher& Marylou Ward to
the IJbrary Trustees

c)

Walter Novak to the Planning Board

dredged from the Piscataqua River by the Corps of
Engineers could be utilized and increase the size of

25%

the Island by

Susan

Board

S.

d) Harriet

J.

Fishman. Attorney on the Building Code

of Appeals Board

On

a 8-1

roll call

the Council voted to close out the prior

years capital accounts.

Voted to have the City Attorney give a written opinion
at the next

Voted to reappoint Philip

J.

Weeks

Trustees of

to the

Trust Funds.

meeting

if

what the Council did

relative to

the Board ofAdjustmentnominatlonsand appointments

meeting were correct according to city
to address whether or not an
alternate has to ask to be a regular member or Is It an
accepted fact that they will be one in the event of an
at the last

ordinances and also
Voted on a 7-2

roll call to

appoint Thomas

J.

Morgan

to

the Board of Adjustment replacing Sidney Girardin.

opening.

Voted on a 5-4

roll call to

appoint Paul

Connolly to

J

the Board of .Adjustment replacing Richard Gamester.

Voted on a 8-1 roll call to appoint George C. Savramis
as an Alternate on the Board of .'\djustment replacing

Mayor Foley informed the Council

that Atty.

Nick

Aeschliman hasoffered tochairthe CharterCommisslon
and Councilman Mc Master has volunteered to be the
Council Liaison on the Russo-Japan Committee

Thomas Morgan.
Councilman Marconi asked that the Mayor supply her
Council signed a Resolution
Dallaire.

deceased

city

Memorlam

in

for Robert

employee.

names

with the

of the people

who served on

the last

couple of Charter Commissions.

Voted that the Mayor write a letter of thanks to Mr.
Girardin and Mr. Gamester for their services on the

The City .'Attorney will report back at the next meeting
on the Statutory rules re: establishing a Charter

Board of Adjustment.

Commission.

Discussed the

CDBG Map and

Manager said

Voted to accept the Auditor's Report with the understand-

Eligibility for the

ing that questions will be addressed to this report later.

the City

he would get the guidelines for CDBG

Mayor Foley said she would send copies

Council.

to the

of the letters that went out from the Audit

Council

Committee

Held Public Hearing on the High Hanover Parking
Garage and Night Parking in the Winter season and

to the

voted to set up a work session with the Council

re: this

subject sometime

of the

The new F-xecutive Councilor from this District. William
Cahill. addressed the Council and said he would like to

in

February at the

call

School Department and Police Department.

work with the Council

Chair.

Coakley
Michael Hart from Continental Cablevision gave a
presentation

re:

expanded cable service

that's being

relative to the Port of

matter, Route

landfill

railroad problem, etc.

Portsmouth,

widening project,

1

and he passed out

his business

cards to each Councilman.

instituted in the Cityand then the Council voted to ask

Continental Cablevision to explore the possibility of a

Peter Weeks, Chairman of the Joint Building Committee

discount or free service for the remote control feature

told of the

handicapped and senior citizens on a fixed
income and to also refer this matter to the Cablevision
Committee so theycan get involved with this expanded
service and supply additional information to us re:
basic rates charged by other cable services within a 50

school and that

that the building has been on schedule

mile radius of Portsmouth.

cooperation they have received from

Mayor Foley introduced Allen Bridle, Seacoast Representative and David Bellegarde, District Director for
Congressman Bob Smith's office who were in the

Voted to approve the "Guide Signs

as shown on attached diagram to the Parking and

audience observing our meeting.

signage *6.

to the

Voted to accept and

file a letter

from Howard Holt

in

favor of sewer user fees to pay for the sewerage update

progress of the rebuilding of
it is

on schedule and due

New
to

Franklin

reopen the

Monday after the February vacation and that the
Committee will be returning $50,000 to the Council.
He also informed the Council that one of the reasons

Traffic

Voted

"

is

the very good

city officials.

for Exit 7 of 1-95

minutes with exception of minor change

to

accept and place on

file

the

to

December 20, 1 984

Traffic Safety minutes.

project.

Voted to accept and place on

file a

thank you letter

from The Salvation Army for the Council's participation
in

manning the Christmas

Voted
Annual

Rcpurt, I983-I984,

1984-1985

to

kettle.

appoint the following:

A motion

to

on Marcy

St

remove two handicapped parking spaces
in front on Prescott Park because there

are two presently

on a 7-1

roll call

Voted on a 6-2

in

the Prescott Park parking

lot lost

vote.

roll call

vote to reconsider the above
35

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Sec.
7.335 -One Way Streets adding Market St.. southerly

motion.

Voted that the two handicapped parl<ing spaces on

Marcy

St. in

in front of

Voted

from of Prescott

Parle to

across the street

have the City Attorney draft the following

to

St

Market Square and tabled same

to

until

meet with

the Traffic Safety Committee.

The Tavern.

Ordinances

from Bow

the merchants in the area have a chance to

Voted

from Melvin Alexander and

to refer a petition

other businessmen

for first reading at the next meeting:

the Market

in

St.

area

re: traffic

situation to the traffic Safety Committee. Coun. Marconi

.Authorize creation of a

(a)

in this

maids be

invited.

Voted

accept and place on

creation of 3-4 parking spaces on

opposite Prescott Park at the indented

St.

to

portion in front of "Tlie Tavern at Strawbery Banke".

Cablevision Commission

Authorize creation of No Parking zone (between

which are

signs) on the northerly side of Sheafe

vision

mately 40' from corner of Chapel
mately

1

area be invited to the

meeting and also that one of the meter

round.

Marcy

15'

St.

approxi-

St. to

approxi-

from corner of Chapel

to

be included

file a report from
Channel 21 & 50, both of

re:

in

the

new Continental

Cable-

package

Voted to ask Mr. Hart of Continental Cablevision for a

St.

Authorize repeal of existing parking ordinance

(d)

asked that the merchants
Traffic Safety

(b) .Authorize

(c)

"No Parking" zone the
Marcy St. year

entire length of Prescott Park on

copy of a survey that he has said had been made of

new format and

and authorize no parking here

to

coerner signage

Portsmouth residents

on the northerly side of Sheafe

St.

nearest Penhal-

status of either televising live or taping School Board

low

St.

be moved 20' from the corner of Penhallow

re:

also ask

him

meetings.

St.

Voted to refer to the City Manager with power the
Voted to allow Jim Labrie
right

off

to install

signage

in

the city's

ofway indicating Stonecroft/Beechstone complexes

Lang Road

Attorney to

owners expense and

at the

make sure

that

it

is

letter to see

to the

Italy.

is

the

Aletterof thanks

to the

Council for their participation

The Salvation Army's Christmas Cheer program
from Major Jack Ryansand Kevin MacLeod was voted
in

Voted that the Mayor write
Inc.

Sons of

for the City

clear that this

city's land.

Systems,

matter of the lease of the Plains Schoolhouse

to the U.S.

Willow Grove, Penna.

what they have

Energy Recovery

in

answer

to offer re:

accepted and placed on

file.

to their

Refuse to

Voted torefera request forclosureof CeresSt. forthe

Portsmouth Jazz Festival on June 30

Energy Plant efficiency.

to the Police

Chief and City Manager with power.

Amotiontopassthird reading of the Jogging Ordinance
failed to

pass on a 4-4

roll call

Voted to have a report from the City .Attorney

vote.

re:

request of Piscalaqua Pioneers to remove gravestones.

Voted on 4-3

call

roll

with Councilman

Newman

abstaining, to take the cabs off Congress Street and

put them back on Fleet

Voted to take a position that the Port Authority Board

remain

in tact

Franklin Building goes up.

control

and input

St. until

the scaffolding on the

basically as
in

it

presently Is, keeping local

it.

Councilman Ott reminded the Council of the meeting
be held Thursday. January 24 relative to railroad

Voted that the City Manager inform the State that

to

they discontinue use of land surrounding and occupied

safety.

by the Viking that the City would be interested

if

in

buying.

Voted to recess at 10:30 P.M. to an Executive Session
to discuss the

Coakley Landfill situation.

Voted toacceptthe City Managers recommendation

re:

Union 1313 negotiations and stand by the Council's

Reconvened the meeting at 10:55 P.M. and adjourned

position on original offer to Union.

same.
Voted to

file

the response to Peat,

Marwick and

Mitchell re: audit, pending the final report.

February 1985

Voted the City Managers recommendation to extend
the option on city-owned land to Constitution .Associates

Held public hearing on ordinance amending Sec.

7.329 No Parking

-

from Miller Avenue

until April

30 so that additional surveys can be done.

Lincoln .Avenue southerly side
to

Richards .Avenue and passed

same.

to ask the public to submit to Council by March
1985 any request for Charier changes and then a
Study Committee can be set up if needed.

Voted
1,

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Sec.
7.315(c) Hydrants and pased same.
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Voted on a 7-2

roll call to

accept and place on

file

the
City of Portsmouth

City Attorney's

memo re:

Board of Adjustmentappoinl-

Mc Master asked

for an opinion from City Manager
Revenue Sharing fundsas they pertain to handicapped access and if this applies to all federal funding or
C.

ments.

re:

A motion Itial the City Attorney reivew liie Board of
Adjustment appointment Ordinance and bring bacl< a
report with recommendation for Councils review to

iust

Revenue Sharing and what does

this

mean.

straigtilen out ambiguities in present ordinance lost

Voted to adjourn at 0:40 PM and postpone scheduled
work session on parking garage fees to February 1 at

on a 6-2

7:30 P.M.

roll call

vote with Coun. Foley voting present!

1

1

Voted to authorize the City Manager to deliver and

execute a deed for the old Frenchman's Ijane subject
to

checking the metesand bounds with the City Engineer.

March 1985

Voted pursuant to State Statutes to refer the acceptance

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Sec. 7.329,

Woodlands development to the
Planning Board for report back and that a public

No Parking

hearing be held relative

Held public hearingonOrdinanceamending Sec. 7.327,

of streets

the

in

to this at the first

Council

meeting after February 21.

-

Marcy

Limited Parking

-

St.

a

& b and passed same.

Two Hours

-

Marcy

St.

and passed

same.
Voted to suspend the rules to take up first reading of
an Ordinance amendment that was not on the agenda.

Held public hearingon Ordinanceamending Sec.

Tow Zones
first reading and set up public hearing
March 4 on Ordinance amending Site Plan Review.
The City Attorney wasasked to have a written explanation
at this public hearing as to how this is now and what it

9.

Marcy

St.

7.

1001

and passed same.

Voted to pass
for

Held public hearingon Ordinanceamending Sec. 7.329,

No Parking 76b. Sheafe
second reading of

this

On

St.

a roll call vote the

Ordinance

failed to pass.

will be.

Held public hearingon Ordinance amending Sec. 7.326

Voted

to table a

motion torezonea piece of land owned

by John

J.

O'lvcary back to residential until the first

meeting

in

March and

re:

this

to

-

Planning

Board.

City

Assessor and City Attorney.

Cabot Street and

-

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Sec. 10.102
of Chapter 10 (Zoning) as

Tents, and voted to

owned land be sold back to John &
Carolyn Hyneson paymentofall feesandcostsinvolved.
Voted that

15 minutes

have a more detailed report

from the

situation

Limited Parking

passed same.

city

it

relates to Definitions re:

amend same

in

accordance with

Attorney Brown s request and pass same as amended.

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Chapter
Voted

to

accept the Police Chief's report and grant

II,

Article

VIM

-

Site Plan

Review and passed same.

several taxi operator licenses.

Voted to pass

first

reading of following Ordinance and

hold public hearing on March 4:

1

(a)

Ordinance amending Sec. 6-901 Circus,

(b)

Ordinance amending Chapt.

(c)

(d)

A Presentation was made by Steve Griswold, President
who are proposing
building a hotel, etc. on Parcels
& 2 subject to
obtaining the necessary financing. He asked for a 30
of Shelter Group of Lewiston. ME.

10,

Sec.

day extension of his option.
10.102

Temporary Structures,
Ordinance amending Sec. 7.329 No Parking Marcy St. 45.a & b.
Ordinance amending Sec. 7.327-18 - Marcy St.
-Limited Parking,

After several losing
final roll call

roll call

votes,

Voted to accept and place on
Splaine

(g)

St.

a

coming in
March 18 with a 4'/2 million dollar commitment letter
that meets the approval of the City Manager.

signs) on northerly side of Sheafe

(f)

was voted on

days, conditional upon the Shelter Group

Ordinance amendng Sec. 7.1001 - Tow Zones
Ordinance creating No Parking Zone (between

(e)

it

5-3 to extend the option for thirty (30)

re:

file

a letter from Jim

Portsmouth's past.

Ordinance creating two parking spaces on Cabot
Voted to refer to the Planning Board, a request from

St.

Peter Lukas for a glass and steel patio addition to his

Mr Canney agreed

to put together a report re:

what

exemptions
for taxes and to have Assessor come in and give two
examples ofwhat happened when the revaluation was
routes are available to Council

done

to

re:

elderly

those elderly receiving the highest exemp-

tions.

Annual

Rt'porl,

restaurant

in

the air rights over a city sidewalk

that he provide

Voted to refer

more

to the

and

details to them.

Planning Board for a report back a

proposed donation of a statue

for

Market Square from

the Rotary Club.

Hansom Cab

Voted to suspend the 10:30 Rule so as to continue with

Voted to refer a request to operate a

additional business.

the City to the proper authorities and that they be issued

I98J-1984, 1984-1985

in
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and the

a vendors license, etc.

proposed route

to check; the

Manager was asked

City

Voted to ask the City Manager

to look into the City issuing

auto registration renewals and report back.

for safety.

make

the Athletic Field Study Committee a

Voted that the City .Mtorney prepare an Ordinance
amendment relative to Mr. McLaughlin's request re:

Voted

Banfield Road truck traffic and bring

report back to the Council for their recommendation.

in for first

it

to

permanent one and authorize them

to

RFPand

put out

reading at the next meeting.

Voted to accept and place on

Voted to accept and place on

from

a letter

file

.Atty.

Attorney

Brown request an amendment to the Ordinance re:
temporary structures on the agenda tonight (This will

Voted on a 7-1

be incorporated into the Ordinance amendment)

Piscataqua

file

a

memo from the City

Review process.

re: Site

roll call

vote to table a request from

.

Roneers Organization re: gravestones
the next meeting and ask them to come to the

until

Voted to request the State of Maine to hold public
hearing on hazardous waste

site

proposed

for

meeting.

Jamaica

Island in Kittery.

Voted to grant the request of Pro Portsmouth

Voted to accept and place on

file

a

Economic Director

1

&

2.

re:

Parcels

memo

from the

to hold

Market Square Day activities June 7-9. Coun. St.
Laurent asked that they pay for police and clean-up.

Voted to ask (he
at the next

('ily

Attorney to draft for

meeting Ordinances

to delete

first

reading

from the No

Parking Section 7.329 the following: (a) Middle Street

Voted to hold a public hearing the

first

meeting

in April

-

49-c. 49-d. 49-e.

on the proposed location (Junkins Avenue) of an
interface

community

service cabinet by

Telephone Company and also
Historic District

New Kngland

refer this to the

to

Commission.

Voted to refer a request from Portsmouth High School

Drama Dept

to

March 17-31

to the City

hang

a

banner across (Congress St.
Manager and City Attorney

Heard Presentation by F,rnest Breneman for Harbor
Square Celebration. It was then moved to refer this
matter to the Traffic Safety Commission and Planning
Board and City Manager for report back at the next
meeting with the understanding there will be a public
hearing at some point on this.
Mr. Canney explained that the lietter of

with power.

for the

Voted to accept and place on

Manager

to

file

Melvin Alexander

a letter from the City

re:

costs of installing a

drain on the right-of-way between his property and the

new

garage.

Voted that City Manager respond

to

Congressman

Smith's request for use of the Council Chambers for

new hotel submitted by

Commitment

Mr. Griswald should be

HUD and if Mr. Griswald obtains local
bank participaiton by April 1. they should be able to
meet deadline set forth in letters from lU'D and
therefore Mr. Canney will take no action to terminate
their extended option and if they meet deadlines set
satisfactory to

by

HUD

he recommends he be allowed

transfer of

to

execute the

Harborside.

title to

meetings with constituents and that Mr. Smith's
representative meet with the City Manager for an
alternative site in the City

and report back.

Voted to set up a public hearing on the Capital Budget
for April

1

meeting.

The Council moved the recommendation of the City
Manager on a 7-2 roll call vote.
Voted
to

to turn

ifthe City
It

was motioned and seconded

memo re: revaluation/elderly exemption
Blue Ribbon Committee reports back
at the

March 18 or

April

I

Manager's

to table the

in to

the Council

memo

Revenue

re:

Voted to accept and

file

a thank you letter from the Bob

Voted to move the request and proclaim Student

Government Day on
Voted

Voted to table the City Manager's

memo

re:

Parking
re:

fees

April 10.

proposed Charter Amendments

the City Attorney to determine legality of

to

same and

Continental Cablevlsion.

the request from David Harvey for
to the City

Manager with power.

to

accept and place on

Seacoast Chemical people

re: a

file

the letter from

drug and alcohol free

senior graduation party. Mayor Foley said

someone

from the Council would attend a meeting of thisgroup.

report back.

Voted to accept and place on

move

Voted to refer a request for the March of Dimes WalkAmerica on May 5 to the City Manager with power.
Voted

to refer the

to

annual road race

Garage Fees as first reading of the Ordinance
is on tonight's Agenda
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may bring it in again if he so wishes.

trying to get additional information.

Voted to suspend the 10:30 P.M. Rule.

Voted

Manager finds they weren't contacted tocome

meeting, then he

D'Allaire.

Sharing Fund-Handicapped. The City Managersaid he
is still

in to

until Mr. Ott's

meeting

Voted to table the Manager's

down a request from Piscataqua Pioneers

remove certain valuable gravestones from cemet^ryand

file

the response from

Voted to acceptand

David Young

file

re: Slate

a letter from State Representative

Mandating amendment.

City of Portsmouth

Voted to accept the letter from Michael

Hard of

Continental Cablevision and send a copy to the School

Board and firmly request of Cafe Brioche

to place

eight 2 foot tables in front of their establishment

provided

it is

approved

Voted to accept and
for

file

legally

by the City Attorney.

a request

Voted that the Joint Budget Committee set guidelines
for the Council at the first meeting in January.

from Ryder/P.I, E.

permits for double bottom trailer truck access.

Voted to accept the Blue Ribbon Assessment Committee
Report and place on file.

Voted to ask the City Manager to sit down with Mrs.
Griffin and Chief Long to see what it would take to
consolidate the dispatcher position for Police and Fire

buy back a piece of land by Atty.
Peter Loughlin on behalf of Mr. Mahoney be referred
to the Planning Board with report back to the

departments.

Council.

the Board of Adjustment

Voted that a request by Christopher Murphy represent-

Voted to suspend the 10:30 P.M. Rule.

Disarmament and Peace walk be
referred to the City Manager and Police Chief with
power. (Mr. Murphy will meet with them to change

2&3onthecityattorney memo

Voted that a request

to

Voted on a 8-1

roll call to

rescind the appointments to

made January

1985.

7.

ing Coalition for

date from

May 4

as that

is

the date of the Albacore

Mayor Foleycomplled with the requirementsof numbers

ments

re: rectifying

theappoint-

to the EJoard of .Adjustment.

moving)
Voted to grant request of Theatre by the Sea for Craft
Fair on July 13 with approval from the City

Manager

A motion to appoint Mr Moskevitch as a regular
memberofthe Board of Adjustment failed on a 5-4 roll
call vote.

and Police Chief.
Voted to accept and
tive

file

Laura Pantelakos

a letter from State Representare:

& make

it

known

to the City

can be deducted frm actual assessed value

Age
$30,000: Age 75-80 from
to:

65-75 from $10,000 to
$ 5.000 to $45,000 and Age 80 and over from $20,000
to $60,000 and the understanding that it would not
Include any lien provision.
1

to refer to the

re:

to adopt.

Request from New England Telephone Company to
an interface community service cabinet on
Junkins Avenue was withdrawn by the Telephone
locate

Company. No public hearing was

held.

Held a public hearing on Parking Meter and Parking
Garage Fees ordinance and voted to pass.

Planning Board a letter from

Attorney Charles Tucker on behalf of the Clarkesand

Dinnermans

Budget and voted

Legislative

Delegation, to change the levels of exemption which

Voted

1986-1991 Capital

a public hearing on the

field

Voted that the City Council endorse the following
proposal

1985

April

elderly tax exemption.

Heard a presentation by SEA Consultants on Pierce
Island Study. Voted to refer to the Planning Board for

zoning change.

study and report back. Mayor Foley recommended a
Voted on a 6-3

back
at

refer Union 1 386 negotiations
Manager with guidelines set by Council

roll call to

to the City

work session

to

be held at a

later date

on

this.

Voted to refer letter from the Easter Seal Society for a

budget time.

Bike-a-thon on May.

Voted to accept and place on

UDAG

termination notice.

Voted

to

file

a letter from

HUD re:

City

May

with

5.

Manager and Chief

19 raindate. to the

of Police with power.

Voted to refer to the City Manager with power a letter

accept recommendation of Chief Long

re:

keeping three firefighters and one officer on every shift
at the subfirestation while the

being reconstructed

if

he feels

Sagamore Bridge

is

from Christine
re:

E.

Fonda. National Register Coordinator,

nomination of Haven/White House. 229 Pleasant

St.

to the National Register of Historic Places.

this is necessary.

Voted to accept and
Voted to refera recommendation from the Manager

re:

file

a letter

from Peter

J.

Brown

offering to present a check to the city for extra

fireworks at the end of this year's Fourth of July

Refuse to Energy Plant.

celebration and to send him a letter thanking him for

Listened to a Report by Councilman Ott and

Thomas

his generosity.

Morgan on the Blue Ribbon Assessment Committee
Voted to accept and

activities.

Parnham
Voted to authorize the Blue Ribbon Committee to
continue work

in this area, specifically to

work with the

Planning Dept. and Board on possible zoning changes

re:

file

a

letter

from Susan

B.

Continenal Cablevision and send a copy

to the Continental Cablevision

Commission. Mayor

Foley said she will mail to the City Council letters just

received from Michael Hart relative to this.

which would help stabilize neighborhoodsand property
values.

Annua!

Report,

1983-1984, 1984-1985

Voted to refer to the Planning Board for report back at the
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next meeting a letter from Stella A. ClborowskI re:
dedication of land to the Portsmouth Conservation

Commission.

C. Ott

them permission

to

pass out tracts and sing songs on

the sidewalk.

asked that the Planning Board

land and on any conveyance of land to the city in the

Voted to refer a request from Portsmouth Hospital to
hold a road race June 23 to the Police Chief and City

future.

Manager with power.

include

Voted

in their

to table

report back present assessment of this

memo

from Margaret Sullivan. Tax

comes

Collector, re: automobile registration until she
In at

budget hearing time and can speak on

it.

C.

Voted to accept the report from David Choate. Ill on
behalf of the Mayor's Special Committee on Demolition

and authorize the

city attorney to

draw up ordinances

Newman asked the City Manager to communicate with

suggested by this Committee and bring

the Dept. of Safety and obtain something

reading at the next meeting.

in writing

from them explaining what they expect from the

in for first

city.

to accept and place on file a thank you letter
from Mary Carey Foley. Student Government Advisor

Voted
Voted to table the City Manager's report
registration until she

comes

in at

re:

automobile

budget hearing lime

re:

Student Government Day.

and can speak on it. C. Newman asked the City
Manager to communicate with the Dept.of Safetyand
obtain something in writing from them explaining

Voted to table until the next meeting a letter from

what they expect from the

Grecian Festival

city.

Attorney Papatones. Publicity Chairman for the 1985
re:

request to the city to sponsor the

procuring of a liquor license for the

Voted

to table the City

Manager's report

Square Celebration and take
Board Report on this.

it

re:

festival.

Harbor

up with the Planning

Voted to grant permission

to

NARAL

(

National Abortion

Rights .Action League) to hold a rally and march on

May 19 provided arrangements can be worked out
Voted to accept the City Manager's recommendation
re: Local 1313 Local Firefighters' Proposal for 1984-

985 and bring back ordinance

1

Canney and the

with Mr.

attorney to provide for

city

cleanup.

for first reading at the

Voted to approve Mr. Canney's recommendation as

April 15 meeting.

amended

re:

Harbor Square Celebration.

Voted to authorize the City Manager to sign Public

(b)

change Market St. to one-way for a trial period
-October 1. 1985.
the Council lowerthe speed limit on Market St. to

Shelter Group Option for hotel

(c)

the Council not permit the closure of Market St.

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Sec. 7.329

(d) all

Service

Company easement

re:

relocation of lines

(a

1

15 mph.

a roll call vote 7-2. voted to extend to April 15

On

to

from July

around the High-Hanover Garage.

except by petition for specific times and events,

1

of

same on

will

a

unanimous

roll call vote.

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Sec. 7. 702A
-No Right Hand Turn from Daniel Street onto Market
Street by commercial trucks and passed same.

Held lengthy public hearing on Ordinance amending
-

Truck Traffic Prohibited

-

be approved by the

thatanychangesbeyondthoseconstitutingordinary

maintenance which would be performed by the
due course should be paid for by the Assn.

city in

to grant a vendor's license to Arthur Hall. IV to
operate two (2) pedicabs within the city subject to
legal and insurance requirements set out by the city

Voted

attorney.

Voted the Manager's recommendation

Voted on a 6-2 roll call vote that the City Manager be
authorized to execute and deliver all documents
necessary to convey title of Disposition Parcels 1. 2.
2a. 2b, 2c to Shelter Group, Inc. in accordance with the
terms and conditions of the Option Agreement dated
January 10. 1983, except that the permission for such
execution and delivery is extended to July 15, 1985.

Voted on unanimous
in the industrial

roll call

park

vote to transfer the land

to Artronics

as per the City

Managers recommendation.

roll call vole.

to

Voted to suspend the 10:30 P.M. Rule.
file the pay schedule for
Portsmouth Police Officers and have this brought up
in the budget work session with the Police Commission.

Voted to accept and place on

authorize

same letter be sent out to Elder Foster of the
Emmanuel Church as was sent last year minus the
permission for the rummage sale. This letter gave

40

period

A.l. Banfield

Road -after 10 P.M and before 6 A.M. inclusive. This
Ordinance failed to pass its second reading on a 7-1

the

the configuration of Market St.

trial

(Third reading

be held at the next meeting)

Sec. 7.702

in

Director of Public Works.
(e)

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Salary
ordinance for Union 386 and passed second reading

changes

during this

No Parking Middle Street by deleting paragraphs c.
d. e and redesignating paragraphs c and passed same.
-

-

Voted on a 4-3

roll call

vote that a

Work Session be held

with Mr. Lukas and his attorney re: air rights (proposed

cantilevered solarium ) on

Monday evening. April 22 at
City of Portsmouth

Newman asked

7:30 P.M. Coun.

brought

In

sale of air rights
City

Manager be

Voted on a 7-1
Professional
in

when

that a

report be

by the city Attorney on lease, easement or

and also the recommendation of the

to

hang

banner July 8-22 advertising the Grecian
Manager and Police Chief with

a

Festival to the City

power.

given.

vole to have Section 4 of the

roll call

Management Working Agreement brought

the Police Budget

Is

Voted to table until May 13 a motion to approve the
request of the Greek Church for the city to sponsor a
liquor license for the Greek Festival and the City
Attorney come back with the amount of insurance that
be needed by them to indemnify the city.

discussed.

will

Voted

to

pass

first

reading of an Ordinance amending

the Salary ordnance for Union 13 13 and hold a public

hearing on same May

Voted to pass

reading of Ordinance rezoning

first

Voted to give the City Manager power to self-insure the
Longmeadow Road area residents until
the sewerage project is completed and the city accepts

city to protect

6.

Banfield Road and hold public hearing

May

the

new system.

6.

Voted to forward a

Voted

accept letter from concerned residents and
neighbors of Woodlawn Cirlce. Echo Ave.. Hillcrest
to

Farm and Meadow Lanes re: problems with
parking, sewers, ordinances and regulations and to
hold a work session April 22. (It was requested that
the site Agreements for Betty's Dream and N.E.
Fishing Gear be brought in to the meeting along with a

list

Longmeadow Road area
and

of grievances given in by

residents to the City Attorney

City Engineer for report back

June 3 with their

Drive,

findings.

memo

James Ritzo re: use of room B-8 in the district court
and accept the recommendation of the City Manager
which was to not take any action of this request until

prepared by

.Ass't

City Attorney Flynn last year

on the matter.)

Voted to accept and place on

the position of the State of N.H. and use of the court
facility

Voted

a letter from Atty.

file

to place a

letter of April

Dunbar, Chairman of the

HOC

from Michael

11

on the next Agenda.

has been clarified

in that

the legislature has

which would allow the State

not passed the

bill

over the court

facilities.

to take

city clerk was requested to write a letter to the
Chairman of the School Board requesting that a copy
of the full budget as voted on April 8 be given to her to
be kept in heroffice forinspection byanyone Interested.

A letter from Everett Harvey re: sidewalk on Maplewood
Avenue was discussed. It was voted to approve the city
manager's recommendation which was to authorize
the $5,000 study to be done with money previously
provided and as soon as study is made available to the

Voted

Council, to request the funding for the engineering

The

to

adjourn at 11:30 P.M.

necessary to develop the sidewalk and also the money
necessary for the construction. The City Manager

assumes

May 1985

would be during the month of

this

July.

Held public hearing on 1984-85 Firefighter's Salary
Ordinance and passed second reading of same on a

to the Manager with power a request
from Prescott Park Arts Festival proclaiming May
"Fund Time for the Arts Festival and allow them to

unanimous 9-0

place a thermometer in Market Square.

Voted to refer

roll call

vote.

"

Held public hearing on Ordinance amending Zoning

Voted to refer to the Manager with power, provided

Ordinance changing property on southerly side of
Banfield Road from Industrial (I) to Office Research

obtained, a request from Pro Portsmouth to hang a

(OR) District and

all

voted opposed to second reading

was agreed that

insurance and permission from the property owners is

banner across Congress

would be
sent back to the Planning Board with input from the
neighborhood residents to be studied for creation of a

advertising the road race.

new use category

request from

of this ordinance.

(It

this

better suited to this area)

Voted

to

St.

May 22

8.202

-

June

10

Manager with power a
Portsmouth and the Maritime

refer to the City

Pro

Heritage Commission to close off Ceres

Held a public hearing on an Ordinance amending Sec.

to

St.

June 7

for

the Annual Clambake.

Park Property-D. Use of Piers. Floats or any

otherdockinglocatlonsand passed sameafteramending

Voted to accept and place on

D.2 by striking Dockmaster and inserting Trustees in

Seacoast Detachment Marine Corps League to a

place thereof.

Memorial Service

is

file

an invitation from

honor of Marine PFC Ronald

Levasseur.

Held public hearing on proposal and
public hearing at the

first

to

hold another

meeting immediately following

negotiated agreement between the city and Mr. Lukas.

Voted to refera request from

St.

to refer a letter from Atty. Keane representing
"Someplace Different" re: sewer easement across city
property, to the City Manager with power.

Voted

Nicholas Greek Church

A letter from
Annital Report 1983-1984, I984-I985

Piscataq ua Pioneers re preservation of old
:
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Voted to take up

VII D.().

under

Voted that a letter be sent to the Rockingham County

Vill C.

Commissioners showing our concern
Voted

accept and place on

to

the City Attorney's

file

Voted to appoint Nicholas Aeschliman. Alberta Clay.
Cundiff,

0.

Ruth Kotsonis. Coun. Eldredge, Coun.

Marconi Dorothea Reed and Mayor Foley to a committee
to

study

amendments

Voted on unanimous

to the Charter.

roll call

amending

of an ordinance

vote to pass first reading

definitions in the Zoning

cuts

made

for Rockingham County senior
and also to contact Ted Connors to see what he
feels can be done to restore these cuts. (It will mean a
27.000 meal cut to seniors in the county)

citizens

Voted

to set

up a public hearing

Voted on a 5-4

Voted to pass

vote to pass

first

reading of a

meeting

Tirst

Voted to pass an Ordinance amending Sect
Park Property

D.

in D.2.

8.202

Use of Piers. Floats and other

amend

Docking Locations and

Dock Master

and

it

July

in to

it

and

invite

(This

first

insert Trustees in its place.

Coun. Marconi.
Voted on a unanimous

roll call

first

Salary Ordinance

Charter Committee
to 49.

B IV

a.)

reading of 1985-86 Professional

Management Assn.

Voted to pass

to

pursuant

is

Salary

Ordinance and set up

3.

reading of 1985-86 Local Union 1386

and

set

up public hearing

for

June

3.

further by deleting

Coun Eldredge asked the City .attorney to report back
on incorporating a lien provision on a vessel under *9
-Violations in the above Pier ordinance, as suggests by

final

in

members

public hearing for June

in July.

relative to putting the

firefighters parity question on the ballot for the first

meeting

roll call

$50,000

on Wheels Program

Ordinances re: Demolition and hold a public hearing
the first meeting in July.

Demolition Ordinance and hold a public hearing the

for the

by the State Council on Aging for the Meals

first

reading of 1985-86 Unclassified

Employees Salary Ordinance and set up public hearing
for June 3
first reading for 1985-86 Non-Union
Employees Salary Ordinance and set up public hearing
for June 3

Voted to pass

and

vote to pass third

reading of the Salary Ordinance

Voted to pass

amendment

for

Union 1386.

Voted on a unanimous 7-0
reading of the

final

roll call to pass third and
1874-85 Firefighters Salary

Ordinance.
Voted, on motion by Coun. Foley, by a
call

vote to reconsider VIII

2.

unanimous

roll

Demolition Ordinance.

Voted on a unanimous roll call. 7-0. toamend the 1984-85

Union 1386 Sidary Ordinance previously adopted by

Voted on a 5-3

roll call

vote to pass

first

reading of

above Ordinance and hold the public hearing the

meeting

first

adding the following two positions which were Inadvertently omitted: Grade * 1-Meter Person. Grade *3B
Clerk Typist

in July.

I.

Mayor Foley Voting opposed,

Voted to recess this meeting at 11:15 P.M. until

Voted on a 6-1

Wednesday evening

to reject the request of the Piscataqua Pioneers to

at 7:00 P.M.

roll call

with

remove a gravestone.
The City Manager was asked

to

request the Press to

publicize the fact that the city ordinance requires

swimming pools

to

all

Voted on a 4-3

roll call

with Mayor Foley, Councilmen

Foley and Ott opposed, to deny sponsorship of a liquor

have fences around them.

license to the Greek Church for the Grecian Festival.

Held public hearing on 1985-86
Resolutions.

MUNICIPAL BUDGET

Mayor Foley explained

that another public

hearing on this would be held before

final

to accept and file a letter from
Amateur Radio Club urging the Council to

Voted
time

Civil

Voted

to

adjourn at 8:35 P.M.

passage.

Port

City

hire a full-

June 1985

Defense Director.
Voted to accept Council Minutes of

Voted

to refer a letter

route on

May 19

from

to the City

NARL re: change
Manager and

in

May 6 &

13.

march

Police Chief

Held

Public

Hearing on Community Development

Block Grant Funds and voted the adoption of the Citizens

with power.

Council's recommendations to include $60,000 as a

Voted to table the Pierce Island Containment Structure

line

item for Maplewood .Avenue sidewalks.

item until the June 3 Council meeting as the deadline
for

funding from the Coastal Management Program

has been extended beyond May 30 so that the Council
can receive a report relative

to this

item from the

Held public hearing on the Municipal Budget Resolutions 3-8. .Adoption of same will be considered on

June

17.

Planning Bard after they meet this week.

Held public hearing on 1985-86 Salary Ordinance
-Professional
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Management

Assn.. Local Union 1386,
City of Portsmouth

up

under

Voted to

l<ike

Voted

accept and place on

to

report

re;

VII

!).().

Voted that a letter be sent to the Rockingham County
Commissioners showing our concern for the $50,000

Vlil C.

file

the City Attorney's

cuts

made

by the State Council on Aging for the Meals

on Wheels Program for Rockingham County senior
citizens and also to contact Ted Connors to see what he

Charier Amendment.

Voted to appoint Nicholas Aeschllman, Alberta Clay.
0. Cundlff. Ruth Kotsonls. Coun. Eldredge, Coun.

feels can be

done

27,000 meal cut

to restore

these cuts.

(It will

mean

a

to seniors in the county)

Marconi, Dorothea Reed and Mayor Foley to a committee
to

study

amendments

Voted to set up a public hearing relative to putting the

to the Charter.

firefighter's parity question on the ballot for the first

Voted on unanimous
of an ordinance

Ordinances
the

first

amending

first

reading

definitions in the Zoning

meeting

members

in

July

in to

it.

and

invite

(This

is

to

Charter Committee

pursuant

to 49.

B

IV a.)

Demolition and hold a public hearing

re:

meeting

Voted on a 5-4

vote to pass

roil call

in July.

roll call

vote to pass

first

reading of a

Voted to pass

first

Management

Assn.

reading of 1985-86 Professional
Salary Ordinance and

public hearing for June

set

up

3.

Demolition Ordinance and hold a public hearing the
first

meeting

Voted to pass

In July.

first

readingof 1 985-86 Local Union

1

386

Salary Ordinance and set up public hearing for June

pass an Ordinance amending Sect. 8.202
Park Property D. Use of Piers, Floats and other
Docking Locations and amend it further by deleting

Voted

3.

to

DockMaster

in D.2.

and

insert Trustees in its place.

Coun. Eldredge asked the City Attorney to report back
on incorporating a lien provision on a vessel under *9
-Violations in the above Pier ordinance, as suggests by

first reading of 1985-86 Unclassified
Employees Salary Ordinance and set up public hearing
for June 3.

Voted to pass

first reading for 1985-86 Non-Union
Employees Salary Ordinance and set up public hearing
for June 3.

Voted to pass

Coun. Marconi.
Voted on a unanimous
final

roll call

vote to pass third and

reading of the Salary Ordinance

amendment

for

Voted on a unanimous 7-0 roll call to pass third and
final reading of the 1874-85 Hrefighters Salary
Ordinance.

Union 1386.
Voted, on motion by Coun. Foley, by a unanimous roll
call vote to reconsider VIII 2. Demolition Ordinance.

Votedonaunanimousrollcall.7-0,toamendthe 1984-85
Union 1386 Salary Ordinance previously adopted by

adding the following two positions which were inadvertently omitted: Grade * 1-Meter Person, Grade *3B

Voted on a 5-3

Clerk Typist

meeting

Voted ona6-l rollcallwith Mayor Foley Voting opposed,
to reject the request of the Piscataqua Pioneers to

roll call vote to pass first reading of
Ordinance
and hold the public hearing the first
above

in July.

to recess this

Voted

meeting at 11:15 P.M.

until

I.

remove a gravestone.

Wednesday evening at 7:00 P.M.
The City Manager was asked

to

request the Press

publicize the fact that the city ordinance requires

swimming pools

to

to
all

Voted on a 4-3 roll call with Mayor Foley, Councilmen
Foley and Ott opposed, to deny sponsorship of a liquor
license to the Greek Church for the Grecian Festival.

have fences around them.
Voted to adjourn at 8:35 P.M.

Held public hearing on 1985-86 MUNICIPAL BUDGET
Resolutions. Mayor Foley explained that another public
hearing on this would be held before

final

passage.

Voted to accept and file a letter from Port City
Amateur Radio Club urging the Council to hire a fulltime

Civil

Voted

June 1985
Voted to accept Council Minutes of May 6

&

13.

Defense Director.

to refer a letter

from

NARL re: change

in

march

Held Public Hearing on Community Development
Block Grant Funds and voted the adoption of the Citizens

with power.

Council's recommendations to include $60,000 as a
line item for Maplewood Avenue sidewalks.

Voted to table the Pierce Island Containment Structure
item until the June 3 Council meeting as the deadline

tions 3-8. Adoption of same will be considered on June

route on

May 19

to the City

Manager and

Police Chief

from the Coastal Management Program
has been extended beyond May 30 so that the Council
can receive a report relative to this item from the
Planning Bard after they meet this week.
for funding

Annual Report 1983-1984, 1984-1985

Held public hearing on the Municipal Budget Resolu-

17.

Held public hearing on 1985-86 Salary Ordinance
Management Assn., Local Union 1386,

-Professional
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Non-Union Employees and Linclassified Employees
and passed second reading of same. Third reading will
be held on June 17.

City

Manager was asked

to bring

back

a list of Capital

Items)

Voted that a

map

be placed

in City Hall

showing

Voted to refer a letter from representative of Jazz
Festival asking permission to hang banners to the City

open space land owned by the

Manager and

Voted to authorize the City Manager to sign a

Police Chief with power.

all

City.

utility

A request from Ms. Garganta to purchase a dead end
street in Pannaway Manor was voted referred to the

Highway Dept. for use of a piece of
land at the junction of Greenleaf Avenue and Route * 1
bypass subject to approval by the City Attorney and

Planning Board for report back.

Director of Public Works.

lease with the State

A letter from Timberland Transportation re:
programs by police was voted accepted and
copy

to

be sent

safety
filed a

Voted to refer a request from Frank Costello

re:

land

transfer to the Planning Board for report back.

Commission.

to the Police

Voted the following: Reappointed Chester Keefe to the
Voted to accept and place on

an invitation to the

Tile

grand opening of Bettys Dream.
Voted to accept and place on
Council on .Aging

from

file

a letter from N.H.

program and a letter
nutrition program cuts.

re: nutrition

PHA Director Connors re:

(Mr. Connors called the Mayor today to inform her that

there

will

be no reduction

Building Code of Appeals Board until July 1. 1988,
Appointment of Basilio Diaz as Alternate on the
Building Code of Appeals Board and reappointment of
Dorothy Vaughan to the Historic District Commission
until

June

1988.

1.

Voted to refer a report

and neightbors
Manager for his

in services)

Voted to refer a request from Portsmouth Auxiliary
Police .Assn. to hang a banner June 9-30 to the City

Manager with power.

re:

re:

grievances of Sam

N.E.

Mc Master

Fishing Gear to the City

action.

to have the City Attorney draft the Zoning
Ordinance amendments and bring them in at the ne.xt

Voted

meeting

for first reading.

Voted to refer to the City Manager with power a request

from the American Cancer Society to locate a WHEB
mobile unit in front of the Odd Fellows Hall on
Congress Street June 6 from 9:30 am to 3:00 pm and
permission for firefighters to ring bell on Congress
Street

and

collect funds for the

Cancer Society on June

Voted to have the City Attorney draft an Ordinance

Voted to refer to the Planning Board the designation of
all

7.

re:

No Parking and Tow Zone on Hancock Street, southerly
side between Washington and Marcy Streets.

streets in

Elwyn Park and The Woodlands as
Elwyn Road) to

arterial streets (with exception of

Voted

to

have the City Attorney draft an Ordinance

adoption of the 1984 Boca Building Code as

and bring

it

in

re:

enable speed limits to be 20 mph.

amended

June 17 and show an outline of what the
and to show old and new parts

statute requires

Voted

Avenue
Voted

to

have the City Attorney draft an Ordinance for

to

repeal of present ordinance on No Parking
-

-

Parrott

*56.

approve the Telephone Company's request to

place a conduit in the Borthwick .Avenue area subject
to the City Engineer's

recommendation

re:

barrier and

Voted to have the City Attorney draft an Ordinance for
repeal of present ordinance on the southerly side of

Morning

screening.

Voted to accept the proposal of the

Supervisory

Alliance for a two year contract eliminating item

*4

which was a request

for a $25. 00 increase in the clothing

allowance for Year

2.

St.

from Bartlett

to the ell of

Morning

St.

Voted to accept the Minutes of the Traffic Safety

Commission

for April 18.

Voted to accept the Police Chief's report and grant
several taxi operator licenses.

roll call to support the ne.xt phase of the
proposed Pierce Island Containment Project and
inform the State Planning Office's Coastal Zone

Voted on a 7-2

Management Program of same
commitment on

that there be no

with the stipulation

taxes.

the part of the city to

Voted to pass

do anything further.
Voted to authorize the City

agreement with the Town

Voted unanimously on a roll call vote to adopt a
Resolution authorizing borrowing in anticipation of

Manager

to

sign

an

first

for first

meeting

limit to

25

reading and set up a public hearing

in July

on ordinance amending speed

mph on Omne

Road.

of Rye re: .Ash Disposal.

Voted to accept draft agreement

Voted that the City Attorney be authorized

to draft a

Resolution for fund transfers out of Revenue Surplus
and a public hearing be held on same on June 17. (The
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re: Sister City

with

Nichinan, Japan.

Coun. Marconi said she would

like to

have the Lease
City of Portsmouth

Agreement with Riverview Restaurant reviewed as

to

the indemnity clause because of potential liabllliy of

Voted to accept the City Managers recommendation
to agree with the City Engineer letter re: accepting
proposals of the owner of land at the intersection of
Peverly Hill and Banfield Roads so that the city may

city.

Voted to adiourn at

1

obtain ownershipofthe parcel for Improvement of this

1:00 P.M.

intersection.

Coun. Foley moved

to

e.Mend the present contract for

operations to Consumat for one year at increase of C.P.I,
with the City right of renewal for one year more.

Voted to table the Computer Parking Ticket Contract
until the July 1 meeting.

Seconded and so voted with Councilman Newman
opposed.

Newman asked

C.

the next meeting

Coun. Foley moved that the City Manager
to contact

towns using the Refuse

to

to

authorized

Energy Plant

for

Greek

the City Attorney to report back at

re: five

million dollar insurance policy

Festival liquor license.

to

discuss the future of the plant. Seconded and so voted.

Voted to send a letter

re:

David Clolfl Sewer Easement

request to the Planning Board for report back.

Coun. Foley moved that the Mayor contact the Congressional Delegation to set

up a meeting with the

to assist with the future of the plant.

Force

.Air

Seconded and so

Voted to pass first reading of the following ordinances
and hold public hearings on August 5:

voted.
a.

Coun.

Newman moved

up a Public Hearing in
August on the tipping fee arrangement for commercial
haulers. Seconded and so voted.

b.
c.

d.

Held Public Hearing on Resolution *8 Authorizing

Fund Transfers and adopted same on

a

unanimous

Ordinance amending Chapter 12-Boca Basic Build-

Code

ing

to set

e.

roll

f.

call vote.

g.

Ordinance amending No Parking
Ordinance amending No Parking

-

Morning

St.

Hancock St.
Hancock St.
-

Ordinance amending Tow Zone Ordinance repealing No Parking - Parrott Ave.
Ordinance amending Zoning Ordinance
Ordinance

re:

1984-85 Salary Schedule

for

Super-

for

Super-

visory Alliance Union

Voted to accept and place on
from Kevin

& Marianne

Works Department
after the

a thank you letter

file

Council of The

for the Tine

Grill to

h.

cleanup job they did

i.

Market Square Day.

re:

1985-86 Salary Schedule

Ordinance removing handicapped spaces

-

Marcy

St.
j.

Voted to accept and place on

Ordinance

visory Alliance Union

the Public

a thank you letter

file

from James Haller for the city's contribution
Seacoast Hospice organization.

Ordinance amending hazardous materials ordinance

to the

Voted on a 5-3

roll call

vote to deduct

$238,710 from

the $27,687,955 General Fund (Operating Budget).

Voted to accept and place on
re:

New

file

a letter from JSA. Inc.

Franklin School project and send a copy to the

(This amount

School Board and those membersofthe Joint Building
Committee who are not on the School Board or

A motion

Council.

lost

Voted to accept and place on

NOW

a

file

letter

from

work session and includes

to restore

on a 5-3

$70,000 to the School Dept. Budget

roll call vote.

Voted to add $29,000 to the Unclassified Account

in

the Operating Budget. (This would be $20,000 for

lot lighting and to send a copy to the Police
Commissioner and the Director of Public Works.

Community Day Care Center and $9,000 for the RSVP

organization

re:

street

parking

Voted to accept letter from Robert

lafolla re:

approval

Program)

A motion

and acceptance of West Road in the l.afayette Road
subdivision and to hold a public hearing on same the
first meeting in August and after acceptance, the

A motion

Letter of Credit be released.

program

of

The Greek Festival liquor license matter was discussed
and a motion to table same until July was defeated
on a 4-4 roll call vote as was a motion to accept and
1

place on

file

on a 5-3

Budget

Ass't.

it

up

for reconsideration at the

Manager
I984-I985

re:

file

Financial Status.

add $540

to

lost

will

roll call vote.

on a 5-3

Man

to the

in

Washington

roll call vote.

roll call to reduce the Civil Defense
budget by $4,210 leaving a balance of $1,000.

roll call to

eliminate a

'/a

time technician

the Public Works Dept.

be

next meeting.

Voted on a 7-1

Budget
Voted to accept and place on

on a 6-2

Voted on a 5-3

roll call vote.

Mayor Keene gave notice that she

bringing

restore $49,000 to the School Dept.

to

lost

Voted on a 5-3

in

Report, I983-I984,

in

and

Portsmouth area

Annual

was acted on

a $141,000 School Budget decrease)

roll call to

add $1,300

to the Library

for a rug at the entrance.

a report from the City

Voted on a 6-2

roll call

vote to add

$300,000 to Account
45

honor of the late Geno Marconi, husband of
Councilwoman Evelyn Marconi.

270-0000.

in

Voted on a unanimous

adopt Resolution *3

roll call to

-Operating Budget-General Fund, as

amount

amended

In the

Voted to adjourn at 9:15 P.M.

of $27,718,348.

Voted on a unanimous

-Revenue Sharing.

In the

Voted on a unanimous
-Special Revenues,

In

adopt Resolution *4

roll call to

amount

roll call to

edited

of $142,046.

adopt Resolution *5

amount

the

The City Council Actions are compiled and
by the City Clerk for the Annual Report.

of $950,000.

roll call to adopt Resolution *6.
Sewer Fund. In the amount of $975,580 which Includes
a cut of $6 1 .500. per work session actions.

Voted on a unanimous

Voted on a unanimous

roll call to

further cut $18,783

out of Resolution *6 (This represents two positions)

Voted on a unanimous
as amended,

in

the

Voted on a unanimous

adopt Resolution *6.

roll call to

amount

of $895,297.

roll call to

decrease Resolution

*7 - Water Fund by $77,300 per work session
.\

actions.

to reduce Resolution *7 furtherby$1 1.987.
on a 4-4 roll call vote.

motion

lost

Voted on a 5-3

roll call to

cut $3,987. from Resolution

*7.

Voted on a unanimous

roll call to

-Water Fund, as amended,

Voted on a 5-3

in the

roll call to

vote to Increase the water

rate to a flat rate of .85 per

Voted on a unanimous

adopt Resolution *7

amount of $1 .462,981

100 cubic

roll call to

feet.

adopt Resolution '8

-Refuse to Energy Facility Fund.

In

the

amount

of

$3,224,975.

Voted on a unanimous

roll call to

reading of 1985-86 Professional

pass third and

Management

final

Assn.

Salary Ordinance.

Mayor Foley receives

Voted on a unanimous

pass third and final
386 Salary Ordinance.

gift of

English Booth

from Captain of the H.M.S. Sirrius

roll call to

reading of 1 985-86 Local Union

1

Voted on a unanimous
reading of

roll call to pass third and final
1985-86 Non-Union Employees Salary

Ordinance.

Voted on a unanimous

roll call to

pass third and

final

reading of 1985-86 Unclassified Employees Salary
Ordinance.

Voted on set up a public hearing for July

abandonment

A

letter

of a portion of

Vaughan

1

for

Street.

from Attorney John McEachern

re:

water

shortage problem In the Freeman's Point area was
voted to be referred to the Water Superintendent for
report back the

first

meeting

in

August.

Mayor Foley read a Resolution adjourning
46

this

meeting
City of Portsmouth

City Clerk
Evelyn

Hanscom

Cirv CAcrk

Daphne Savramis

Evelyn Hanscom, City Clerk

De/iutv

V. Sue

Mayo

Causes of Death
JULY

1.

1983 -JUNE 30, 1984

JULY
73

Cardiopulmonary arrest
Dehydralion

3

Respiratory arrest

17

6

Renal Failure

Cancer

Pneumonia
Arteriosclerotic

& hypertensive heart disease

Cardiopulmonary Arrest

71

Myocardial infarction

22
77

Cancer
Heart Disease

64

Cerebrovascular Accident

2fi

Cardiogenic Shock

-1

Heart Failure

Hemorrhage

8

Brain Death

3

Sepsis

Brain

Tumor

Uremia

27
I

3

Heart Failure
Anoxic encephelopathy

Pulmonary edema

11
1

3

2
17

4

20
I

4

Hemolytic Anemia
Colitis

1

I

Arteriosclerotic heart disease

Nephrosclerosis

4
1

Hepatic Failure

4

Hemorrhage

3

I

Senile Dementia

Senile Dementia

1

Renal Failure

4

Viral Gastroeneteritis

1

Cardiac Arrythmia

8

1

Anemia

Acute Respiratory Infection

Nephrotic Syndrome
Cirrhosis Liver
Septic Shock

Cerebro Vascular Accident
Suicide

2

Cerebral Thrombosis

Dehydration

2

Pneumonia

15

Respiratory Disease

27

6

Suicide

2

1

Ventricular Tachycardia

2

1

G.I.

Lung disease with Emphasema
Oligodendroglioma

6

Undetermined

1984, 1984-1985

Bleeding

Infant Death

1

Syndrome

2

Stroke

3

Uremia

2

5

2

Pulmonary Embolism
Pulmonary Edema

3

Alzheimers Disease

2

2

Emphysema

1

Hypoxic Encephelopathy

I

I

Sepsis

1

1

Immaturity

Coma

Exsanquination

5

1

Hepatic

1

Accident

Hepatic Encephalopathy

Pulmonary Embolus
Ruptured Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm

2

15

16

Murder

2

Brain

Cardiogenic Shock

Gastrointestinal Bleeding with Shock

1

1

Tumor

4

Cardiac arrythmia

Accident

-

1984 -JUNE 30, 1985

Cardiac Decompensation

Myocardial infarction

Annual Reporl 1983

...

1.

2
1

1

1
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Vital Statistics

Recorded

1983JUNE30, 1984

1984JUNE 30, 1985

979
320

1,044

1.744

1.802

JULY

Births

Deaths
Marriages

1,

License and Permits
Issued
Vital Statistics (Births,

UCC

JULY

Deaths. Marriages)

Filings and Terminations

Marriage Intentions
Miscellaneous Items

Dogs
Bikes
Taxi

Theatre

Amusement
Miscellaneous licenses

Tokens
Political Filings

TOTALS

1.

1983-

JULY

1,

318

School Board (6)
1

Sus;in W. Thoresen

2

Diane

L.

471

Share

Vaughn

3

Charles

4

Harold Whitehouse,

5

Bernard

L.

W

Jr.

Pelech

6

Sanford Roberts

7

Jacqueline A. Pitts

Registrar of Voters at Large
John

E.

C. Cecil

Democrat (Elected)

Splaine

-

Dame

Republican

-

Referendum Questions

Police
Police

Commissioners

Rutti L. Griffin

George Amergian
Ray Eberle

Stanton G. Remick, City Marshal

Stanton G, Remiclc
Cit;y Marshal

Youth Services Programs

1983

-

Division Directors

84

Raymond W-

The Youth Aide Program began on permanent basis.
This program handlesall Children in Need of Services.
Uncontrollable. Truant, and Runaway Children It has

and the Block Parent Program, as well as the
Officer Friendlv and Officer S;ifety.

been \ery effective in dealing with these children as
well as the minor first offender delinquent child The
present Youth Aide has been involved in a number of
Child Abuse investigations.

Since the inception of the

The I'NM Intern Program v\as fully implemented at
this time with twol NH Interns working directiv out of

role of

William D. Mortimer
Director of Intesti^aliu'

School

Liaison

Program, the Block Parents Program has increased
and the number ofsafety related courses taught in the
schools by the police has increased tremendously.

These programs are being taught in a very systematic
and comprehensive manner Ml grades of all schools
receive the information

and malerials.

using the Nalional

included the Restitution Program. Diversion Program.

purchase of

number

School Survey (which was the basis for the School

Danger. Child Abduction. Child Abuse. Bicycle Safety.

Liaison Officer request). These interns are from the

Pedestrian

a

of films

in llic

Council for the

area of Stranger

Substance \buseand several others.

Siifety.

The School Liaison Officer implemented the Officer
Friendlv program as it was originallv intended by the

contact with this office.

The Mediation Program

Sears Roebuck foundation

who provides

Maureen Barrows,

monies each year

program This was taught
Siifetv and Recreation, and

for Portsmouth, was run by
who also has a Mediation Program
in Kxeter This writer was responsible for developing a
Bicycle Safety Program, which was taught in all of the
schools.grades 3 through 6. This program came in
response to the death of a young boy on Pease AFB
who was killed in a bicycle/motor vehicle accident
This was the first school program taught on a compre-

for this

along with Bicycle Safety.

us with grant

In addition to Iticse programs, all
new incoming students were fingerprinted and we
have recently start at the YMCA and the OMNE Mall.

Stranger Danger.

Crime Prevention Programs
Rscal

hensive basis.

Year

1983/1984 and

1984/I98.'"i

saw the

continuation of established crime prevention programs

were made to improve the investigation of
Abuse Cases. Working with the County Attorney's

Rfforts

designed

(]hild

Among

office for the

Development of a Child Abuse liaw/Knforce-

The Block Parent Program was developed in response
to the Tammy Belangerabductinn This program is for

concerned citizens who are willing to undergo training
and a thorough background investigation to receive a
Block Parent logo to display in their window. This
informs Children that

if

they are

in

trouble or have any

type of an emergency they can go to that house for
assistance. Children in all schools were informed of
this

program, shown the logo, and instructed how

use this program

to

Seminars.

cover a wide range of ('ommunity needs.
programs offered were Rape Prevention

Oime

Risk

Suncvs (Burglar Proofing)

in

hood Watch Program. Crime Watch Program. Anti-Shop
Lifting Seminars/Bad Check Seminars for Retailers.

Drug and Alcohol Seminars for .luvenile/Adult
and Bank Robbery Seminars.

Bicycle Patrols
vear 1983/1984 saw

Fiscal

the

inception

innovative patrol program to reduce crime

in

Ix'vels.

of an

the down-

cit> and the outlying parks and
was accomplished by utilizing two
civilian clothes making Iheir rounds

town section of the
recreation areas.
police officers in

need be.

if

to

the

the businessand residential community, the Neighbor-

ment/Welfare Protocol.

It

The advantage of the non-descriptive
appearance gave the officers the opportunities to
on bicycles

Maureen Barrows also trained volunteers from the PTA's
of all nine of the Elementary Schools including the
private schools and she went to the schools with the
volunteers and several

members

of the Police Dept.

and Fingerprinted over 1500 children Grades

K-6.

observe

many

fractions of the

law

without being

recognized as police officers The incident of arrests

with the addition of the

School Uaison Officer. This was the result of the school

survey done earlier
proposal to be

in the

year which prompted the

made by the office for this increase. The
is now in charge of all school

School Liaison Officer

programs: the Safety Patrol, the Fingerprint Program,
50

Fracher
Administratii'c Seniccs

Captain Kerry P. Plaisted
Captain Jerry A. Hinton
Captain Norman J. Moore
Captain Albert Pace

Sergeant Dennis K- Cilley

Patrolman William CopelanJ
Patrolman Ronald Grivois
Patrolman Lloyd Tibbetts
Patrolman Peter Sargent
Patrolman Samuel Socci
Patrolman John Connors
Patrolman Ronald Smith
Patrolman Robert Lighti:er
Patrolman John Plaisted
Patrolman George Williams
Patfolman David S. Pace
Patrolman Robert A. Hersey
Patrolman James Prendergast
Patrolman Michael Ronchi
Patrolman Charles Schwart^miller
Patrolman Philip Miles
Patrolman David Hartzell
Patrolman John Centola
Patrolman Kevin Semprini
Patrolman Donald Truax
Patrolman Thomas Orfe
Patrolman Paul Famulari
Patrolman David Young
Patrolman Brian Newcomer
Patrolman Fred Rubino
Patrolman Nancy Truax
Patrolman Steven Demo
Patrolman Rodney McQuate
Patrolman Tom Schladenhauffen
Patrolman William Irving
Patrolman Dale Hamilton
Patrolman James Trueman
Patrolman Steven Johnson
Patrolman David Ferland
Patrolman Johnnie Edwards
Patrolman David Diamond
Patrolman Michael MacKen:ie
Patrolman Albert Kane
Patrolman Phillip Ahlin
Patrolman Todd Horn
Patrolman Kenneth Winsor

Bureau of Investigative Services
Captain George Ktook
Detective Donald Clark
Detective David Young
Detective Michael Magnant
Detective Alfred Bussiere

forviolationsandmisdemeanorsdramatically increased.

Detective

The program greativ reduced incidents of public
drinking and many other nuisance activities.

Youth

Thomas Orfe

Services Division

J. Russ
David Hart:ell
Youth Aide Lynn Relinski
Non-Suorn PcT,snnnc/

Sergeant Bradley

YSO

Also in the winterof 1984. the Youth Services Section's

manpower was increased

E.
()/

Sergeant Charles Larose
S;ifi'l\

Phychology/Sociology Depl. and work directly with
in

Michael
Dirt'CUir

Sergeant Charles D. Stuart

We have been

who come

ScTi'ice.^

Officer

Youth Services each semester including the summer.
Specific programs were developed by each intern which

the Children

Labrie

DtrCClOT of PatTai ScH'lCL'S

One Man

Police Cruisers

To increase coverage of police
using two

man

visibility the practice of

beat cars was curtailed and one

police cars instituted. Use of

one

man

man

cars in effect

double the number of cruisers on each of the existing
beats thus increasing response time to calls and a

Civilian Staff
Ronald Brigham

Susan Gordon
Tina Ireland
.Amy Robinson
City of Portsmouth

Garage Maintenance

greater police visibility

in

the neiehborhoods.

Wiliiam Shelton
Robert Mahan

39 In-service

officers attended

Police Training Schools, again the majority of these

Patrol
Custodial
Robert Downing

and nineteen (119)

1984-1985

Programs

Park and Walk
and

Program was designed to get the police
and into the neighborhoods
in order to meet the people and establish a rapport.
The officer on a cruiser beat is at his discretion and is
allowed to park his cruiser and cover the neighborhood
area on foot. This brings about personal contact with
area residents and gives the officer an insight into
neighborhood concerns and to develop the means to
Part;

Wallc

officers out of the cruisers

resolve problems.

schools being conducted

by the New Hampshire
Standard and Training Council and held at the Police
Academy Facility in Concord. New Hampshire. In
addition three (3) mandatory training sessions were

sworn police personnel were conducted by the
Portsmouth Department during the fiscal year.

all

Areasoftraining Included Police/Community Relations,
Police Supervision, Defensive Driving. .Accident Investi-

Emergency Response Tactics,
Crime Prevention, Officer Survival and many, many

gation, Civil Liability,

more.

The Programs established

in

1983/1984 were continued
At the Portsmouth Police Department

1984/1985.

in

well trained Police Officer

1983/1984

Police Training Report

The goal of the Portsmouth Police Department in Fiscal
Year 1983/1984 was to increase the number of
officers attending in-service police schools in order to

them

give

A

a

more rounded

police education.

Is

we

believe the

not only proficient but

also effecient thus bringing the best police service to

the community.

Marshal Remick's Retirement
October of 1984 witnesses the retirement of City
Marshal Stanton G. Remicl< after 43'/2 years of Police

53 officers attended twenty (20) in-service

Service which included twenty (20)yearsas Portsmouth's

Police Training Schools. The majority of these schools

Marshal. The Portsmouth Police Commission
honored Marshal Remick by retiring the title of City
Marshal as well. Marshal Remick's successor, Raymond
W. Labrie was given the title of Chief of Police.

total of

were offered by the New Hampshire Police Standard
and Training Council and were held in Concord. New
Hampshire at the Police Academy facility.

City

In addition there

Marshal Remick was fated at a testimonial held at

for

Yoken's Restaurant to an overflow crowd. Marshal

were four mandatory training classes
sworn police personnel conducted by the
Portsmouth Police Department during the course of
all

Remick was highly respected amongst his peers not
New Hampshire but throughout New England
and across the nation. A personal letter from President
Ronald Reagon was one of the manyaccolades bestowed
upon his retirement. His presence at the PPD will be
only in

the Fiscal Year.

1984/1985

Police Training Report

This Fiscal Year saw a continuation of increased
training for Portsmouth Police Officers.

The Portsmouth Crimeline. Inc.
Seacoast Crime Committee".

is

One hundred

missed.

a direct result of the Greater Portsmouth

Chamber

of

Commerce's "Stop

Crimeline was incorporated on August 30, 1985 as a non-profit organization, and went into operation

In

October,

1983.

The Portsmouth Crimeline. Inc. was organized to assist the Portsmouth Police Department
felony cases: and the callers remain anonymous.

Adam
If

H. Price, Jr.

and William

D.

Mortimer are the coordinators of Crimeline,

In the solving of

Inc.

the information obtained about a crime leads to an arrest or a felony indictment, a cash reward

The Crimeline telephone

is

major

located at the Portsmouth Police Department Headquarters and

is

is

granted.

manned on

a

24-hour basis.
During the

Fiscal

year 1983-84

196

calls were received
69 Crimeline *s Issued

10
1

10

Felony cases solved

misdemeanor case solved
individuals arrested for felonies

individuals arrested for mlsdeanor
$5,883.00 Recovered Property (stolen)
$ 650.00 Recovered Drugs
$1,050.00 Authorized monies to be paid out
1

Annual

Repori, 1983-1984,

1984-1985

51

During the

fiscal

year 1984-85

1

90 calls were received
79 Crimellne *s Issued
22 felony cases solved
1

7 mlsdeanor cases solved

8 Individuals arrested

for felonies

misdemeanors

5 individuals arrested for

$27,420.00 Stolen Property Recovered
.00 Recovered Drugs
$
$ 1.555.00 Authorized monies to be paid out

FISCAL
Personal Services
Contractual Services

Commodities
Total

1983/1984

1984/1985

FISCAL

$1,481,305.45

$1,619,417.00

Personal Services

461.138.43
120.278.52

$2,062,722.40

Contractural Services

492.4

Commodities

131.971.00

1 1

.00

$2,243,799.00

Total

Stanton Remick Retires

Promotions

1983/1984

Fiscal

1984/1985

Fiscal

Ronald M. Smith to Sergeant

Kerry P. Plalsted to Director

6/23/84

8/4/84

Jerry A. HInton to Captain

Robert C. Mello

8/22/83

8/23/84

Albert

Pace

F.

to

Captain

Don W. Clark

to

Captain

to

Sergeant

8/23/84
Raymond W. Labrie
10/1/84

6/23/84

to Chief

Jerry A. HInton to Director

10/16/84
Ronald M. Smith to Captain
1 1/8/84
Samuel A. Sued
1 1/8/84

Dennis

Sergeant

to

Lieutenant

D. Cllley to

11/15/84
Bradley

J.

Russ

to

Sergeant

3/19/85

Retirements
Charles

R.

(6/22/84)

Larose

Michael

E.

Fracher

(8/3/84)
Stanton G. Remick

(10/1/84)
52

City of Portsmouth

Annual

Activity Report

Group
Group II

i

Group

i983/june i984
1984/June 1985
% l)lff.
Group

-

juiy

-

July

II

I

Homocide (Manslaughter)
Rape (Aggravated Pel. Se\ual Assault)

4
15

Robbery

30

10
21
7

5

Assault (Felony)
Burglary
Theft

388
1081
112
156

Auto Theft
Assault (Misdemeanor)

307
1142
131

210

31

18
18

75

100

11

Arson
Forgery/Counterfeiting
Fraud

Embezzlement
Receiving Stolen Property
Criminal Mischief
Weapons Offenses

15

17

799
25

817

24
62

Drug Offenses
Gambling Offenses
Offenses against family/child
Driving Under the Influence
Liquor Violations
Public Intoxication
Disorderly Conduct

5

6

34
236
22
201
527

Runaways
Wanted Persons
Missing Persons (Adult)
Suspicious Activity
Prowlers

1

Accidents
Noise Complaints

9

16

38
76

509
53
2754
1804

Abandoned Refrigerators
Animal Matters
Escorts (Security)
Blood Relavs

1

Problems

6

143
185
7

629

498

13

4
4
1068

862
124
169
71

Hospital/Mental Patient
Fire Dept. Matters (Alarms)
Public Works Matters
State Highway Dept. Matters
Utility Co. Matters

22
396
27

Sick Call
Vin Checks

530

1

Lockouts (MV)
Traffic Stops
Miscellaneous Offenses
Obscene/Harrassing Telephone Calls

1

12

Parking Complaints

Lost Property

851

89

Open Doors/Windows
Found/Recovered Property

1

2

174

Playing in Street
Obstructing. Streets/Sidewalks

99
196

95
111

521
29

3

3

32

26
461

19

12

1661

4718
894

2134
4587
1 1 39

134

115
^

Obscene Material
Kidnapping (Criminal Restraint)

6

34

Criminal Trespass
Domestic Disturbances

403

Riot

1

40
426

1

Bomb

Scares
Indecent Exposure
Unwanted Persons

Escapees
Assist Other Departments
Unattended Deaths
Suicide (Including attempts)

Gun Offenses

Ser\1ng Legal Papers
Miscellaneous errands
Criminal Threatening
Soliciting/Salesmen matters

TOTALS
Report, 1983-1984,

5

8
175
157
36

2944
1724
570

Alarms (Burglarv)

Annual

3

18

175
105
36

Incorrigible Children

Air

12

70

35
166
22
189
617

Vagrancy
Other Criminal Offenses

Traffic

16

2

Prostitution (Vice)
Sex Offenses (Others)

1984-1985

19

6

24

34
546

505
•

•

^

89
20
36
20

'

114
21

451

34
33
674

64
58

39

12

10

18

24,576

25,792
^^

Fire
O

Paul

Lonn

Chwf
Leonard

Paul G. Long, Chief

P.

Goyette

Dcf^uty Chief of TmimnjL;

George

Pierce, Jr.

1.

Deputy Chief of
It is

my

pleasure to submit the Annual Report of the

Portsmouth

Fire

Department of the Rscal Years 1983-84

and 1984-85

The
to

fire

department

increase

its

is

constantly making every effort

effectiveness in

protection and

fire

prevention by scheduling in-service

fire

fire

inspections

with on-duty personnel and apparatus, however, these

The rapid growth ofour City in termsof industrial and
residential development has made a substantial impact

programs

on the workload and overall responsibility of our Depart-

and Control under the supervision of Deputy Chief
George Pierce is the rapid growth of the City continues.

ment during

the past two fiscal years.

Although the incidence of

fire

alarms, working fires

and ambulance responses continue to increase in
number during fiscal 83-84. and 84-85. our fire loss
statistics indicate a

decrease

damange

a result of fire

in

insurance paid out as

to property.

will

have

manpower assigned

to

be supported by additional

to the office of Fire

The Portsmouth Fire Department

will

Prevention

continue

in its

AJministTuiuv

community in all aspects of emergency services
commensurate with the resources provided by ourcity

Shift Officers

Shift Officers

Robin

Frank L. Fernald
Steven C. Griswold

FirefitjhttT

-

Fire/ijjhrer

-

1.181

Blood

Non-Structural

Transportation

192

720
305
204
203

8

8

Wooley

88

95
202

Cormier

i983- 1984

causes)

Structural

-

Fire/tjijhcL'r

-

FiTc'/^ij[,'/itt'r

FnefiahtLT

-

FiTefii^hter

-

Watson
Captain

Jackson

Ott

Firefi^'hter

-

Firefi^ihieT

-

Duddy

Faefmhier

-

Cou^jhenour

Mutual Aid
False Alarms (Malacious)

Faulty Alarms (due to weather, malfunction, or accidental)

175

Response Calls

.Ambulance F^mergency Calls

Non-Emergency .\mbulance

Calls (transfers)

Fuefinhter

Waldron
Fogy

Alarms

168

164

968

960

Captain

154

157

Horvath

6

7

FiJcfinhieT

-

Ftrcfmhter

-

Weare

Cox
Multi Alarms

Firefighter

-

Firefighter

-

Firefifihter

-

Pickering

Firefighter

-

McCoomh

4

Fnefi^htcr

FiTcfi^httT

-

Franzoso

First

Firefifihter

-

Francois

Statistics

684
284
200

Md

1984

-

DiBernardo
Captain

officials.

of fire responses

Medical

C Hushes

Year- 1983

Fiscal

1.115

(all

J

Central Station Assignments

Fortin

of fire alarms

Station

Lt.

i984- 1985

number
number

Sub

Lt.

DiPietro

Total

-

Dow

Harold

Whitney

Total

Central Station

Lt,

Sullivan

and Ambulance

-

Captain Robert E Watson
Captain Ralph A. DiBernardo
Captain Edward C, Tully
Captain Everett A. Weare

Orr

Fire

As.sistant

Mrs. Sandra A. Barrett
Clerk Typist 'Bdlinfi Clerk

Lt.

efforts to provide the highest level of service for our

Fitc Prt'ifniKm

David C, Palumho

Firefighter

-

Pamboukes Firefn^hter
Van de Meulebroecke Fircfij^'htfr
-

Civilian

Deaths

4

I

-

Tully

Captain

LaLancette
Mills

Fire Loss Statistics
Assessed value of building and contents endangered by
Insurance Coverage

Damage by

Hammer
fire

Insurance Paid

Fire^i;i;hcer

$5.7 10.200.00

$3,086,035.00

4.170.1 14.00

$2,234,607.00

378.737.00

Jones

$2,040,368.00

377.171.00

Plummet

Goyette

Hovey

Firefighter

-

$3,778,200.00

Firefighter

-

Firefighter

-

Rivais

Fire

-

Firc/in^htcT

Firefighter

-

Firefighter

-

Firefighter

-

Hughes
Lieutenant

Leonard

Revenues
Yearly Rre Alarm Users Fees

Accidental Alarms

Space Heater Permit Fees
Burning Permit Fees (New Ordinance 84/85)
Ambulance Serivce Fees

TOTALS

Firefighter

-

McKenna

1984
$7,050.00
$1,550.00
$60.00

$53,246.00

1985
$7,300.00
$3,050.00
$92.00
$47.00
$57,068.00

$61,906.00

$67,557.00

1983

-

1984

-

Morris

-

-

Firefighter

Firefighter

Griswold
Lieutenant

Ross Firefijihier
Varney - Firefighter
-

Ward

-

Firefighter

Fernald
Licutentmi

Winn

-

Firefijihter

Farnham
Blais

-

-

Firefighter

Firefighter

Dow
LieMtenant

Daneault
Ireland

-

Boisvert

54

-

Firefighter

Firefighter
-

Firefighter

City of Portsmouth

Year 1984- 1985

Fiscal

Central Station Assignments

Dibetnatdo

Sullivan

Fire/i^jhter

-

Francois

Ambulance fees was
to

handle this

system was devised by the Admini-

strative Assistant,

and revenue income increased

to

Firefighter

-

McKenna
Fogg

billing collection

Fire/ijij/iler

-

Whitney

billing for

billingwasassigned totheFIre Department. A unique

Firefighter

-

August 1983. the

Department. A position of Clerk Typist

Caf}tain

Leonatd

In

tranferred from City Accounting Office to the Fire

appro.\imately 85%.

Fire/ij^hter

-

Firefighter

-

Bohne

Firefighter

-

Bettencourt

Fire/imhter

-

Watson
Captain

Ross

Fire/ighcer

-

Jackson - Fite/ij^hter
Ott Fire/ijjhter
-

Duddy

Firefighter

-

Vatney

Firefighter

-

Plummet

Thomas
Matvin

Fire/ighter

-

Firefighter

-

Firefighter

-

Weate
Captain
Mills

Firefighter

-

Winn

Fire/ighieT

-

DiPietTO

Firefighter

-

Coughenour

-

FiTe/igftter

Cox Fire/igKter
Van de Meulebroecke
-

Nelson
Gosse

-

FiTe/ighler

Firefighter

-

FiTe/ighler

-

Portsmouth

Personnel Data

Fire

Department

Tully

Captain

Daneault

Goyette

Fire/ight<?T

-

Hammef

Fire/ighter

-

Although the manning structure remained the same
transfers

for Fiscal

Year 1983/ 1984 and 1984/1985.

many personnel

and appointments have been made.

Fire/ighter

-

Wolley Firefighter
Pamboukes - Fire/ightet

Authorized Manning for 83/84

Jones Firefighter
Trivigno Firefighter

Permanent Department

-

-

-

Sliney Firefighter

Hughes

1

-

84/85
Call

Fire Chief

Department

3 Captains

2 Deputies

3 Lieutenants

Lieutenant

4 Captains

Morris
Blais

'

Blood

Firefighter

-

Firefighter

Fire/ighter

-

14 Call Firefighters

4 Lieutenants

44 Firefighters

Griswold
1

Administrative Clerk

1

Clerk Typist

Lieutenant

Hovey

Ward

Firefighter

-

'

Firefighter

Cormier

Firefighter

-

Fernald
Lieutenant

Horvath

Fire/ighier

-

Pickering

-

McCoomb
Dow

Boisvert
Rivais

-

-

-

Firefighter

C.

Boone resigned

K.

Kelley resigned

Personnel Appointments
7/30/83
9/2/83
1 1/21/83
1 2/9/83
2/1/84
4/1/84
4/13/84
5/7/84
2/27/85
4/15/85
5/1/85

Firefighter
-

Firefighter

Lieutenant

Franzoso

Firefighter

Personnel Terminations:

Firefighter

R.

Ireland resigned

C.

Waldron resigned

R.

Orr retired

Firefighter

Firefighter

A. Fortln resigned
R.

Lalancette resigned

T.

K.

Farnham resigned
Cox resgined

J.

Gosse resigned

R.

Leonard retired

E.

Fogg

K.

Thomas

K.

Nelson

P.

Trivigno

D.

Bohne

M. Bettencourt
J.

B.

D. Sliney

G. LaClalr

M. Bunker
T.

NOTE:

First

female appointed

to the

Gosse
Marvin

Collins

department was on 2/13/84

-

8/1/83
10/24/83
1/13/84
2/20/84
3/12/84
3/19/84
6/4/84
9/10/84
5/1/85
5/1/85
5/20/85
5/20/85

Kathleen Nelson.

Promotions
On 8/15/83.

Firefighter Steve Griswold

On 7/16/83, Lieutenant

Anniuil Report, 1983-1984, 1984-1985

Al

was promoted

Weare was promoted

to

Lieutenant and assigned to the Sub Station.

to Captain.
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Out Side Training"
1983- 1984
Management - LINH
Refresher Course - Hampton F.D.
Basic Rescue Skills - FST
Recruit School - FST
Warden & Deputy Warden Training - NH Forest Pret.
EMT Course
MAST Course
MAST Re: Cert Course
Facilitaiive

EMT

Patient Assessment Course
Long & Short Boarding
.Air

Ice

Way Management
Rescue & Cold Water Emergencies

EOA Course
EOA Re-Certification
Medical Legal Issues
Rescue from Heights Course

1984- 1985
EOA Course
EOA Re-Certification
EMT Refresher Course
MAST Course
MAST Refresher Course

Fire Prevention

&

Inspection

Advanced Forestry
Sprinklers & Systems
Water Supply
Patient .Assessment
Certified Firefighter Course

Officer Leadership Course
Rescue from Land Slides & Cave-ins Course

Incident Command Preparation
National Electrical Code Refresher Course
Rre Prevention

Rescue from Heights Course
Rescue from Below Grade Structures Course
Flammable Liquids & LP. Gases Course
Arson Seminar
Life Safety Code Seminar
Hazardous Materials Course
LP. Gas Course
Flammable Liquids Course
Building Construction Course

Industrial

Math

II

Municipal Rre Management
Engineering Methods of Fire Safety
Transportation Emergencies

CPR

Instructor Course
Red Cross Adv. FA. Instr. Course
Pediatric Emergencies
Residential Sprinkler Seminar
Legal Issues of Pre-Hospital Care
First Due Co/Tactics & Strategy for Structural

Basic Forestry
Vehicle Rescue
Electrical Emergencies
Communications

Fires

During the past two fiscal years. In-service training has been conducted on a scheduled basis. Subjects covered
to cover fire suppression and emergency medical services tactics. The major training objectives were
to maintain proficiency in tactical skills, knowledge, and to implement new techniques, equipment, etc.

were selected

Pre-FIre Surveys have been an on going activity as well as organized miscellaneous occupancy familiarization
inspections.

Following

is

a

list

of Courses

and

Drills given

both

in service

and out of

service.

1983- 1984

1984- 1985

Pump

Operation E-I (New)
Safety Meetings
Pre-FIre Surveys
Master Stream Drills

Driver Training
S.C.B.A. Donning Drill

Working Fire Critiques
(M AST-Refresher Course)
CPR-Refresher Course
(EOA Course)
Aerial Apparatus Operations Quals.

Aerial Operations

Hydrant Pumping

Drill

Ground Ladder Raising
Bangor Ladder

Drills

Drill

Safety Meetings
Hurst Tool Operations

Officers Training re: Forest Fires

Master Streams Drill
Tank & In-Une Pump Drill
Chain Saw Operation
K-12 Saw Operation
Flot-0-Pump Operation
EMS Radio Communications
Hose Practices
Stream Practices

Water Backboarding Rescue
Hydrant Dressing Drill

CPR

Mass Casualty
Strategy and Tactics
Overhaul and Salvage Practices
Engine Co. Operations
Mass Casualty Triage
(Patient Assessment)

Dispatch SOP
Search and Rescue

Drill

Pump

Drafting Drill
Ground Ladder Raising
Aerial Operations

Bangor Ladder

Drill

Driver Training

S.C.B.A Donning Drill
Pump Operator Quals

Occupancy Familiarization

Rule of Thumb Hydraulics
Refresher Course
Street Familiarization

Hydrant location - Familiarization
Small Tools & Equipment
Rope Practices (EMT Refresher Course)
Pre -Fire Surveys
Overhaul Practices
Salvage Practices
Tactical Training Written Evaluation
Forcible Entry Practices
Ventilation Practices
S.C.B.A. Donning Drill

Hazardous Materials Course
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Legal
Robert

P. Sullivan

City Attorney

James

Flynn

J.

Robert

P. Sullivan,

Esquire

Assistant City Attorney

Betty A. Hollick
Secretary

The City's Legal Department hired an Assistant City Attorney in February of 1 984. Assistant City Attorney
JamesJ. Flynn'sduties consist of prosecuting police complalntsin Portsmouth District Court as well as
assisting the City Attorney with the myriad problems of zoning, labor grievances, and various matters of
litigation at the Superior and Supreme Court levels.

The

deck built on City property located on Ceres Street, Austin v. City, was
984. Two more notable cases were filed during 1 983: 1 the case of Joyce Mayo, el al
City of Portsmouth, and 2) Dale A. Daigle v. Town of Newlngton and City of Portsmouth.
City's case Involving the

settled In April of
V.

1

)

During 1983-84and continuing Into 1984-85, the City was involved In a large number of tax abatement
cases due to the clty-wlde revaluation of property in 1983. Many of these appeals were settled during
1984-85.

The City's parking problems resulted In litigation during 1985 which was transferred from the
Portsmouth District Court to the New Hampshire Supreme Court. The result reached was that the City is
not allowed to pursue the parking fines owed by many individuals by the use of Small Claims In
Portsmouth District Court. This Is now done by serving a complaint upon the Individual.
The Mayo case was heard

In U.S. District Court, Concord, N.H. during the week of September 9, 1985
with the verdict being decided In favor of the City of Portsmouth. The Plaintiffs have appealed.

'Gorch Foch".Tall Ship 1984
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District Court
Thomas

E. Flynn, Jr.

/ustict'

Thomas

E. Flynn, Jr. Justice

Alvin E. Taylor
Specicit Justice

Robert

F.

Roth

Clerk of Court

John

The past year. 1984-85 has seen a radical increase

in

City by

$982. representing a savingsof over $1 1.000

juvenile delinquency cases processed through the Court,

annually to the ta.xpayers. Through a cooperative effort

up 100% from the preceding year at 139 total
delinquency cases. Additionally, due to the publicity
received through the media, schools and other public

with the Police Department,

P.

McGee

Chief Probation Oficcr

Leota Kilburn
Assi.sttini

forums, there has been an increase

abused

(26) juveniles

the

identified

eleven juvenile probation violators,

Lois S. Van Bubar
Court Assistant

Bunny

L. Clark
Account Clerk

or other facilities, or placed priority in our adult

Susan M- Huffman

caseload, and a total of $15,032 was recovered and

Court A-ssistanc

to provide the best level of service to the

returned to the victims of adult criminal actions

by the Court.

attempting

CHINS

number of

and returned to Court
who were then
either incarcerated at the Youth Development Center
assistance,

Probation Officer

of great

in

neglected (14) and

(6).

serviced

in

we have

who have been

During the past year,

victims of juvenile crime, a total of $8,320.40 has

during

1985.

been recovered from the adjudicated delinquentsand
paid as direct restitution to their victims through the

Probation Department's Super\1sion Project Including
the abused, neglected and

CHINS

catagories. the

managed a total
new juvenile cases this past year, and continued

Working cooperatively with state probation

officers,

two probationers that had absconded from the jurisdiction

and returned

Probation Department processed and

of this officer were located

of 185

resulting in theirincarcerationfordefaultng on restitution

supervision over 39 juveniles

still

on active probation

to their victims,

and

five

to court

other probationers were

brought forward on violations hearings initiated by us

from 1984

due
Despite the increased numbers of juveniles entering

to

other default matters. .Additionally, twelve

conditional discharge of sentence of the court.

.As

with

we have been successful through

the juvenile probation population, great emphasis was

the initiation of an intensive supervision program,

place on the financial burdens of the victims as the

the judicial system,

which

several cases

in

mandates probationers

to

report physically to the probation office twice daily, in

reducing the average monthly placement cost

Activities

performed by offense

to the

result of the probationers actions and our efforts
were directed towards the collection of restitution on
the victim's behalf whenever feasible.

classification:

1984

-

1985
RESTITUTION COLLECTED

JUVENILES
14

Neglected

6

.Abused

CHINS

(includes runaways

&

truants)

14

Assaults
Theft

(all

26

22
22

categories)

Criminal Mischief
Sale of Controlled Drugs

3

Receiving Stolen Property

8

Driving without license

1

False Report of Crime to Police

1

Unauthorized Use of Motor Vehicle

$975.06
2137.43
80.00

1

Shoplifting

8

Possession of Drugs

8

72.48

14

Criminal Trespass
Criminal Threatening

2

4618.43

2

Burglary
False Imprisonment

Criminal Restraint
Disorderly Conduct

2

Resisting Arrest

Accomplice to Sale of Drugs

Accomplice

to

2

Burglary

45700

Prohibited Use of Skateboard in Business District

Possession of Dangerous

Weapon

Indecent Exposure

Attempted Theft
Total Juvenile Cases Processed
58

2

185

$8320.40
City of Portsmouth

Total

committments

to residential

Total probationers violated

treatment centers ....

12

and either incarcerated

or placed on stricter reporting schedule
Total initial incarcerations to

YDC

Total probationers transferred out of state

II

3
8

Persons

Adult Activities

4

Shoplifting

5

Probation Violations

12

Theft

Driving Under Influence

(

1st)

1

Driving Under Influence (2nd)

4

Issuing Bad Checks

5

Assault

7

Criminal Trespass

2

Disorderly Conduct

2

Forgery

3

FYaudulent Use of Credit Card
Hit/Run. Property

Damage

Indecent Exposure

Fraud
Receiving Stolen Goods

Unauthorized Transfer

2

Unnecessary Noises
Possession of Drugs
Operating While Revoked
Criminal Mischief

Harrassment
Assault on Police Officer
Failure to Return Rental Vehicle

Total Adult Cases Processed

9
1

2
2

69

Restitution

Health
Odyssias Athanasiou

HMhh

Officer

Odyssias Athanasiou

City of Portsmouth has had a dramatic increase in the number of restaurants/food service establishments during the past two years increasing the demands on the Environmental Health Officer. In
addition, the Health Officer has been involved with several food and drug recalls and participated with
the Health Officers of the major cities and the New Hampshire Health Department in the extensive
revision of the New Hampshire Food Rules, formerly designated as the Sanitary Food Code.

The

A Summary

1983-84

of Activities Follows:

1984-85

160

166

64

95

54

63

28

37

6

9

18

30

8

11

Food Permits Issued For Market Square Day

19

19

Food Permits Issued For Ceres Street/Bow Street Fair

10

8

6

3

1

8

Complaints: Investigation and follow-up

New Hampshire Food

Consultation on State of

Rules for

new restaurants/

food service establishments

Consultation on State of

New Hampshire Food

Rules for e.xisting restaurants/

food service establishments

Consultation on State of

New Hampshire Food

Rules for Mobile food vendors

Consultation on State of

New Hampshire Food

Rules for restaurants pending

....

change of ownership
Consultation on State of

New Hampshire Food

Rules for Market Square Day and

Ceres Street Fair/Bow Street Fair (Temporary Food Vendors)

Day Care Home Inspections

Foster

Home

Inspections

Group Day Care Inspections

15

Mobile Food Vendor Equipment Inspections (issued food permits)

3

Nursery School Inspections

19
1

15

19

109

108

38

51

School Department food service inspections

8

8

Validation of International Certificate for foreign travel

3

4

Provided information on immunization requirements for foreign travel

Restaurant/food service inspections
Restaurant/food service follow-up inspections

Attendance at two day training course on Legal Aspects of Enforcement

conducted by
in

U.S.

Food and Drug Administration, State Training Branch held

Concord, N.H

Attendance at

I

New Hampshire

Meetings held

in

Health Officers Association Spring and

Fall

various locations

2

2

6

12

Collected food samples from restaurants and Deli departments of supermarkets
for analysis

by N.H. Public Health Laboratory, Concord. N.H

Guest lecture on food sanitation
Hampshire. Durham, N.H

to dietetics class at University of

New
1

Provided Travel Agencies with update information on requirements for foreign
travel

60
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Welfare
William A. Scott
Director of Welfare

Verna

F.

Marchisio

William A. Scott, Director

Secretary

1983- 1984

1984- 1985

DIRECT RELIEF

DIRECT RELIEF

Food, Shelter. Clothing

Food. Shelter. Clothing

Fuel. Gas. Water. Lights

Fuel. Gas, Water. Lights

Medical Prescriptions and
Misc. Medical Expenses

-

Medical Prescriptions and

Monthly

15.409.01

BOARD AND CARE CHILDREIV
Average Monthly Cases
Average Monthly Expenditures
Average Monthly Juvenile/Legal Fees

BOARD

AI\D

3.58

9.694.33

322.24

1.562.81

OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
7.534.42

OTHER EXPENSES
Miscellaneous

Average Monthly Cases

5.25

Average Monthly Expenditures
Average Monthly Juvenile/Legal Fees

8.712.45

440,17

Average Monthly Cases
Average Monthly Expenditures

75
1,943.63

OLD AGE ASSISTANCE

Monthly expenditures

-

18,041.17

BOARD AND CARE ADULTS
83

Average Monthly Cases

Expenses- Monthly

BOARD AND CARE CHILDREN

CARE ADULTS

Average Monthly Expenditures

Misc. Medical

Monthly expenditures

9,574.42

OTHER EXPENSES

monthly

359.52

ADMINISTRATIVE

Miscellaneous

-

monthly

329.58

ADMINISTRATIVE

Salaries. Supplies, Insurance,

Salaries. Supplies. Insurance.

Telephone. Postage. Dues. Conferences,

Telephone. Postage. Dues, Conferences.

Printing. Transportation,

Cash Allowance,

Monthly

Printing. Transportation.

8.872.16

Monthly

Cash Allowance.
9.758.67

Farmers Market
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Public Education
Timothy

Administrators- 1983 /84

Monahan. Superintendent of

F.

Timothy

Sciiools

Monahan

F.

Su/JtTinCt'ndt'nr

of Schools

Suzanne Fuller
AssLsunil SKpc'rinti'niJL'nl

The Portsmouth School District is comprised ofeighl schools In the City of Porlsmoulh. New Hampshire.
School enrollment was as follows:

Joseph Bove
Busnic'Si Adminiurainr
Ernest

As of October

7,

As of June 1985.

1983.

High School

1

Junior High

.669

High School

1.607

652

Junior High

643

Portsmouth Early Education Program

38

Bracken
Dondero
Little Harbour

Bracken
Dondero
Uttle Harbour

New

271

New

Sherburne

115

Sherburne

115

Wentworth

246

Wentworth

215

TOTAL

Frederick

Apt

Print

]^oj\iiinii

if?a/

-

Edmund

Heffernan

PriiiLlptil

-

PrinLifHi/

538
430
393
270

556
424
450

FYanklin

BTac/<c'ir

LltflL-

H(ir^our

Joseph Mulkern

Elementary

Elementary

Guimond

Principal

Franklin

Canio

Petruzzi

Principal

Joan

4.249

Wcnluonh

-

John Stokel
junior Hij^h

-

David Matthews
Principal

The High School is completely comprehensive and offers vocational education and four foreign language
courses which are open to all students.

Slicr/iwrnc

•

Wood

Prmcipal

Principal

TOTAL

4,383

Nl'U' Frdn/tlni

-

Senior

-

Hi.tj/i

Administrators- 1984 /85

Timothy

Monahan

F.

Supcrintcndc'nt of Schools

Members

of the Board of Education
The Board of Education is made up of 12 elected officials
1983/84 school
T.

1984/85 school

year:

Russell Brightman

T.

Russell Brightman

Robert

Eileen Foley (through 11/83)

year:

la folia

Bernard Pelech

Bernard Pelech

Jacqueline Pitts

Jacqueline Pitts

L.

Franklin Slover

Frederick Sullivan (through 12/83)

John

F.

Sullivan

Susan Thoresen (beginning 1/84)
Charles Vaughn (beginning 1/84)
Joyce

Weeks

Harold Whitehouse

Frank Yeaw

A.ssisrant SwpcrintcnticTit

Joseph Bove
Busincs.'! AJminiurator
Ernest

Guimond

Principal

-

Bracken

Frederick Apt
VnncipaX DonJero

Diane Share. Chairman

Sanford Roberts

Diane Share

Suzanne Fuller

L.

Franklin Slover. Vice-Chairman

Edmund
Principal

John Sullivan
Susan Thoresen
Charles Vaughn
Joyce Weeks

Harold Whitehouse

Frank Yeaw

Heffernan
Litrlc Warhoui

-

Joseph Mulkern
Principal

-

^ev, Fran/<iin

Nancy O'Rourke
Principal

Joan

-

Sdcrliurnc

Wood

Vf\-nc\pa\

-

Wcntuorih

John Stokel
Principal - junim Hinh
David Matthews
Principal
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Senior Hif^h

City of Portsmouth

A ma jor issue

1 983/84 school year was the fire that destroyed most of the classrooms at the New
The fire occurred on a Sunday evening. November 6, 1983. The lioardof Kducation met
in a special session on Monday evening. November seventh, and voted to (1) rebuild the New Franklin
School, and (2) to house the students at the Frank Jones School on a temporary basis.

of the

Franlclin School.

Committee was appointed by Mayor Peter Weeks and
School Board Chairman Frederick Sullivan. The JBC contained an equal number of people (representing
the City Council and School Board) appointed by the Mayor and Chairman. The members were: Charles
Eldredge. Jay Foley. Jeffrey Ott. Fred Sullivan. Susan Thoresen. Joyce Weeks. Peter Weeks, Frank Yeaw,
and alternate Harold Whitehouse. JSA Inc. was chosen as the architect for the school and the General
After approval by the City Council, a Joint Building

Contractor was Ricci Construction Company.
March 3. 1985.)

Inc.

(The re-opening ceremony and open house was held on

Franklin Block Restaurant (LIDAG assisted)
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Library
Trustees 1983

Sherman Pridham.

1984

Barney Share

Director

John Sullivan
Leonard Bruce
Christine Ball

During the past two years the Portsmouth Public Library initiated a planning process, which involves
analysis of community reading and information needs, and matching them against the library's current
services and programs. The end result of the planning process will be a five year plan for library service.

Robert J Andrews
Margeret Waddle

Shawn Pelech
Holly Young Ayer
Janette Laraway

conducted during .'\pril 984. was a telephone survey of Portsmouth residents. 18 years of age
or older, to determine what the general public felt about library service, how people used the library,
and what improvements they felt should be made.

Phase

I.

1

Trustes 1984

1985

Leonard Bruce

Perhaps the most gratifying result from the survey was the very high percentage (86.6%) of respondents
who felt that library service was very important to Portsmouth.

Christine Ball

Shawn

Pelech

Janette Laraway

Lome Wehh
In a

national Gallup study

previous year.

households

in

it

was shown

that

51%

of U.S. citizens had used their public library in the

Portsmouth 6 % of the people have used the library in the last year, and 73% of the
Portsmouth had at least one member who used the library in the last year.
In

1

Gallup found that the national average of people using their library six times or more in a year was 26%.
In Portsmouth 37% have used the library si.x times or more per year. In Portsmouth 52.9% of the
population have a library card in their own name.

Charles Vau^^han

Mary Lou Ward
Susan Toher

Mark

Kelliher

Employees. 1983 /84
Karen Burke
Kathleen Criswell

In households with children under 18. 52'^i of the children used the library within the last year. In
households where the parents had used the library in the last year, the result was that 7 1 % of the children
used the library in the last year.

Christine

DeFord

Laurie Douglas

Arlene Frost
Catherine Giordano
Shelley Graffam

Perhaps the greatest surprise from the survey results came from the multiple choice question dealing
with the various ways people used the library. 88.8% of the people responding who used the library
indicated that they used the library for information. Recreational reading, long thought to be the
number one purpose of the library, was a a reason that 64.6% of the people responding used the library.
.As a place to read or study was picked by 49.4%
People indicate that they valued and approved of library service and that they were willing to back their
feelings with their ta.x dollars. Staff service was rated excellent by 75.8% of library users surveyed, and
satisfactory by 21.3%. No one rated it poor and only 2.8% had no opinion. 69.5% of the poeple visiting
thelibrarysaidthey "almost always" get what they need, while 26.4% said they "usually "get what they
need.

Mary Jo Haskell
Michael

Huxtable

J,

Mary M. Ingham
Larnes Kellum
Charles LeBlanc

Roberta Lewis
Susan McCann

Almond Meeks
Sherman Pridham
Michele Roussell

Employees- 1984-1985
Elise Brelis

82.8%

would approve budget increases to maintain the present level of
91% of those surveyed, and who used the library, approved budget increases to maintain

of those surveyed said they

service.

Christine

present levels of service.

responding

DeFord

Laurie Douglas

question about potential changes that would make using the library more convenient,
39.8% of those who use the library suggested a need for improved parking and 33.6% of the total group
surveyed suggested the need for parking. 25.7% of the entire group surveyed suggested increased hours
and 36.3% of those using the library suggested increased hours. It should be noted that the interviewers
did not suggest answers to the question about potential changes, they were volunteered by the person
being interviewed.
In

Margaret Chasteen
Kathleen Kentner

to a

Arlene Frost
Catherine Giordano
Shelley Tackett

Michael

J.

Huxtable

Mary M. Ingham
Larnes Kellum
Charles LeBlanc
Roberta Lewis

McCann
Almond Meeks
Susan

Phase

11

was a

library users survey,

conducted during May 1 985. This survey's purpose was to learn how

patrons use the library, and what they think of library collections and services.
questions were asked on both the telephone and users survey.

Portsmouth Library users are heavy users. 78% use the library
heavy users, using the library more than 25 times in one year.

six

Many

of the

same

times or more in a year. 45% are
of the patrons have PPL library

Sherman Pridham
Michele Roussell
Laura Stutz
Richard Winslow
Catherine Whittemore

68%

cards.

The responses to the question asking the various ways patrons use the library closely matched the
results from library users on the telephone survey. 82.8% use the library for information. 67.7% for
recreational reading and 49.2% as a place to ready or study.
Other findings were similar
64

to the results of the

telephone survey. On the users survey, staff service was
City of Portsmouth

74.2% and satisfactory by 25.1%. 53.5% almost always get what they need when they
and 45.2% usually get what they need. 90% would approve a library budget Increase to

rated excellent by
visit the library,

maintain present levels of service.

Portsmouth Public Ijbrarv continued to provide a variety of programs and services to the public. The
wintertime Brown Bag Lunch series continued to be popular. The programs included such diverse topics
Earthen Ware".
as "Wbal's Happening in Portsmouth" to "The Albacore Project" and "Early New Rngland
in
the past.
continued
as
summer
the
during
Park
Adult film series at the library and in Prescotl
preparation in 1984. A local authors reception was
funded lecture.
held at the library in December 1984. A New Hampshire Council for the Humanities
the
Holocaust. The
lessons
of
eventsand
the
roots,
of
overview
"This Side of the Holocaust", provided an
Quest
for Identity"
"The
series
discussion
book
funded
Humanities
the
for
National Endowment
provided books and visiting lecturers for five books which were read and discussed.

The library provided space and tutors

for

GED test

with a wide variety
The Children's Room continued to attract a large number of children and their parents
night and outer
featured
Books",
With
High
"Fly
1983.
in
program
reading
summer
of activities The
for the
Olympics
Summer
on
the
space as a theme. In 1984. "The USA Reading Team" capitalized
encouraged
programs
and
film
hours
story
weekly
reading program theme. During the school year,
party, storytellers,
children of all ages to visit the library. Special programs such as a Halloween
were
well received.
England,
Portsmouth.
with
exchange
pal
pen
a
and
puppeteers,
a weekly activity program for school-age children, brought in
at magic, sunprints. secret writing and other crafts.

Whim Whams,
hand

A Nursery School showcase was held

many children

to try their

programs offered by area child care

to introduce parents to the

agencies.

The Children's Ubrarian visited

all

Portsmouth elementary schools, explaining

library

programs and

telling stories.

and
for children through 6lh grade to use in the Children's Room. Parents
computer.
the
use
how
to
learn
to
opportunity
the
enjoyed
have
children

A computer is now available

and microfiche. The advantages to
The Reference Department has expanded its collections on microfilm
complete runs of holdings.
providing
and
in
space
storage
in
savings
and
compactness
this format lies in
various magazine
Materials and services available on microform include Magazine Index,
catalogs.
college
and
and historical newspapers, phone books,

titles,

current

for patrons through the State Ubrary.
The Reference Department continues to access online databases
to the Statewide Automated Ubrary
access
During 1985 Portsmouth Public Ubrary began computer
a partial listing of books held
includes
database
the
Currently
Database at the State Ubrary in Concord.
older books are contmually
and
books
new
both
for
Records
Hampshire.
New
in libraries throughout
provides an mdex to the
also
added to the database. The Statewide Automated Ubrary database

being

status of bills in the

New Hampshire

Legislature.

Also available are State Laws, Census
Portsmouth Public Ubrary is a depository for State Documents.
minutes of meetings and other materials.
Information and Portsmouth City and School Department
for library patrons. There are now
Computerization continued at the library, both for library files and
one IBM PC for library administrative purposes.
two Apple computers for the public and two Applesand
books from the book jobber via computer. This increases the
In 1985 the library started ordering

accuracy, and speed of book ordering.
.ArtsAffair, a craft fair. They have provided
The Friends continued to support the library by sponsoring
software for the public computer.
purchase
funds to the library to refurbish the Browsing Area and

Program, initiated
Ubrary Trustees have been active with the "Adopt a Painting
restored.
been
have
paintings
Three
library.
the
by
owned
paintings
conserve
"

U) refurbish

and

the citizensof Portsmouth. Someof
Portsmouth Public Ubrary provides many programsand services to
are:
our services from A to Z
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Services and

Programs

AtoZ
AV equipment

Financial information

Puzzles

Art exhibits

Genealogy Information

Records

Art prints to loan

Government Information

Reference

Bibliographies

Indexes

Books

Information referral

Bulletin boards

Inlerllbrary loan

your questions

-

answered
Restaurant

menus

-

Portsmouth area

&

Business reference

Library Instruction

School visits

Career Information

Local history

Special events

Cassettes

Magazine index on microfilm

State Information

College catalogs

Magazines

Storyhours for children

Community Information
Computers
Computers to borrow
Consumer aid & Information

Magazines on microfiche

Microfilm/Microfiche

Tax Information

Copy machine

Movies for kids & adults

Telephone reference

Data base searching

Museum

Telephone directories

ages 2

Summer

Maps
Meeting rooms

passes

-

tours

& programs

8

reading program

for children

Tourist Information

Encyclopedias

Newspapers
Pamphlet file
Paperbacks

Facilities to aid the

Pleasure reading

Video equipment

Portsmouth Herald Index

Worldwide

Puppet shows

Zip code Information

through State Library
Directories

handicapped patron
Films to loan to groups

Toys

& games

Trivial Pursuit

for children

games

travel Information

Portsmouth Public Library
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City of Portsmouth

Planning
Samuel A.

Cioffi

and OminiHna^
Dcivlopmcni Director
Pltinnm^'

Samuel

A. Cioffi, Director

David M. Holden
Planner

I

Stephen Brewer
Associate Planner

The Planning Deparlment provides
Nancy

F.

Hohbs

staff assistance to

the Planning Board, the Board of Adjustment, the

AJTTimi-srTatH'L' Assistant

Historic District
Julie

McLees

Sccreiary

Barbara Driscoll

Commission and the Citizens Council

on Community Development The Department makes

recommendations to the

City Council

and

City

Manager

on issues relevant t« the development of the community.

The Planning Director serves as Chairman of the Site
Review Committee, which reviews the site plans for
commercial, major residential, and parking
developments to Insure that public interests are
protected. The Planning Departmentalsofilesapplicaindustrial,
lot

tions for state, federal

and private grants.

Seer clary

Planning Board
E.

Warren

During 1983

-

Clarice,

Clialrman

1985, the Planning Board held 25

regular and special meetings. The Board acted on 36

requests for subdivision approval and
lot line

for the

1

.A

special rezoning request

the City Council for

its

one hundred

to be the site of a

Hotel by the

name

forty

room Sheraton

of Harborplace Inn.

5 requests for

was made
new hospital. The Planning Board presented to
changes.

is

approval the Capital Budget

and Improvement Program for 1985-1990 and 19861991 and worked with the Planning Department on
several Coastal Zone Management Program grants.

During this period, the rezoning for the new hospital

was

initialed.

It

was decided

to allow a hospital

use

in

the Industrial District. The next task was to locate an

appropriate

site for a hospital in this district.

this process, several different regulatory

active: the

Army Corps

Through

groups were

of Engineers, the Wetlands

Board, the Conservation Commission, the Planning

The purpose of the Zoning Ordinance and zoning map
is to promote the health, safety, morals and general
welfare of the City's residents. The work on the

Zoning Ordinance

is

based on the adoption of a

new
new

1980. The zoning Ordinance and the

Master Plan

in

Subdivision

Rules and

Board and the Site Review Committee. As a result of
the selection process, the
tion restoration

was

interest because

controls to ensure the orderly growth and development

company allowed

City.

The Zoning Ordinance regulates and

wetlands mitiga-

The completion of a Railroad Survey

Regulations are the major

of the

first offsite

activated.

track

it

marks the

first

a municipality to

is

of notable

time a

utility

conduct a survey of

and road bed conditions.

coordinates the use of land throughout the City by
establishing standards for such things as

lot

area,

open space, land uses and setbacks. The Subdivision
Rules and Regulations govern the division of land
areas to ensure the proper location and width of
streets, and to ensure the use of established engineering

The condominiums known as Springbrook off Lafayette

Road received theirapproval

in

1

985 when Paul Mack,

the original owner/developer, requested permission

fora

PUD. of one

hundred forty-four townhouse-type

dwelling units on two lots totaling 84.6 acres.

standards.
In

1983-85activitiesinclude: Paul Mack, Inc. subdivided

204 acres

designated

as

conserva-

land and another lot became the Cedars, a
development of two-hundred fifty-two apartments/condominiums.
tion

Shelter Group. Inc. received approval to subdivide the
last
City.

Annual
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remaining parcel of Urban Renewal Lands in the
The properly at Market, Russell and Deer Streets

1984-1985

Site

Review Regulation process
Statute.

off Ijafayette

de-sac. Six of the lots

was

Road into ten lots with a culare commercial in use. one lot

March on 1985. the

wasamended to be in conformance with the State

Under New Hampshire Coastal Program there were a
number of proposals for project grants in two project
- the Coastal
Energy Impact Program
and the Coastal Program Local Assistance Grants.
Completed through funds from 1983-1985 was a
Wetlands Mapping Project, a Railroad Study, the
Docking Facilities at Prescott Park and the Boat
Launch at Pierce Island.

categories
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Board of Adjustment
Richard Gamester. Chairman (1983

W. Peter Torrey. Chairman (1984

-

1984)
1985)
-

The Board of Adjustment provides a "release valve"
for situations where a literal enforcement of the
Zoning Ordinance will result in unnecessary hardship
to a property owner. The Board of Adjustment hears
petitions for Variances and also hears requests for
Special Exceptionsasallowed in the Zoning Ordinance
together with Administrative Appeals. The Board also
hears any appeal from a decision
District

made

by the Historic

In

1983-1985, the Board held 24 regular meetings.

There were 369 appeals for Variances. Of these 238

were granted (many with conditions attached), 109
were denied and seven were tabled or withdrawn for
an approval rate of 64%. There were 120 requests for
Special E.\ceptions Of these, 95 were granted. 18 were
denied and se\en were tabled or withdrawn for an
approval rate of

79%

Commission.

Community Development
Samuel A.

Cioffi

Planning and Community

Samuel

A. Cioffi, Director

Development Director

Veronica Tinker
SecreWT-y

During Fiscal years 83-85, the City of Portsmouth Community Development Department participated

in

the

following programs and projects:

Stephen Matatics
Housing Rehabilitation
Specialist

Portsmouth Economic Development Loan Program

A Safe Place

Craig Wheeler
Planner

Provided Partial funding for the centers program of

Provided funds to initiate a new industrial/commercial

aid and support to children of battered spouses.

loan

program. The loan program

is

designed

to

Nancy Carmer
Planner

provide favorable financing to local businesses wishing

Community Day Care Center

wishing to expand or relocate

Provided partial funding of the Center's child care

program

to

low/moderate income

Christian Shore and South

in

the City.

Regina Lammers
Planner

End Housing Rehab Program

families.

Provided funds for a low Interest loan program to

Community Health Ser\1ces

property owners to identify and correct structural,

Portsmouth Community Health Services provides special-

chimneys, insulation/storm windows, plumbing, elect-

home care for individuals with acute illnesses and
homemaker-health aide services to low/moderate
income persons of handicapped or health-impaired

defined as the Christian Shore neighborhood and the

mechanical or related problems: such as foundations/
ized

rical

and heating systems Target areas have been

South End.

families.

iS^ft^Seldom Seen View
68

of Waterfront
City of Portsmouth

Public
Administration
Daniel

W.

Works

Aver, P.E.

Director of Puhtic

Daniel W. Ayer, P.E., Director

Winki

Russell R. Pratt

General Foreman

Keith R. Noyes
Enjijineerinj;

Technuiun

Dorothea Purr
Secrettir\

The Public Works Department under the direction of Daniel W, Ayer. P. E, is directly responsible for the
administration and direction of the highway, water/sewer, and engineering divisions. The foregoing
with the support of supervision and staff personnel are responsible for the budgeting, allocating, and
performance of services in the following divisions.
,

Duncan O'Brien
Foreman
Daniel Riciputi

Foreman
Beverly

McCarthy

Engineering
Steven

F.

B.

Highway Division
Water/Sewer

C.

Engineering

A.

Accownl Ctcrk

Parkinson, P.E.

Cit\ En,t;ineer

Richard H. White
Contract Constriicfion Inspector

Heavy Equipment Operators
Lester Kiehl

Jim DeRochemont
Jim Spooner

Highway Division
Russell Pratt, General

Foreman

Truck Drivers
ArtKuT Hdnscom
Frcink Kecy

Chuck Combs
Bill

HiUiard

The General Foreman coordinates and

John Seelcy
John Reardon
Rick Piz^

responsible for operations of the following subdivisions.

Rubbish Collection and Disposal
Parks & Cemeteries
Street Cleaning
Tree Program

Utility Mechanics

Glenn Miles
John Adams

Street Maintenance

Building Maintenance

Dispatcher

Sidewalk Maintenance
Bridge Maintenance
Mosquito Control

Osborn

Peter

is

Laborers
Bentley Jessee
Ed Drobisewsici

Equipment Maintenance

Lilath Ester

Vin M.irchese
Brian Gustafason

The rubbish collection and disposal subdivision collects

Ben Small

and disposes

Bob Tierney

refuse to energy plant at Pease Air Force Base (This

Dave Wilson
Byron Johnson

plant has been in operation since July 1982). The

Andrew Fliter
Ed Solomon

Don

a portion of the city's refuse to the

reniainderofrefuse

and also taken

is

to the

new

collected by private contractors

energy plant.

3 miles of city

owned

streets, together with

review, and actual construction. Also this subdivision
is

responsible forall city yard maintenance and major

owned buildings

with the exception of

F\ 1985

FY 1984

wide mosquito program.

Public Works Disposal

ofRefuse

7.470.91/tons

7.

184. 10/tons

Commercial Disposal of

Chet Grant
Foreman

1

school property This subdivision also handles the city

Bob Springer

Garage

1

100 plus miles of sidewalks. Repairs and maintains 9
city owned bridges, which includes design, design

repairs to city

Williams

Walter White
William LaLancette

imately

23.845. 09/tons

Refuse
Spring Clean-up

Week

25,246.05/tons

208 tons

Equipment Maintenance
The equipment maintenance subdivision maintains
and occasionally rebuilds 130 pieces of city owned
equipment.

Gene Walerazick
Mechanic
Also the subdivision
Larry

Forkum

Mechanic

George Ross
Mechanic

is

responsible for general mainten-

ance of 7 parks. 5 cemeteries and the street cleaning
operation of city owned streets, and the care and

maintenance of

city

owned

trees.

Report, 1983-1984,

and Sidewalk Maintenance
Resurfaced

-

Market Street
Junkins Ave.
Daniel Street

The Street maintenancesubdivision maintalnsapprox-

Annual

Street

1984-1985

State Street (between Middle

69

& Memorial Bridge)

Used the following materials

Penhallow
Slate

&

St.

and sidewalk

(between

Daniel Street)

Chapel St (between State

&

for street

maintenance:

Parrolt Ave

Bituminous Products

1923 tons

496 tons

Gravel

Daniel Street)

Scott Ave

Sand

Dutton Ave

Cold Patch

1937 yards

39 tons

Wright Ave

4200 tons

Salt

Signs and Safety (contractual)

Stone

60 tons

Loam

46 yards

610,390

Yellow Centerlines

White Lane Lines

1

12.460

Concrete

3 yards

Engineering Division
Steven

Parkinson. P.E.. City Engineer

F.

The City Engineer,

is responsible for all of the city's engineering needs. These include water, sewer,
drainage, highways, refuse to energy and buildings. The engineering division is basically split into two
sections, engineering/construction and building inspection. The engineering/construction section

performs

designs, plans, specifications, reviews, administers, and construction

field surveys, studies,

inspecfion for whatever projects itsassigned. The building inspection section has the duties of enforcing
zoning, building, electrical, plumbing and housing codes.

En^ineerlng/Construrlion Proierts 1983- 1984

En^ineerlne/Construrtlon Pro|ects 1984

Issues Blasting Permits

Issues Blasting Permits

Administration of Licensed Drainlayers Program

Administration of Licensed Drainlayers Programs
Sites on the Site Review

Review Committee

Sits

on the

Sits

on the Traffic Safety Committee

Sits

on the Refuse

Site

to

Sits

Committee

on the Refuse to Energy Committee

Annual Municipal Building Inspection Program

Annual Municipal Building Inspection Program

Biennial Bridge Inspection Program

Biennial Bridge Inspection Program

.Administration

and Re\1ewofthe

City

Sewer Separation

1985

Committee

Sites on the Traffic Safety

Energy Committee

-

Administration and Reviewof Ongoing Sewer Separation

Program

Program

Ongoing Sewer Survey of the City Sewerage System

Ongoing Sewer Survey of the

Review and .Administration for the Design of the

Preliminary Design. Administration of the Banfield

Banfield Road Widening.

Peverly

Review and Administration

for the

Borthwick Avenue

Hill

Sewage System

Road Intersection

Review and Administration

for the

Borthwick Avenue

Intersection Realignment

Intersection Realignment.

Review and Inspection of New England Telephone

Review and Inspection of

Construction Projects.

Construction Projects

DesignoftheRehabilitationofthe Boston

City

& Maine

Rail-

New England Telephone

Review and Inspection of the Market Street Extension

road Yard Sewer Line.

Project

Review and Inspection of the Maplewood Avenue and
Edmond Avenue Intersection Project.

Design Review. Administration and Inspection of the

Review and Inspection of the Market Street E.\tension

Design Review. .Administration and Inspection of the

70

Facilities Relocation Project

Design. Administration and Inspection of the City

Project.

Market Street E.xlension Wastewater Collection

Market Street Extension Wastewater Collection

Hall. City Attorney's.

Water and the Assessors Office

Renovation Project.
Facilities

City of Portsmouth

1984

colli liiiied

I!>H5 colli iiiiied
Design. Admiiiistralionand Inspection of the

Rclociitidfi I'rojccl.
Desifiii,

Administration and Inspection olllic City Hall

Tax Office Renovation Project.
Desisn. Administration and inspection of the Parrot!
Avenue and Wrishl Avenne Parking Areas.

Design Review. .Administration and inspection of the

Prescou

Pannaway

Sidewailv Project.

Design. Administration and Inspection of the Public
Works Building Heat Plant Replacement
Design. Administration and Inspection of the

Day Care Center

l/'ad Paint

Community

Removal

Design Administration and Inspection of the Municipal

Parle Docicing Facilit\.

Design, Administration and Inspection of the Mirona

Road Sewer Kxtenslon

Buildng Asbestos Abatement Project
Design, Administration and Inspection of the Fierce

Design. Administration and Inspection of the Indoor

Island Bridge Deck Rehabilitation

Design and

Pool Cover.
Design. Administration and Inspection of the

Manor

Community

Center Gymnasium Moor Replacement.
Design, .Administration and Inspection of the
Building Rehabilitation.

Administration of the

Police

Station

Generator Replacement
Review Design, Administration and Inspection of the

ISO

Public Works Building Fire Escape

Design, Administration and inspection ofthe City Hall
Electrical

System Rehabilitation

Design, Administration and Inspection ofthe South

Playgrounds Tennis Courts Rehabilitation
Design ofthe Lang Road Drainage Culverts Replacements

Preliminary Design and Administration ofthe Lafayette
and Greenleaf Avenues Intersection
Design, Administration and Inspection ofthe Handicapped Access at the Pierce Island Swimming Pool

Design. Administration and Inspection of the Sand
Filter

System, Pierce Island Swimming Pool

Review Design And Inspection of the High/Hanover
Parking Lot

Review and Inspection of the March Street Bridge
Replacement
Design, Administration and Inspection ofthe Comfort
Station

Plumbing Replacement

Review Design and Administration ofthe Longmeadow

Road Area Sewer Improvements
Review and Inspection ofthe Sagamore Avenue Bridge
Rehabilitation

Inspection of the Ijafayette West Development
Inspection of the Woodlands Phase
Inspection of the

II

Development

TM Development

Inspection Division
Richard A. Hopley
Chief Building Insfiecun

Richard A. Hopley, Chief Building Inspector

Jeffrey S. Sargent

Etccnical

Impccun

George F. Browning
Plumhm^ /n-sf)L'L"[or
Cheryl D. Newton
SecreiLiry

John

Grattan

J.

Zoning, Officer

The Bureau of Building Inspection is under the Engineering Division of the Public Works Department.
The Inspection Bureau is comprised of four employees: The Chief Building Inspector, the RIectrical
Inspector, the Plumbing Inspectorand a secretary. The Inspection team also works very closely with two
Zoning Officers who are liaison representatives between the Inspection Bureau and the city's Planning
Department. Their primary responsibilities are to screen building permit applications for compliance
with the Zoning Ordinance.

Steve Matatics
Zonin;i;

Officer

Annual
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The Inspection Bureau's primary responsibilities are
I984-I985

to

ensure that the

city's building, electrical.

71

plumbing and

safety codes are being complied with. The building inspection process

is a three phase
code interpretations and work with architects and
engineersduring the early stages of building design. Once building plans are finalized, we enter into a
plan review stage. The plan review process is critical, and it is d uring this time that we strive to catch any
code problems. Building, electrical, plumbing and fire protection drawings are all reviewed prior to any
permits being issued. After the construction permits are in place, field inspection of the projectsare the
final stage in the total inspection process. During the site inspections we check the construction to
ensure that it complies with the permits issued.

operation.

We

life

offer advice in regard to building

Building Inspection, or Code Enforcement, which is the more recent terminology, is a broad based
life safety of all people within a community. The Building Inspection

function, critical to ensuring the

Bureau

is

committed

to providing this service for the citizens of

Portsmouth.

The table below shows a significant increase in construction during 1 984/85. Major projects during this
period were: The Omne Mall. Schiller Station conversion, Franklin Block restoration. New FYanklin
School, Gold Bond Building Products. Beechstoneand Heritage HillCondominiums(301)units). 1985/86
is shaping up to be an even busier year with an estimated $60 million worth of major projects which have
already begun the permit process.

4 Year
Fiscal Year

81/82
82/83
83/84
84/85

Summarv

'ermits

of Permit Activities

Alfred Richard
WatLT Tmacment Plant Operauu

Warren Steves

MANAGKMKNTThe Management and Accounting Group, located at the Public Works building, provide superintendence,
accounting, billing, and meter reading.

Water TrcaitiuTO Plum OpLTaKn

Meivin Whirmyer
Water Trcatincnt Plant OptTuun-

Majorobjeclivesoflhe Water Division are to supply a sufficient volume of quality water
both demands for domestic consumption and fire protection.

to all users,

and

to satisfy

Robert Ripley
Water Maintenance, Heavy
Ei/uipment Operator

STATISTIC INFORMATION

1982-83

1983-84

1984-85

for the year

3.723,175 gal

3,838,511 gal

3,793,777 gal

Peak day

5,247,600 gal

5.2 18.700 gal

5,452,500 gal

1,358,959,000 gal

1.401,056,600 gal

1,377,428,900 gal

1982-83

1983-84

1984-85

20
46

66
43

53
29

1

3

29

11

20

500'

577.1'

1,180'

65
97

29
60

168

Michael Jenkins
Water Maintenance, Heai'V

Average daily demand

Etjuipmeni Operator

Richard Campbell
Water Maintenance,
Uti7it> Mechanic

for the year

Total gallons

Woodbury Argereow

-

pumped

Water Maintenance,
tJtiliiv Mechanic

SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE

Stephen Cray
Water Maintenance,
Truck Driver

New

Services

Service Renewals
David Moulton
Water Maintenance,

-

New Hydrants
Hydrants Replaced
Hydrants Relocated
New Mains
Replaced Meters
New Meter Installations

Dispatcher

Benjamin Gay
Meter Reader

Clarence Young
Meter Reader

15

James Crosson
Water Maintenance,
Lahorer

Sewer Division

William Finenco
Waste Water Treatment Plant

Donald Freddette
Seu'er

Ranee

Collins.

Superintendent

Maintenance

Mario Semprini
Waste Water Treatment
Plant Operator

Ralph Kinch
Wane Water Treatment
Plant Operator

Fred Melanson
Waste Water Treatment
Plant Operator

Donald Parnham
Waste Water Treatment

The Sewer Division, of the Public Works Department uder the supervision of Ranee Collins, is
responsible for approximately 100 miles of mains, 1628 manholes, and currently ten, and soon to be
si.xleen. lift stations which collect and transport the effluent from residential, commercial, and
industrial structures to the Pierce Island Treatment Plant.
The Sewer Division is a self-funding enterprise operating solely on the revenues collected, based upon
the volume of water consumed at each structure located along the sewer collection system.

Plant Operator

The Sewer Division consists of two sub-divisions:

Gregg Donovan
Waste Water Treatment

COLLECTION

Plant Operator

Wallo Succi
Seu'er
Utility

Maintenance
Mechanic

Craig Hatch
Seu'er Maintenance. Lahorer

Joseph Healy

-

The Sewer Collection Maintenance Group, operating from the public works building, are responsible for
cleaning and repairing the collection system.

TREATMENT
The Waste Water Treatment Group, operating from the Pierce Island Treatment Plant, are responsible
for the maintenance of the ten lift stations and two treatment plants.

Seu'er Maintenance, Laborer

Arthur Lane
Seu'er Maintenance

The administration, accounting, billing, and laboratory functions are shared with the Water Division
purposes of economy, while avoiding unnecessary duplication..

for

Michael Orfe
Seuer Maintenance,
Heat7 Equipment Operator
Karl Snyder
Seu'CT Maintenance,

During the upcoming construction season, nearly
improvements in several areas of the City.

six million dollars will

be expended on sewer

Utility Mechiinic

Annual
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Resource Recovery Facility
Cheryl

Ann

Bickford

Secretary

E.

Warren Clarke, General Manager

Dean

J.

Berthiaume

Foreman

James

Bromfield

E.

Loader
E.

The Resource Recovery Facility processed 63,544 tons of rubbish from July 1, 1983 to June 30, 1984
and 68,602 tons from July 1 1984 to June 30, 1985. The rubbish orginated from New Castle. Rye, Eliot,
York, Klttery, Sanford, North Hampton, Derry, Portsmouth, Portsmouth Naval Ship Yard, Pease Air
Force base plus other various private haulers.
,

From the period of July 1 1 983 through June 30, 1 984, the City has conducted a series of negotiations
with the U.S. Air Force with the idea of Increasing the fee paid for steam energy and also a series of
negotiations with local communities with the Idea of Increasing the tipping fee. The City has been
,

partially successful In that the tipping fee has changed. In most instances, to $12.50 per ton, however,
the renegotiation effort with the .'Vir Force concerning the price of steam sales has not been successful.
As a result of this, the future plans for co-generation and the sale and expansion of the Plant by

Consumat Systems will not take place. It was the objective of the City to Install an additional 200 ton/day
generatng unit and sell electricity In order to recouperate some of the loss incurred by the dropping
price of

oil

which affects the steam price to the Air Force.

Warren Clarke

Genera/ Manager

Charles A. Conner
Ash Handler

Downs

Arel B.
Loader

Duhe

Denise M.
Loader

Calvin F. Durant
Maintenance
Paul R. Haines

Ash Handier

Dana

Kinney

L.

Foreman

William
Foreman

E.

Magoon

Paul Milliken

Due to the increasing problems including ash disposal, disposal of non-burnables, and the unbearable
burden of the annual deficit, the City Is now examining alternate courses of action which include closing
the Plant, relocating the Plant or finding a new energy buyer. As part of the on-going process, the City Is
attempting to find a solution to the continual problem of deficit financing while helping to accomodate
the needs of the area to handle the disposal of solid waste.

Loader

Lloyd V. Nelson
Custodian

James J. O'Brien
Maintenance
Jeffrey F. Poulton
Assistant Plant Engineer

Bruce C. Roy.
Loader

Sr.

William T. Sampson
Foreman

Timothy

S.

Sylvian

Loader
Jeffrey S. Taillon

Plant Engineer

Scott

Weeks

Loader

Bruce L. Wheeler
Loader

John A.

Wood

Maintenance

Higli-Hanover Partying Garage
Warren Cook
Noel Sherman

numerous studies done throughout the past ten years, the Blue Ribbon Downtown Parking
Committee chaired by Councilman John Mc Master recommended to the City Council In the Spring of
1 984 to construct a parking garage on the former High-Hanover Parking Lot. The Council voted to do the
same and construction began In the Fall of 1 984. The total cost of construction was $5,200,000 with the
method of financing being general obligation bonding by the City.

After

Marion

Fritz

George

Fritz

Alyce O'Neil

Gus Williams
Gerald Sinclair
Earle

Bill

The Garage opened July 1 st,
entrances and two exits.

1

985 with a total of 703 spaces.

It is

a three story brick structure with three

The staffing of the Garage has been arranged through the cooperation of the Community Council of
Senior Citizens. They have recruited, hired and maintained the staff of senior citizens from 7:00 a.m. to
10:00 p.m. A full-time City employee mans the Facllty from 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.

Fox

Andrew Jorbel
Wilbur

Eugene Browning

Ken

Harris

Raymond

St.

Laurent

John Soteros
Gerald Wilbur

The Garage has 400 spaces available for lease on a monthly basis. Three hundred and fifty of those
spaces have been leased on a fairly consistent basis. The short-term parking revenues have been
increasing monthly from approximately $2,500 for the first month of operations to $18,800 in August of
1986.
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Conservation Commission

John Evans
Commission Member

Pamela Hall
Commission Member

Clotilde M. Straus,

Chairman

Nancy Johnson
Secretary

Peter Kinner
Commission Member

Clotilde

M. Straus

Cir^ ArboTist,

Chairman

Commission Member

Alanson Sturgis ( 1984)
Commission Member
Charles Vaughn
Commission Memi>eT

During the Fiscal Years 1983-1984 and 1984-1985,
the Conservation Commission held nine regular meetings

during which planning was carried out and action
taken on City beautlfication pro)ects and environmental
protection.

London plane. Planning and supervision of the plantings
were carried out by the present Chairman of the
Commission who also serves In the capacity of City
Arborist on a volunteer basis, with the assistance of
the Public Works Department for all ornamental plantings.

City Beautlfication

Protection of Wetlands

Annual flowering plants were again placed In planters
at City Hall, 1 3 decorative urns at Vaughn Mall parking
lot, and 1 1 flower beds throughout the City, with an
expenditure of $200 each year from the Commission's

The Commission made recommendations to the State
of NH Wetlands Board, on applications for permits to
dredge or fill In several major projects; dredging a
channel and basin for the Albacore, dredging a

funds.

wetland for the

Shrubs: a unique collection of 30 Azalea plants (native
North American, Japanese and hybridgs of both) was

Maxam's Industrial park In the vicinity of City-owned
wooded swamps, and the Hospital construction site
affecting seven acres of swamp and marsh, a bird and

offered to the City by a team of two

UNH

Plant Science

professors and planted at Langdon Park

In

the Spring

mammal

OMNE

Mall proposed parking area, B.

habitat. Several

were set aside

Importantareasof wetlands

In the process.

of 1985. The

Department of Public Works supplied
manpower, equipment and materials (loan and peat)

Preservation of

perform the planting In two extensive new beds. The
bright display of color suplements the historic design

During the year 1984 an Increase of the Conservation
area between Lafayette Road and the Boston and Maine

to

of the park.

Open Space

railroad took place through acquisition of 14 acres of

wooded swamp containing
wlthabudgetofSlO, 500(87.500 from
City tree budget. $2,500 from Revenue Sharing and a
$500 gift from the Farmer's Market Association), a
total of 76 trees were planted. In 1984, with a budget
of $5,000, a total of 39 trees were planted. The
following varieties were selected for their disease and
salt-resistance and suitability to the sites: Linden, Pin
Oak. Norway and Crimson King maple, crabapple and
Trees: In 1983.

Atlantic White

Cedar as do

the previously acquired contiguous parcels. Tlilsacqulsltlon Is an Important step toward the total preservation
of this rare tree species within our City. Following

recommendations of the Commission, the gift from
the Clbarowsky Estate, of a 25-acre parcel In the Berry
Brook watershed wasacceptedbythe City forconservaOon
purposes.

Animal Control
Louise Littlefield, Animal Control Officer
July 1984-June

1985

Calls recorded

2250

Dogs Handled
Includes dogs picked up and returned home or Impounded and
dogs reported lost and returned to owners

700

and cats handled
Dead animals picked up and disposed of

Wild

life

190
] 40
205

Complaints recorded

Dog bites

12

Other animal bites

Dog licenses Issued

Summons

Issued

Tours and programs given
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8
1

350
25
8
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Recreation
Joseph Fate
Kfcrt'dtion Director

Joseph Fate, Director

Paul Desotelle

Assmtant Director

Barry Foley

July

1983 -June 1984

Community Center
Greig Cronauer

Pee Wee basketball

Morning Exercise Adults
African Drum and Dance

Juggling classes

Shamrocic Cheerleading

Parents without Partners meeting

Mary

Co-ed Volleyball

Modern Dance classes

Lifeguard

Development meeting

Lifeguard

Fallon

Men's Volleyball league

James Crossan

Six pack break dancing

Community Alcohol Information Program

Lifeguard

nrefighting physical testing

Portsmouth Police Defensive Course

Ballroom dance instruction

Indoor Soccer

Athletic

St.

Patricks School

gym

Supervisor

Lynn Fredericks
Indoor Pool

Dl"s/<

Supervisor

Ping Pong tournament

classes

Judo instruction adults and youths

Rusty Wilson

Body .Awareness classes

Academy gym

Indoor Pool Supervisor

Generic theatre rehearsals

Bethel

Pre Natal clinic

IJNH Art classes

Adult Education classes

Sign Language workshop

]FK

Ballet

Fleet Reserve

Connie Bean

Synergy (improvisation)

Speed Reading workshop

Administrative Assistant

Theatre by the Sea acting classes

Seacoast Mental Health Center Exercises

TOPS meeting

Shamrock

Tiny Tots Fitness

City

Kinda

Gym

classes
Leslie Fialk

Dana

Football meetings

Pratt

Recreatum Maintenance

League basketball
Peter Pappas

Strawbery Banke Fair

classes

Center Superi'isor

Recreation Mainfemince

Acting Factory

Crime Line Meeting
Basic Acting Techniques

Gary L-angevin

Seacoast Basketbal Tourney

Drawing classes

Recrctition Mtiinrenance

Tai Chi

Calligraphy Workshop

Norm

Shiastu Massage class

Service Mothers

Community Center Custodian

Punastiis

Recreation Board meetings

Trip to Boston for circus

York County Ballet classes

Youth Hockey Meetings

Womans

Ray Murphy Football Meetings

softball meetings
Men's Softball meetings
1386 linion meetings
High School Recreation League
Jr. High Recreation League

Creative

movement

Mike Richards
JFK Custodian

East Side Meetings

American

IJttle Ijeague

meetings Registration Tag Day

Central Little I/Cague meetings Registration Tag Day
National IJttle Ijeague meetings Registration Tag Day

Babe Ruth

classes

IJttle Ijeague

meetings Registration Tag Day

Childrens Christmas Party (PoHce Department)

Aerobic exercise classes

Water coloring

Letters to Santa Claus

Photography classes

Weight

Summer

Salisbury

lifting

Recreation Programs

Farm System:

Plays twice a

week

for 6

weeks with double elimination tournament

Participants:

8 and 9 years
10 to 12 years
Plays twice a

Girls Softball:

60
40
6 weeks with double elimination tournament.

week

for

week

for 5

Participants:

8
Fee Wee Wifneball:

to

1

65

5 years

Plays twice a

weeks

Participants:

80

5 to 7 years

8 weeks with

Arts and Crafts:

Summer
Summer
Summer

Recreation Trips Offered:
Basketball League:

.

.

.

week

Canobie Lake Park

Saco Funtown

Adult and Children's

tennis lesson
National Junior Tennis League

Pepsi Hot Shot:

76

Fenway Park
60 participants

10 participants a

.

25 participants
30 participants
40 participants

City of Portsmouth

July 1984

Jt)seph Fate

-June 1985

Ktvraifum Dlrcvtor

Judo HMiibition

Pual Desotelle

AsMMunt

Barry Foley

Cummunity

Center

Sufieri'isiny

Rusty Wilson
Indoor Pool Superi'isor

Lifcf^uarcl

Fallon

-

Union Meetings

Adult Tutorial Meetings

Creative Dance

Planning Board

Body Awareness

Shamrock Cheerleading Tryouts

York County Ballet
Water Coloring

Fleet Reserve

Improvisation

Si.

Repertory Class

Great Bay Building Tour

Musirians Union

Sign language

Mens

Greig Cronauer

Mary

Tourney

C-enttT Sufinxtsin

Leslie Fialk

JFK

138(1

Seacoc'ist fciskclball

DirLVIor

Sfiftball

Babe Ruth Ivcague Signups

Meeting

Patricks School Physical Education Class

Karate

Recreation Ijcague Basketball

-

St'nior High

Theater by the Sea Acting Class

Recreation liCague Basketball

-

Junior High

Tiny Tots Funaslics

Mens

Basketball league

Kinda

Gym

LifLXuarJ

Volleyball

Break Dancing

Lynn Fredericks

Co-ed Volleyball

Ballet

/ndooT Pool Desk

Little

l/Mgue Registrations
Introduction to Drawing

Cable TV Meetings

Su^cntsor

Dana

Parents Anonymous

Pratt

Recreatton Maintenance

Foreman
Peter Pappas

Gary Langevin
Lahorer

Salisbury

Ciimmiinitv Center Custodian

Mike Richards
JFK Cuf-todian

Little

Tai Chi

Weight

Synergy

Teen Jazz

Portsmouth Police Basketball game
Bridge Club
Magic Class
Pee Wee Basketball

Recreation Maintenance

Norm

Gentle Movement

Harbour Cheerleaders Practice
Lifting

Mother's Club
Basketball Officials Meeting
Big Brother

-

Photography

Shamrock

Generic Theater

Walking Club

Bethel

Academy

Physical Education Class

African

Portsmouth Aquatic Club

Football

Drum and Dance

Flag Football

On Stage
Ball

Dedication of Center

Room Dance

Girl

Central IJttle League Meetings

Body Building
Creative

Softball Meetings

in

memory

of Connie Bean

Scouts

Juggling

Women's

Big Sister

Strawbery Banke Christmas Fair

Movement

Registration Portsmouth Little I^eague

Aerobics

Planning Board Meetings

Babe Ruth Tag Day
Volleyball for Deaf
Judo
Modern Dance

Farm System Baseball - Registration
Farm System Girls Softball - Registration

Summer Basketball Registration
Summer Tennis Lessons
M reworks

Recreation Board Meetings

Summer

Recreation Programs

Farm System:

Plays twice a

week

for 6

weeks with double elimination tournament

Participants:

8 and 9 years

60
35

10 and 12 years
Girls Softball:

Plays twice a

week

for

week

for 5

6 weeks with double elimination tournament

Participants:

8

Pee Wee Wiffleball:

to 15

years

Plays twice a

60
weeks

Participants

5 to 7 years

8 weeks with 10 participants a week

Summer
Summer
Summer

Fenway Park
60 participants

Recreation Trips Offered:
Basketball l^eague:

Report, I983-I984,

I984-I98S

Canobie Lake Park

Saco Funtown

Adult and Children's

Tennis Lesson:

Annua/

85

Arts and Crafts:

25 Participants

77

Summer
lieginner

I

Beginner

II

Lessons offered at Indoor Pool

Lessons Out-door Pool

Advanced Beginner
Intermediate

Swimmer
Advance Swimmer
Basic Rescue
Advance LIfesaving

1983
1 35
140
145
1 20
60
60
25
30

984

Breakdown of Taxes
Description

Tax Collection
Margaret

S. Sullivan,

Tax Collector

1983- 1984
Amount of 1983 Real Estate Warrant
Added Taxes to Real Estate Warrant 983

$16,089,133.23

none

1

1983 Real Estate Collected by 6-30-84

14,898.1

1

1.60

1982 Real Estate Collected

in

1983-84

854.537.46

1981 Real Estate Collected

In

1983-84

7433.61

1984 Real Estate Collected

in

1983-84

Land Use Change

1

1.50

17.580.00

Ta.x

.Amount of 1983 Resident Tax Warrant

Added Resident Tax Warrant

1

139.680 00

983

1

Resident Taxes Collected for 1983

1

5.690.00

19.340.00

Resident Taxes Collected for 1982

2560.00

Resident Taxes Collected for 1984

3000.00

Deeded Property

19.927.85

Tax Sales Redeemed

276.906.60

Elderly Tax

Uen

Interest on

1983 Property Taxes

Interest on

all

200.00

paid

56,405.03
59.740.40

other taxes

Boat Tax

100.30

,^uto Registrations
Titles

-

Number 19,825

966,893.50

5248.00

on Cars

Miscellaneous (photo copies, protest fees, etc)

TOTAL CASH COLLECTED FROM 7/1/83

to

6/30/84

444.9

$1 7.288.440.76

1984-1985
.Amount of 1984 Real Estate Warrant

Added

Ta.xes to Real Estate

$18,895,696.61

9519.60

Warrant 1984

1984 Real Estate Collected by 6-30-85

17,333,097.75
1,153.401.99

1983 Real Estate Collected

In

1984-85

1982 Real Estate Collected

in

1984-85

none

1985 Real Estate Collected

In

1984-85

1974.99

Land Use Change Tax

Amount

37.500.00

of 1984 Resident Tax Warrant

.'\dded Resident

139.170.00

Tax Warrant 1984

17.500.00

Resident Taxes Collected for 1984

1

19.800.00

Resident Taxes Collected for 1983

3561.00

Resident Taxes Collected for 1985

4180.00

Timber Tax

1603.95

Deeded Property

8520.69

Tax Sales Redeemed
Interest on

Interest on

225.890.93
45.482.30

1984 Property Taxes
all

44.900.34

other taxes

227.90

Boat Tax
.'Vuto

Titles

Registrations

-

Number 20.628

1.151.645.00

5601.00

on Cars

Miscellaneous (photo copies, protest fees, etc)

TOTAL CASH COLLECTED FROM 7/1/84

80

to

6/30/85

613.57

$20,138,001.41

City of Portsmouth

Economic Commission
Christopher Sheridan, Economic Development Director

The last two fiscal years saw probably one of the most
dramatic periods of extended growth in the City's
History. This is witnessed by building permit data for
the periods which show estimated annual improvements

Action Grant

$17.72 million and $44.82 million respectively.
This growth was experienced by all three primary
sectors of the local economy: residential, commercial,
and Industrial. The major new developments which

55,000

(UDAG)

to assist in the redevelop-

the Franklin Block on Congress Street.
This project, completed In June of 1985, cost
$5,000,000 and returned a previously vacant

ment of

totaling

s.f.

abandoned structure

to the tax rolls.

Receipt of a $2,100,000 Urban Development
Action Grant to assist in the development of the

-

180,000

Outlet Mall of

s.f.

New England (OMNE)

involved the Economic Commission during this period

project on the Spaulding Turnpike. The

included the following:

project is a $

designed

Two new 25,000 s.f. "spec" buildlngson Heritage
Avenue in the Portsmouth Industrial Park South.

-

A 30,000 s.f. addition

-

-

Anchor Building on

to the

Heritage Avenue.

-

ofa 84,000 s.f. industriar'spec" building on Commercial Way. The building is owned
by Magna Corporation, and Hesser College will
first

24,000

Receipt ofa $4,000,000

on Disposition Parcel
Completion of a 14,000s.f, building on Constitution Avenue In Portsmouth Industrial Park

-

North to house the hydraulic repair

retail stores.

Initiation

s.f.

UDAG grant to assist in

the development of a 150

Lafayette Road.

OMNE

2,000,000 commercial development

accommodate 50

to

occupy the
The relocation of Laminated Films & Plastics
Into a new 25,000 s.f. manufacturing facility on

-

1

1

room Sheraton Hotel
downtown area.

in the

Construction of the hotel which will include
conference and dining facilities will commence
in the Spring of 1986.

facilities for

Browning Ferris Industries.
-

-

H.OOOs.f. commercial project at
the corner of Constitution and Lafayette Road.
Initiation of a

The relocation of Harris Stamp Company - the
largest such operation in New England - to a
50,000 s.f. building on Lafayette Park West.

The SBA 503 Program, operating thru the nonprofit Granite State Economic Development Corporation, became the most productive such SBA
lender

in

the State. During this time period.

Granite State placed over $2,500,000

503

in

SBA

loans for fixed assets to eligible small

businesses.
-

The

initiation of a

20,000

s.f

spec building

in

Lafayette Park West, by the Trapper Brown

Corporation.
-

Construction of a 14.000 s

Park West

to

f

building

In

Lafayette

house the operations of Harvey

Industries
-

Receipt of a $900,000 Urban Development

Commission members over the period
Chairman, Russell Van
Vice Chairman, Robert
Sophie Berounsky
T.

been committed, resulting in over $60,000 a year In
principal and interest payments coming back to the City.

of this report included:

Mikolajcyk

Billiard

John

A. Allard

Jay Foley

Marshall A. Tebbetts

Edward
Simeon

The Portsmouth Economic Development Loan (PEDLP)
continued to fulfill Its initial promise as a successful
economic development tool. .All of the funds allocated
have
to this small business loan program ($295,000)

Burnham

P. Jarvis

J.

Raymond Bowles
Eileen Foley. Mayor
Calvin A. Canney. City

Christopher

F.

Manager

Sheridan, Economic Director

Richard Salvas

The Portsmouth Economic Commission will continue
economic betterment for the City and its residents.

their
to strive over the next fiscal year to attain

primary goal to

81
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Purchasing
Robert Sombric

Robert Sombric, Purchasing Agent

Purchasing Agent
Claire D. Brulotte

Account Clerk

73 formal bids and 45 written requests for quotations were orginated and awarded by the
Purchasing Department during the fiscal year 1983 - 1984.

A

total of

Revenues realized during

this period

from sale of city-owned land and surplus vehicles:

UA *57. Assessor Map *R-6I
GPM Pumper
One 1978 Dodge Monaco. 4-dr Sedan VIN WL41K8.A222451
One 1) 1977 Dodge Monaco Brougham. 4-dr Sedan. VIN WH4IK7A129045
One(l) 1975 Kord Pickup Truck. Model F- 100. VIN F10GRT40147-T-1
One (1) 1967 Ford tionoline Van. VIN E16AH.A85875
Land

One

off

(

1)

$1,260.00

Holly liine.

1954 Seagraves 750

1.721.00

350.00
350.00

(

157.00

1

603.00

TOTAL REVEIMES COLLECTED:

$4,441.00

ENERGY PRODUCT COMSUMPTION DATA
68,229.90

Unleaded Gasoline

20.976.80 gal

Blended Diesel

*2 Fuel

87,459.80 gals

Oil

Total Purchase

Total Cost of

$21,032.10
$73,441.81
$19,566.81
$80,759.86

24,329.31 gals

Regular Gasoline

$3.263,7

Purchase Orders Processed

$0.9328/gal
$0.9234/gal

Monthly Volume

6,037

Orders Processed

$0.8645/gal
$1.0764/gal

1 1

.36

503

Monthly Volume 27 1 ,975.95

total of 83 formal bids and 48 written requests for quotations were orginated and awarded by the
Purchasing Department during the fiscal year 1984 - 1985,

A

Revenues realized during
One(l)
One (1)
One (1)
One (1)

this period

from city-owned surplus vehicles sold:

1B3BR47LOBA126010
1B3BR47L2BA 126008
1979 Chrysler Newport 4-dr Sedan. VIN TH42L9A176207
1975 Pontiac Catalina. 2-dr Sedan. VIN 2L57R5PI42023
1981 Dodge

St. Regis.

1981 Dodge

St.

$376.00
408.00

4-dr Sedan, VIN

Regis 4-dr Sedan, VIN

101.00

350.00

TOTAL REVENIES COLLECTED:

$1 ,235,00

ENERGY PRODUCT COMSUMPTION DATA
Regular Gasoline

29,952.45 gals

$23,864.11

Unleaded Gasoline

63,626. 10 gals

$57,870.98
$19,552.38
$74,081.91

Blended Diesel

23.330 60 gals

*2 Healing Fuel

92.739.80 gals

Total Purchase

Orders Processed

Total Cost of Purchase Orders Processed

82

4,800
$5,941,700.91

Monthly Volume
Monthly Volume

$0.7967/gal
$0.9095/gal
$0.8381/gal

$0.7988/gal

400
$495,141.74

City of Portsmouth
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Boards and Commissions
1983-1984

1984-1985

Eronomlr Development Commission - 4 year term

Eronomic Development Commission

Charles KIdredge. Council Rcpresenlative

Jay Foley. Council Represcnlalive

Mayor. Ex-officio

City

Chairman
Vice Chairman

Manager. E\-officio

Russell VanBllllard.

Russell VanBilliard.

Robert Allard.

Robert Allard. Vice Chairman

Dallas llerold

Dallas Herold

John Mikolajcyk
Edward Burnham

John Mikolakcyk

Richard Salvas

Richard Salvas

Chairman

Edward Burnham

Marshall Tebbetts

Marshall Tebbvetts

Peter Lukas

Simeon

Simeon

Sophie Berounsky

Jarvis

Portsmouth Housing Autliority

3 year term

Jar\is

Teddy Lilakos

Portsmoutti Housing Autliorlly
Saverio M. Giambalvo, Chairman
Teddy Ulakos

Kelvin Gillis

Rev. David A. Kerr

-

Saverio M. Giambalvo. Chairman

Ruth Griffin

Ruth Griffin

Socrates Sagris

Socrates Sagris
Kelvin Gillis (lifetime honorary

Trustees of Trust Funds
Kevin Guy. Chairman

-

Trustees of Trust Funds
Kevin Guy. Chairman

Weeks
Raymond Brighton

member)

-

3 year term

Weeks
Raymond Brighton

Commission

-

Coterminous wilh

City Council

Keefp.

Roger Chapdelaine
Rick

5 year term

Philip

Chairman
Marshal Stanton G Remick
Bill

-

3 year term

Philip

Taxi

4 year term

Mayor. Ex-officio

Manager, R\-officio

City

-

Newman

Ta\l

Commission

Raymond

William Poor

-

Coterminous hHIi

City Council

Mary Keenan. Chairman
Marshal Stanton G. Remick
Sinclair. Taxi Rep.

Charles Goodin

Ben Savage

Board of Recreation

-

3 year term

Charles Eldredge. Council Representative
City

Joseph Healy
Capt. Mike Fracher

Manager. Ex-officio

Arthur

Clough.

C.

Sr.. Ex-offficio

Board of Recreation

Barbara Hopley. Chairman

City

Wayne

Arthur C. Clough.

T.

Bowlen. Vice Chairman

-

3 year term

Manager. Ex-officio
Sr.. Ex-officio

Milton Pappas

Barbara Hopley. Chairman

Marilyn Ecker

Wayne

Paul Houlares

Sanford Roberts. School Board Liaison

John Pappas
John M. Rowe

Thomas Boiko

T.

Bowlen. Vice Chairman

Milton Pappas

Paul Houlares

Board of Adjustment - 5 year term
Richard Gamester. Chairman
Sidney Girardin. Vice Chairman

John Pappas
John M. Rowe
EJarbara Berlrand

William Devine

Nathaniel Holloway
William

R.

Powers.

Ill

Bruce Anderson

Board of Adjustment - 5 year term
Richard Gamester. Chairman
W. Peter Torrey. Vice Chairman

W. Peter Torrey

Sidney Girardin

Nicholas Moskevich. Alternate

William Devine

Nathaniel Holloway

Planning Board

-

6 year term

Jay Foley, Council Representative

Annual

Repori. 1983-1984.

William

R.

Powers.

Ill

Bruce Anderson

City

Manager. Ex-officio

Nicholas Moskevich. Alternate

Carl

Sampson, Building Inspector, Ex-Officio

Thomas

1984-1985

J.

Morgan. Alternate
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1984-85

1983-1984
E.

Planning Board

Warren Clarke. Chairman

-

6 year term

Charles Vaughan. Vice Chairnfian

Charles Eldredge. Council Representative

William Shea

City

M

Building Inspector. Ex-officio

MacLeod

Kevin

Manager. Ex-nfficio

Warren Clarke. Chairman

Mark Brenner

E.

Kevin M. Niland

Arthur Parrott. Vice Chairman

Mark Brenner
Conlinental Cable TV Commission

-

3 year term

Kevin

Niland

B.

Richard Wilder. Chairman

Milton Grant

William Wagner

Michael Dunbar

David

Serio

.\.

Continental Cable T\ Commission

Conservation Commission 3 year term
Charles Vaughn. Planning Board RepresenUitive.
-

3 year term

William Wagner

David A. Serio

E\-officio

Clotilde Straus. City .•Xrborist

Harold Crossman.

Pamela

-

Richard Wilder. Chairman

(Chairman)

Conservation Commission - 3 year term
Planning Board Representative. Ex-officio
Clotilde Straus. City Arborisl (Chairman)

Jr.

Hall

Peter C. Kinner

John

Board of Heaith

-

Evans

E.

Pamela

3 year term

Odyssius Athanasious. [environmental Health Ofncer.

Peter

(;.

Hall

Kinner

Nancy Johnson

K\-otTicio

Paul M. Stewart. Chairman

3 year term

Joseph Shaw

Board of

Joan Nickel!

Odyssius Mhanasious. Environmental Health Officer.

Dr. Kevin

llealtii

-

Ex-officio Paul M. Stewart.

Looser

Chairman

Joseph Shaw
Traffic Safety

Committee

-

2 year term

John McMaster. Chairman. Council Representative

Joan Nickell
Looser

Dr. Kevin

Paul liOng. Rre Chief

Paul Ixing. Fire Chief

Stanton Remick. City Marshal

Ray Eberle. Vice Chairman

Ray Labrie. Deputy Marshal. Alternate

Melvin Alexander
Paul

Committee - 2 year term
John McMaster. Council Representative (Chairman)
Traffic Safety

Stanton Remick. City Marshal

John Palrikus. Deputy Marshal. .Mlernate
Steve Parkinson. City Engineer City Manager

Steve Parkinson. City Engineer or Keith Noyes

Rampon

City

Herbert Bunnell

Manager

Conrad Morin. Disabled Vet

3 year term
Barney Share. Chairman
Robert McCarthy
Robert J. Andrews
Mary Ann Blanchard
Shawn Pelech
Gregory St. Lawrence Christine Ball
Margaret J. Waddle
IJbrary Trustees

-

John Sullivan. Board of Education Representative

(.Advisory only)

Richard Gallant

Stephen

J

Tvbursky

Herbert Bunnell

John

C. Ripley. Jr.

Library Trustees

-

3 year term

Barney Share. Chairman
Holly

Young .Ayer
J. Andrews

Robert

Shawn Pelech
Personnel Advisory Board
William G. Poor. Chairman
Kenneth l?ichardson. Jr.

3 year term

Leonard Bruce
Christine Ball

Margaret J Waddle
John Sullivan. Board of Education. Representative
Jeannette Laraway

Milton Grant

Arthur Tobey
Francis Leith

Historic District
William

St.

Commission

-

3 year term

Ijurent. Council Representative

Personnel \dvisor> Board
Poor. Chairman

3 year term

William G

Kenneth Richardson.

Charles Vaughn. Planning Board Representative

Thomas

Donald Haves. Chairman

Arthur Tobey

P.

Jr.

.Ahearn

Francis Leith
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1984-1985

1983-1984
Michael Dunbar, Vice Chairman

Historic District

Thomas R Burnham

William
(Vice

Dorothy Vaiiehan

Commission

St. liiurent.

-

3 year term

Council Representative

Chairman)

Kevin Niland. Planning Board Representative

Cind\ llarriman

Michael Dunbar. Chairman

Building Code of Appeals

-

3 year term

Jack Pauson

Dorothy Vaughan

Robert Ricci

Chester Keefe

Phyllis Eldridge

Stephen Jeffco

John

Citizen's Council

Building Code of Appeals

John

IjCith.

F.

Collins

Robert Ricci

Chairman

Russell VanBilliard. Vice

Chairman

Chester Keefe

Stephen Jeffco

Jean Pecunies
Robert lijylon

Citizen's Council

Cicero l^ewis
Rick

John

Newman

Leith.

Chairman

Joseph Shaw

Russell VanBilliard. Vice

Gordon Weeks

Jean Pecunies

Nicky DiPietro

Robert liiyton

Pamela McCluskey

Cicero Ijcwis

Vern Gardner.

Rick

Jr.

Goerge McKenna (Creek Assoc. Pres.)
Donna l^ee Michaud

Newman

Joseph Shaw

Gordon Weeks
Nicky Di Retro

Refuse to Energy Committee

Pamela Mc(;iuskey

Peter Weeks

Vern Gardner.

Evelyn Marconi

George McKenna (Creek
Donna Lee Michaud

Richard Nelson

Chairman

Jr.

.Assoc. Pres.)

Peter Weeks. Chairman

Refuse to Energy Commlllee
Eileen Foley. Chairman

Mary Keenan

Jeffrey Ott

Charles RIdredge

Evelyn Marconi

Audit and Joint Budget Committee

Joint Budget

Committee (School Board)

Mary Keenan. Chairman

Frederick Sullivan
L.

Charles Eldredge

Franklin Slover

Eileen Foley

Eileen Foley

CIvli

Audit and Joint Budget Committee

Defense Director

Joint Budget

Committee (School Board)

Diane Share

Steve Irving

L.

Police Station Study

Committee

Franklin Slover

Joyce Weeks

Peter Weeks. Chairman

Defense Director

Richard Nelson

Civil

John Mc Master

Vacant at present

Vietnam Memorial F'imd
Peter Weeks

Jay Foley. Chairman

William

St.

Laurent

Police Station Study

Rick

Committee

Newman

Evelyn Marconi
Site Review

Committee

Planning Director.

William

St.

Ijaurent

Chairman

City Engineer

Vietnam IVIemorial Fund
Peter Weeks

Mrs. Clotildge Straus. (Conservation Commission

William

Economic Director

St.

Laurent

Chairman (Pleasant Point Drive)
Site Review

Paul Rampon. Trafric Safety Committee Representative

Planning Director, Chairman

(95 Market Street)
Timothy Monahan. Superintendent of Schools.

City Engineer

(Residential only)

Annual

Rt/xirl,

Committee

Fire Chief

1983-1984, 1984-1985

Economic Director
Clotilde Straus. Conservation

Committee Chairman
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1984-1985

1983-1984
Committee

Elhirs

John

Planning

Economic

W'ilMam

City

[iaurent

Chairman

Director,

Mary Keenan
St.

Committee

Review

Site

Chairman

Mc'Master.

Director

Engineer

Clotilde Straus, Conservation

Vendor's Ordinance Committee

McMasler, TS Committee

City

Manager

John

City

Attorney

Timothy

Environmental

Health

Representative

Monahan. Superintendent of Schools

(Residential

Officer

Commission Chairman

Chief

Fire

only)

Marshal

City

Frank Hansler. Chamberof Commerce Representative

Ethics

Committee

Jay Foley. City Council Representative. (Chairman)

Evelyn

Marconi.

Charles

Eldredge.

Council

City

Representative

Richard Noiles. Vendors Representati\e, 40 Crescent

Way

Vendor's Ordinance Committee

Building Commission
Environmental Health Officer

City

Manager

Planning

City

Attorney

Director

Environmenlal

Plumbing Inspector
Mre Chief

Health

Officer

Marshal

City

Frank Hansler. Chamberof Commerce Representative

Inspector

Electrical

Chairman

McMaster
Marv Keenan

John

Jay Foley. City Council Representative (Chairman)

Chamber
Jay

Commerce Council Representative

of

Charles

Eldredge.

Mary Keenan.
Pro
John

Portsmouth Council Representative
McMaster

Concord. I\H

Measures.

271-3700

-

Planning

Fire

St.

Chairman

Vice

[iiurent.

Health

(;hief

Electrical

Inspector

Chamber

of

Commerce Representative

Foley

Jay

James Vaughan

Pro Portsmouth
John McMaster

Ray

Eberle

Paul

Traffic

-

Downtown

-

Charles Vaughan
Peter

Straw ber\

-

Bunnell

lianke

Committee
Businessman
Safety

Planning Board Representative

-

Economic Commission
Rampon - Urban Affairs Committee.
Lukas

Chamber

-

Planning

Committee

Director.

-

Economic

Robert

Director. E\-officio

E\-ofricio

programs
Portsmouth

to review social services

receiving funding from

Goodman

Thomas Keefe

-

Council

Sealer of VVeishts and

Concord.

-

I\ll

Representative

Measures,

271-3700

Blue Ribbon Downtown Parking Review Committee

Commerce

of

Christopher Sheridan

Officer

Director

Snyder - Wright Pierce
Christopher Boys - State Transportation Committee
(Jeorge

Herbert

40 Crescent Way

Representative

Plumbing Inspector

Blue Ribbon Donntonn Parking Review Committee
John McMaster. Chairman
William

-

Inspector

Building

EuNironmenlal
Sealer of V\eights and

Council

City

Representative

Council

City

Richard Noiles. Vendors Rep.

Foley

City

of

Uberty Mutual
VP Rnance. Portsmouth Hospital
-

John

Chairman

McMaster.

fXelyn

Marconi

Jeffrey

OtI

James Vaughan. Straw bery Banke
Herbert Bunnell. Traffic Safety Committee
Ra\ Eberle. Downtown Businessman
Charles

Eldredge.

Planning

Board

Representative

Vicki

Committee
Christopher Sheridan. Economic Director. E\-officio

Angela

Sam

Carl

Brage

-

Inited

Way

Whalen - Citizen
Matthews - Day Care Center
William Scott - Welfare Dr. (Chairman)
Al Stammer- Director of Market Product Development
Sue Hardman - Citizen. Rye
Suzanne Fuller - Special Services Coordinator
Philip

Weeks

-

.Accountant

Mark

Kelliher.

Ciofn.

Planning

Affairs

Director.

E.x-officio

Joint School Board/City Council

Jeffrey

Charles

Committee

to

Insurance

Study

Jav

Ott

Eldredge

Folev

School

Board

Russell

Brightman.

Jacqueline
96

I'rban

Chairman

Pitts
City of Pnrismnuth

1983-1984
Committee
Parrels
Jay

revien

to

&

1

Kevin

Mikol.

Eberle.

Mel

Alexander.

Ruth

Traffic

Wholey.
Kotsonis.

Manager.

Economic
Mayor.

Board

Citizen
Citizen

Safety
at

at

Large
Large

Ex-offficio

Ex-officio

Slover

Weeks

Blue Ribbon Assessment
Ott. Chairman

Ex-officio

Committee

Jeffrey

McMaster

John

Thomas Morgan
Alegra May
Whitehouse

Harold

Safety

Traffic

Director.

Franklin

Council

Economic Commission

Ray

City

City

Planning Board
Rconomic Commission

Salvas.

L.

Joyce

Planning

Maclifod,

Richard

John

Proposal

McMasler. City Council

Charles Vaughn.

John

Hotel

2

Chairman.

Foley.

John

1984-1985

Noon
Dunbar

Charles
Michael

Susan Turner
Thoreson

Robert

Raymond Davis
Marcia

Carlton

Sargent

Philip

Martha Clark
Diesner Whittemore
Hon.

Krasker

Elaine

Beatrice

Marconi

(Informational

Aide)

Portsmouth Economic De\plopment
(PEDLP)
Eldredge,

Charles
Richard

Kathleen

Samuel

Report, I983-19S4,

1984-1985

Esq.

Salvas

Hayes
A.

Christopher

Annual

Program

Weeks

Philip

Vern

I<oan

Cioffi
F.

Gardner.

Sheridan
Jr.
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Directory
Current as of January,

1

986.

City of Portsmouth Control Sivitchboard Number - 431-2000 - Serving the Police
Department Business Lines, Fire Department Business Lines, Public Works, City Hall,
Library, District Court, Personnel, Welfare, and Recreation.

Extension

Function

Official/Location

Administration

Calvin A. Canney. City Manager, City Hall

201

Assessor

Ed

City Attorney

Robert

212
203

Assistant City Attorney

City Hall

City Auditor

Ray McDonald,

City

Elick, City Hall
P. Sullivan. City Hall

Kenneth king.

Accountant

City Engineer

Steve Parkinson, P.E.. Public Works

Auto licenses

Margaret Sullivan, Tax Collector,

Building Inspector

Richard A. Hopley, Public Works

Clerk of Court

Robert Roth. District

Community Development

Samuel

City Hall

(lourt, Parrott

Avenue

Ciolfi, Director, City Hall

28 Penhallow

251

Street

Detective Division

Police Station,

Economic Development

Christopher Sheridan, Director, City Hall

Electrical Inspector

Jeff Sargeant, Public

Emergency Management

222
223
240
210
243
255
216

City Hall

City Hall

Works
Church Street
Paul Famulari. Director.

230
243
258

1

Environmental Health
Odyssias Alhanasious. 53 Market Street

238

Finance Director

Kenneth C Dahl.

221

Department
Garbage Collection
Housing Code Inspector

Paul lx)ng. Chief. Fire Station

John Grattan. Public Works

Library

Sherman Pridham.

Officer

Fire

City Hall

244
240
243
252

Works

Public

Director.

8 Islington Street

Licenses. Permits, Records,
Elections, Ordinances,

&

Resolutions

Evelyn Hanscom. City Clerk. City Hall

Personnel Director

William Scott. 53 Market Street

Planning Director

Samuel Cioffi. City Hall
George Browning. Public Works

Plumbing Permits
Police Department
Probation Department
Public Works Director

Ray

lijbrie. Police Chief. Police Station

District Court. Parrott

Dan Ayer. P

E..

Avenue

Public Works

Purchasing Agent

Robert Sombric. City Hall

Recreation Director

Joseph Fate. Community Center. ,IFK

Sewer Superintendent

Ranee Collins. Public Works

Snow Plowing

Public

Tax Collection

207
266
216
240
248
274
240
228
264
240
240

Works

&

Auto Permits

Water Superintendent

210
240
266

Margaret Sullivan. Tax Collector, City Hall

Ranee

Works
Director. 53 Market Street

Collins. Public

Welfare Department

William Scott.

Zoning Enforcement

John Grattan. Steve Matatics. Zoning Officers
Public

243
219

Works

David Holden. Planner. City Hall

Chamber

of

Commerce

Mark

Kelliher. Executive Director

New

Harbor Master

Larry Bussey.

Hospital

Junkins Avenue
.Authority.

Thomas

E.

Public Health Nursing

District

Nursing Association

Red Cross

Red Cross Chapter
Timothy Monahan. Superintendent
Utile Harbor School. Clough Drive

-

Public

Municipal Judge

Schools
School Nurse
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Flynn.

1

18

436-51 10
Middle Street

Housing

Housing

436-1

436-8500

Castle

95 Court

Street

436-4310
436-5630
436-0815
436-2600
431-5080
436-2601

City oj Portsimmth

